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Oil Production Cap
Keynote Remarks by His Excellency Ali I. Al-Naimi, Minister of Petroleum & Mineral Resources, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, at the
4th OPEC International Seminar, March 18, 2009, Hofburg Palace, Vienna, Austria.
Reprinted with kind perimssion of the Ministry of Petroleum and Minerals.

“Excellencies, ladies and gentlemen good afternoon, I would
like to thank His Excellency
Abdalla Salem El-Badri, OPEC
secretary general, for his kind invitation to take part in
the 4th international OPEC Seminar.
When we last gathered for the 3rd OPEC seminar here
at the exquisite Hofburg Palace, our discussions hinged
on the theme of “A New Energy Era.” Participants
agreed that the world has ample oil reserves; that the
industry’s challenge is deliverability, not availability; and
on the importance of demand security to ensure sound
investment strategies for the oil industry. Price volatility was an often mentioned concern when discussing all
these important subjects.
Two and a half years later, price remains in the forefront,
yet with even greater complexity in the face of global
economic and ﬁnancial turmoil not witnessed in generations.
As we launch our third session of the day on upstream
and downstream production capacity , I am struck by
the fact that the members of this panel represent more
than one third of global oil production and one sixth of
reﬁning capacity. I therefore hope that this panel would
stimulate thinking towards solutions to help stabilize
global oil markets, and to enable petroleum to fully serve

its function as the world’s preeminent energy source and
enabler of progress and prosperity.
In this lovely setting, the imperial palace whose history
reaches back over 700 years, we realize something we
tend to overlook in the hurried pace of modern life; the
layering of time that is history. Around the world, our
lives often occupy the here-and-now – the current moment that so demands our time and attention.
In what analysts have called our “instant society,” it is
easy to lose perspective on the long-range, the time-intensive. It is in such a context that we encounter one of
the most persistent hurdles to understanding about the
oil industry: the fact that ours is a long-term business.
Petroleum itself, a substance millions of years in the
making; cannot be rushed; neither can the exploration,
discovery and development that take many years, if not
decades in some cases, to bring into production.
Some of the greatest oil discoveries of the last decades
bear out this fact. When oﬀshore oil and gas development began in the Gulf of Mexico in the late 1940s,
production was negligible; today, the Gulf accounts for
a sizeable portion of North American crude supply. The
North Sea, one of the biggest oil plays of the 20th century, took years and many disappointments to develop
after the Groningen gas discovery in 1959 spurred exploration.
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acity Expansion
A more recent example is Brazil. Oﬀshore exploration
and production began there in 1968, but the deepwater discoveries of Tupi, Jupiter and Carioca ﬁelds over
the past two years, and their signiﬁcant projected and
potential contributions, speak emphatically to the longterm nature of the oil industry.
Here I would be remiss to not also mention Saudi Arabia. It took the ﬁrst prospectors two years after arriving
in the Kingdom in 1933 to survey and explore before
the ﬁrst well was drilled in 1935, then another three
years before oil was discovered in commercial quantities in 1938. Even so, Saudi oil did not achieve its full
potential for many decades.
It therefore follows that the oil industry’s time-intensive
nature demands planning horizons stretching across
multiple decades. Furthermore, these time windows
must be supported by massive amounts of capital to ﬁnance operations, manpower, infrastructure, research &
development and address environmental concerns.
Experts predict that by 2030, the global population
will rise from the current 6.7 billion to 8 billion people,
raising energy consumption by half to meet economic
development needs even after accounting for continued
progress in energy eﬃciency. These projections further
expect that of all energy supplies, fossil fuels will continue to meet 80 percent of world demand through the
next few decades and that oil is expected to retain its
leading position as the world’s largest single source of
energy. This is not surprising given petroleum’s proven nature in terms of reliability, security, acceptability,
cost-eﬀectiveness and safety, as well as its massive infrastructure, all of which place the future energy burden
squarely on oil.
However, our ability to respond to this anticipated
mushrooming of global energy demand is facing strong
headwinds. Extraordinary economic and ﬁnancial
events and conditions have created the global crisis that
has dominated headlines for the past several months.

Virtually no sector is untouched by this deep recession.
The downturn has caused a dramatic price slide for oil
and gas, after the longest bull run in the entire history
of oil markets, which lifted oil prices to historical highs
in July 2008.
During this bull run, some argued that high prices
were indicative of dwindling supply, and that the world
should turn to alternatives to oil. Merely months later,
after oil prices dropped more than $100/BBL, and despite a global recession the likes of which have not been
seen since the great depression, the momentum behind
alternatives to oil continues unabated, which clouds the
future prospects of oil demand.
Adding to this is a trend of lower energy demand from
sectors such as industry, manufacturing and construction, which has followed the deep unexpected economic
downturn. Demand is now expected to drop by more
than 1 million barrels per day from last year’s average.
Not only is this the largest decline in demand since
1982. It also marks a second successive year of decline.
Compounding this clouded outlook are calls to lessen
or end dependence on oil, particularly from certain regions.
In such an uncertain demand environment, long-range
petroleum industry initiatives suﬀer; Inconsistencies
and unknowns are not conducive to future investments,
when long-term, capital-intensive industries require a
good ﬁnancial return and stable prices, as well as clarity
of future demand.
To illustrate just how vital these elements are for longrange planning, let me oﬀer a brief timeline reﬂecting
how Saudi Arabia, as the world’s leading oil producer
and exporter, has planned upstream and downstream activities in response to projected energy needs over time.
Earlier I noted that it was not until well after the discovery of oil in commercial quantities that the Kingdom’s
production began in earnest. Following a period of prowww.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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duction and reserves growth, especially after World War
II on through the 1950s and 1960s, Saudi Arabia entered a phase of tremendous growth. Between 1972 and
1974 alone, oil production climbed 70 percent. By the
end of the 1970s Saudi Arabia had designed, constructed and commissioned its landmark Master Gas System
to provide domestic industries with fuel and feedstock
for economic development and diversiﬁcation.
From the 1980s into the 1990s, the Kingdom’s petroleum industry entered another strategic phase, evolving
from a crude-oil production powerhouse to a fully integrated, international petroleum enterprise. This period
saw us forging our ﬁrst international downstream joint
and equity ventures.
By the turn of the century, the transformation continued with oil and gas megaprojects, as well as further international ventures, and new reﬁning and petrochemical initiatives at home and abroad.
Today, the Kingdom’s leadership is reﬂected in production of 8 million barrels of oil per day, plus a continued
commitment to maintain a spare capacity cushion of 1.5
to 2 million barrels per day to help stabilize the international oil market in the event of sudden supply shortages
or demand spikes. Our daily production capacity is set
to rise to 12.5 million barrels per day by the middle of
this year, through the most ambitious upstream project
slate in our history, valued at around $70 billion. Furthermore, one of our notable achievements over the last
few years was the expansion of non associated gas reserve
and production, which today accounts for over half of
the Kingdom’s gas supply.
Another milestone is the Kingdom’s expanded emphasis
on research and development. This innovation thrust is
especially focused on technologies to enhance petroleum
recovery and to formulate the environmentally friendly
“fuels of the future,” on which advanced internal combustion engines will run. Note that both these strategic paths are geared to future demand, particularly in
the energy-dominant transportation sector, and toward
greater environmental sustainability.
This transformative path will continue into the future,
with an ongoing emphasis on helping ensure reliable
energy supplies; adding value to our hydrocarbon resources through downstream and associated industries;
continuing to expand reﬁning capacity at home and in
key world markets and further diversifying our national
economy. These steps are part of a broader ambition to
evolve the Kingdom’s economy towards a knowledge-

based industrial society by investing not only in energy
infrastructure but also in Human Resource development
and education.
Ladies and Gentlemen, I have described this evolutionary process in part to underscore the Kingdom’s longrange commitment to our imperative to reliably deliver
energy to world markets. My intent is to also emphasize
the steady progress, from strength to greater strength,
that can be made only over a broad time horizon.
If fulﬁlling such a commitment is contingent on deep
and wide obligations of time and money, that dual investment is in turn reliant on energy prices that make
such long-term commitments both practical and supportable.
Long-range projects have often given rise to the discovery of additional resources with the potential to contribute signiﬁcantly to the world’s energy mix. In addition,
programs to develop diﬃcult and marginal areas such as
non conventional resources are themselves capital-intensive, and in the present price environment, they may no
longer make good business sense.
I have often described unsustainably low oil prices as
carrying the seeds of future spikes and volatility. This
danger is inherently linked to the ability to strategically
plan oil capacity expansions to meet future demand. In
a low-price environment, the trend is often to focus on
survival instead of expansion. If we place a low priority
on preparing for the future, that lack of action can come
back to haunt us through supply shortages and another
round of high prices.
Today’s deep economic crisis has on many levels challenged conventional wisdom. It has become diﬃcult to
see when things will begin to turn around, or what longterm economic aftershocks we might encounter. In this
uncertain environment, energy demand has pulled back,
negatively impacting oil prices and impinging on the industry’s long-term planning capability. This is also complicated by other factors, such as political rhetoric calling
for reduced dependence on oil for perceived reasons of
environmental sustainability, or seeking independence
from a particular region.
Time- and capital-intensive commitments rely on oil
prices that are low enough to enable economic growth,
especially for developing nations. However, prices should
be high enough to provide suﬃcient return to producers, and allow for timely planning and acceptable risk.
They should be at a level to incentivize energy eﬃciency
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among consumers; they should also be suﬃcient to encourage production from other sources, such as marginal
ﬁelds, non-conventional sources and renewables.
While volatile energy prices have heightened interest in
the development of other sources of energy, called by
some “alternatives” but in my opinion they should be
called “supplemental”. These sources cannot contribute
meaningfully to the world’s energy mix until they have
attained levels of aﬀordability, accessibility, acceptance
and sustainability that can come only with the investments that will enable their research, and later build and
maintain their infrastructure.
We frankly court disaster if these supplemental resources
on which such high hopes for energy security and sustainability are pinned do not fulﬁll their high expectations. While all viable energies will ultimately have a
role in meeting world demand, many of these sources
are either in their infancy, or face too many unresolved
sustainability issues, to serve as more than supplemental
resources for some time. Just as the oil industry needs a
long-term horizon, so do many alternatives.

Second, harmfully low prices are creating a damaging
ripple eﬀect, with diminished oil sector investments
threatening the availability of much-needed future supplies and inhibiting the research and development needed to produce increasingly challenging resources.
Third, I believe that energy demand will grow over the
long term. Population growth and economic development, especially in developing economies, will fuel this
growth.
Fourth, it is my conviction that fossil fuels, led by oil,
will continue to meet the lion’s share of future energy
demand, while alternative sources will play an important albeit marginal role in meeting these future energy
needs.
In conclusion, I can think of no commodity with the
transformative capability of petroleum or anything so
broadly beneﬁcial and important to the smooth, harmonious functioning of economies and societies.

In years to come, if traditional energy supplies should
prove inadequate because capital expenditure was curtailed due to unsustainable prices, unreliable indication of future demand, or hopes for a substitute for
oil that cannot deliver, such a supply crunch would be
catastrophic. The painful result would also be felt sooner
rather than later: it would eﬀectively take the wheels oﬀ
an already derailed world economy.

To that end, and despite the current economic situation
and other challenges to the energy sector, Saudi Arabia
will stay the course with our long-term capital investments for oil and gas capacity expansion and related
programs to enhance world energy supplies. We also
remain committed to our leadership in exploration and
production; in research and development to enhance the
eﬃciency of our operations and lighten their environmental footprint; and in developing the full potential of
our people.

Ladies and gentlemen, before wrapping up my talk, allow me to summarize the key points I have discussed
thus far

In this historic venue, our dialogue and cooperation can
help ensure that the signiﬁcant investments of time and
funding are met all along the petroleum value chain.

Firstly, success in our industry requires a long term perspective if we are to address investment requirements,
realize energy eﬃciency and tackle climate change. If we
cannot see beyond the current confusion, our world will
watch its hopes for adequate, aﬀordable, sustainable future energy recede.

By continuing to look to the future, we enable petroleum to continue fulﬁlling its unique promise for generations and generations to come.

Thank you for your kind attention.”

www.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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Al-Falih at Oxford:
Good Things Come in Threes
Saudi Aramco is a global enterprise, yes, but its importance at home, in Saudi Arabia, must not be understated. “It is the sole supplier of petroleum energy — the
Kingdom’s primary competitive advantage — to vital
domestic industries, utilities, business enterprises and
individual consumers,” he said. But on top of that,
while contributing to the Kingdom through corporate
social responsibility, “We pay as much attention to ﬁscal discipline and our bottom line as any of the multinationals.”
These three facets are interrelated and balanced in a
“tripod” concept. Prospective investments that help the
local economy and society, help the company meet its
obligations to supply energy to the world, and are commercially attractive meet the tripod test.
The export-oriented reﬁneries now being developed with
Total and ConocoPhillips are good examples of the tripod concept at work.
Khalid A. Al-Falih poses with Robert Mabro, president and
former director of the Oxford Institute for Energy Studies, at the
Oxford Energy Seminar.

OXFORD, U.K., August 12, 2009 -- Up-and-coming
leaders of the world’s petroleum industry learned Aug.
6 what makes Saudi Aramco tick as president and CEO
Khalid A. Al-Falih took the podium at the 31st Oxford
Energy Seminar at St. Catherine’s College.
In his speech, titled “Saudi Aramco in a Changing
World: The International, National and Organizational
Context,” Al-Falih laid the groundwork by enumerating
the company’s roles: the world’s largest producer and exporter of crude oil; a world-scale producer and processor
of natural gas; a “major and still-growing player in reﬁning,” and, more recently, a player in the petrochemicals
industry through in-Kingdom and overseas joint ventures.
“Saudi Aramco’s activities,” he said, “cover the whole
globe and span the entire petroleum value chain, from
reservoir to petrol pump and petrochemical plant — and
everything in between.”
www.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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But there is also an internal tripod upon which Saudi
Aramco builds its complex operations: “The Three Ts,”
Technology, Talent and Teaming. “As important as
our hydrocarbon reserves and our well-developed industrial infrastructure are, they are not enough on their
own,” he said. “In fact, these Three Ts are the most
signiﬁcant drivers of our success in the past, and more
so in the future in our quest to remain both an industry powerhouse and a very proﬁtable commercial enterprise.”
The Technology leg includes everything from oﬀ-theshelf solutions to developing unique tools for unique
challenges to shaping the technology agenda for the industry. “For example,” he said, “our POWERS reservoir
simulator is a proprietary upstream technology designed
to model the Ghawar ﬁeld in a single run and at everincreasing levels of detail. And it’s unique simply because
no one else has ﬁelds the size of Ghawar, Safaniya or
Shaybah which they need to simulate.”
Upstream, the company is on the cutting edge with its
maximum-reservoir-contact and extended-reach wells,
remote geosteering and Intelligent Field concept; and, in
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in the Kingdom and around the globe,” he said. “Our
history and our continuing experiences demonstrate just
how much is possible through cooperation and collaboration with complementary organizations.”
One of the things that make Saudi Aramco work well
is its relationship with the government, Al-Falih said.
And that works well because of the clarity of roles and
responsibilities.

Khalid A. Al-Falih poses with Saudi Aramco, Aramco Overseas
Co. and Aramco Services Co. representatives at the Oxford Energy Seminar. Three of the men were enrolled in the program:
Adeeb Y. Aama of the Business Analysis Department, second
from left; Ali A. Abuali, president and CEO of ASC, fifth from
left; and Basim S. Tahir, manager of the Financial Analysis and
Performance Advisory Department.

reﬁning, a new High Severity-Fluid Catalytic Cracking
process.
The ﬁrst “T” means little without the second, Talent.
“At Saudi Aramco, we view the men and women who
call themselves Aramcons as our most signiﬁcant competitive advantage,” Al-Falih said. “The best in the oil
business are not looking for a comfortable corner to relax in; rather, they seek challenges and opportunities, as
well as suitable recognition and appropriate reward for
their eﬀorts and contributions.”
Even with all that talent, though, no oil company can go
it alone. That’s where the third “T,” Teamwork, comes
in.
“We have pursued joint-venture partnerships with leading global petroleum companies and now with top-ﬂight
chemical enterprises, and have worked hard to develop
strong and sustained relationships with our customers

“The Ministry sets policy, including ﬁscal regime; makes
decisions on production levels; and sets the nation’s
overall hydrocarbon policy,” he said. “Meanwhile, the
company focuses on implementing those policies and
meeting the broad umbrella objectives set by the government, all while balancing the international, national and
commercial priorities I addressed earlier. … In my view,
this symbiotic relationship has been one of the major
factors in Saudi Aramco’s success over the years.”
In the big picture, Al-Falih said, “It is our task to gain
clarity about the forces, trends and issues that lay before us, and to establish clear criteria by which they can
be identiﬁed, assessed and related to one another. We
have to exercise control within our spheres of inﬂuence
— using key enablers like the Three Ts. … Above all, we
must have a clear vision of our organizations’ role in the
industry, and indeed in society, because only then can
we as leaders take tough decisions about the trajectory
of our business and the direction of our companies or
institutions.”
These diﬃcult issues are among the most complex and
important challenges in the world. “But in my view, that
simply means that there is no more challenging or exhilarating industry than petroleum, no more essential
driver of prosperity and development than the energy
which we provide, and no profession that is as satisfying
and rewarding as that of the oil man or woman.”

www.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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Dr Ashraf Tahini.

Dr Leo Roodhart.

Dr. Ashraf Tahini, 2009 Technical Symposium and
Exhibition Chairman, welcomed a crowd of over 700
participants from diﬀerent disciplinary backgrounds to
this years’ symposium, “Pushing the Technology Envelope for Higher Recovery.” This theme was selected to
promote the development and deployment of new technologies for enhanced and cost eﬀective discovery and
recovery of hydrocarbon reserves ,”said Dr. Tahini.

He concluded by raising questions to the audience such
as the available choices we have, current global situation,
cost cutting, options to accelerate innovation, and asking if cooperation is the solution.

The ﬁrst invited speaker
SPE President, who emphasized the availability of oil in terms of resources and production
cost, stating that most of
the next trillion of oil is
coming from very challenging reserves that require more costly operations to produce: EOR,
IOR, new discoveries
and unconventional resources. He highlighted
the importance of future
development and investment that requires producing with friendly environmental situations.

was Dr. Leo Roodhart, 2009

The next keynote speaker was Mr. Chad Deaton, Chairman, President and Chief Executive Oﬃcer of Baker
Hughes. Mr. Deaton focused on the importance of investing in the research, technologies and people required
to maximize recovery from challenging reservoirs. He
presented some technologies including the
new LWD resonance
MagTrak and an advanced completion system, equalizers CF with
MTV valves. His ﬁnal
remarks were that people will make the diﬀerence to the industry and
most importantly will
need development, investment and training.
The ﬁnal speaker, Mr.

From left to right: Abdulatif Othman, Senior VP Finance, Saudi Aramco;
Abdullah Al Naim, VP, Exploration; Amin Al Nasser, Sr. VP Exploration Abdullatif Al-Othman,
& Producing; Chad Deaton, CEO, Baker Hughes; John Prescott, Vice Senior Vice President of
Finance in Saudi AramPresident & Managing Director, Baker Hughes, KSA.

Saudi Arabia Oil and Gas Official Magazine SPE Technical Symposium

tion where higher level of operational eﬃciencies are more
than ever needed to reduce overall ﬁeld development and
production costs by deploying latest technologies.
The program oﬀers 16 technical session’s with recognized
keynote and invited speakers, technical presentations and
posters, special technical sessions in addition to social activities. The technical committee after a thorough review
has endeavored to bring the best concepts and case histories
to the technical symposium with an aim to share the best
practices that have been adopted in the various parts of the
region. The international and local response to the request
for the abstracts for papers and posters this year was beyond
expectations.

Mr Abdullatif Al-Othman.

co, focused on human resources and talent, focusing on
the global economic recession and the resources needed
to overcome the challenges worldwide. All speeches were
well received by the audience and ﬁnally, the keynote
speakers and the Technical Symposium Sponsors were
recognized by Mr. Amin Nasir, Vice President, Saudi
Aramco Exploration and Producing, with tokens of appreciation.
Distinguished Guests, ladies and gentlemen, good morning,
On behalf of the Society of Petroleum Engineers Saudi Arabia Section, it gives me great pleasure to welcome you to the
2009 SPE Technical Symposium and Exhibition.
Allow me, ﬁrst and foremost, to express my deepest gratitude
to all of you for accepting our invitation to attend and participate at this technical symposium.
When we prepared for this event, the aim was to pull together a symposium that can be looked at as one of the important events in Saudi Arabia’s petroleum sector. With this
motivation, the program committee has worked hard to
bring you an exceptional Technical Symposium under the
special theme “Pushing the Technology Envelope for Higher
Recovery”. The theme was carefully selected to promote the
development and deployment of new technologies for enhanced and cost eﬀective discovery and recovery of hydrocarbon reserves. This correlates well with the current situa-

The symposium also features a panel discussion which
brings experts from Reservoir Development, especially Tight
Gas reservoirs, an area so vital to fuel the economic growth
for the region in general and kingdom in particular. The
rationale is to unlock challenges involved in the regional
Tight Gas market and have a strategy in place to exploit
these reserves and be able to support the needs of natural gas
supply in future.
The special feature to this year’s event is the exhibition that
has been planned for the ﬁrst time to showcase latest technologies needed to boost the growth of the regional upstream
industry. As one of the objectives behind the exhibition this
year, we have given the opportunity for the Saudi Arabia
SPE students’ chapters of King Fahad University of Petroleum and Minerals and King Saud University to share their
activities and accomplishments at this event. Additionally,
we have highlighted the importance of safety and health
care by assigning a stand for Saudi Aramco Medical Services Organization to share general safety and health tips
with the participants.
This year’s symposium is particularly special as it falls after
the SPE Saudi Arabia Section’s celebration of the 50th anniversary.
Thank you for attending the 2009 SPE Saudi Arabia Technical Symposium and Exhibition. I hope this exciting event
will allow you to have a stimulating environment where
novel ideas and new initiatives can be presented and discussed during the three days. I would like to conclude by
thanking everyone who has taken part in supporting this
symposium. Allow me to express my deepest appreciation for
the support we have received from our sponsors with special
thanks for the support by the Saudi Aramco, Baker Hughes
and SPE international.
Thank you all.
www.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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14 Futureware

Futureware Operated Real
Time Operation Center
Remotely Supporting Drilling Operations to Enhance Drilling Eﬃciency
This paper describes a proposed set of best practices for drilling surveillance. Drilling surveillance in general is very important to enhancing
the drilling process. With the process described in this paper, it guarantees faster results and better drilling practices. This is due to many
important practices of this process like data collection, information dissemination, employing best practices, knowledgebase development and
establishing drilling KPIs

Introduction
The Real time Operation Center is one of the applications
of cutting edge technology in the industry. It is an
integrated facility made up of the latest technology in
information and communication technology both in
hardware and software. The fundamentals being the
ability to connect with operational site (in this case, the
well site) in Real Time. Analysis of data received from
the various wellsites is done by the team of experts in
the Center, the result of the analysis is then relayed back
to the Rig Team.
It is therefore worthy to note at this juncture, that the
instantaneous transmission of data from the Wellsite
to a Real Time Operation Center brings about the
opportunity of bringing together a team of experts in
diﬀerent ﬁelds relating to the operations and stakeholders
in a collaborative environment to proﬀer solutions to
diﬀerent issues emanating from drilling operations
instantaneously. The Real Time operation center is
therefore about people and technology.

Role of the RTOC
The Real Time drilling operation Center is deployed to
support drilling operations round the clock. It is designed
to support several drilling operations simultaneously.
The hardware conﬁguration is such that large display
screens are used to project real time data streaming from
the wellsite for critical well section being drilled and
monitored by the RTOC.
The role of the Futureware operated RTOC in the

chain of Exploration and Production of hydrocarbon
(E&P business) RTOC which essentially is to meet the
objective of drilling the well in a safe and cost eﬃcient
manner.

RTOC Processes and Workflow
The process in the Futureware operated RTOC is a ‘close
loop’ process consisting of three phases, it starts with a
pre-drill runs through drilling and ends with post drill
analysis
Pre-drill detail analysis
The pre drill process commence with the gathering of
relevant oﬀset well data for the proposed well for RTOC
monitoring, these data includes petrophysical data such
as Gamma Ray , Resistivity, Density, Sonic, etc; Surface
Parameters such as ROP, WOB, Torque, RPM, MW
and historical operations report s with summary of all
the events in the oﬀset wells. All these data are used to
build models for the proposed well.
The objective at this stage is to essentially identiﬁes issues
that might jeopardize the objective of the proposed
well from the Well control bore hole stability point of
view, to reduce cost by increasing the eﬃciency of the
operation and also eliminate bore hole issues that could
lead to NPT. The common models build at this stage are
for well bore stability, Torque and Drag and hydraulics,
well bore cleaning.
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Well Bore Stability Model
Operator/client approved software is being used to
model the proposed well to predict how the well is
going to behave in terms of well bore stability. The
model predicts the Pore Pressure, Fracture Gradient, the
Overburden Gradient and the Shear Failure Gradient.
A recommended mud weight is generated on the basis
of this model to essentially keep the well under control
(avoid kick) and minimize or eliminate Well bore stability
issues such as tight hole, shale caving, loss circulation.
Results from this model aid in optimizing some of the
well engineering designs such as Mud weight, casing
scheme and setting depth.
The Torque and Drag / Hydraulic model
The model is built for eﬀective surveillance of the drilling
operation, capturing various scenarios. Deviations from
the prediction while drilling will be easily noticed and
recommendation can scientiﬁcally be made to mitigate
against potential hole problem that could arise from
the observed anomalies. This is essentially good for
monitoring extend reach drilling (ERD).
Real-Time analysis
The real time operation center is manned 24/7 by well
trained specialist with multidisciplinary experience and
skills. These set of skills are provided by appropriately
trained multidisciplinary engineers or individual
domain experts/champions. The skill set available in the
Futureware operated RTOC includes Geomechanical
Model specialist for well bore instability issues, drilling/
directional drilling, mud logging, logging while drilling
and interpretation, well placement specialist, well
operations and clients approved technical/application
specialist. The RTOC surveillance engineers, who by
training and experience possess a unique mix of skills
monitors the real-time data being transmitted from
the rig and compares it them with the model data to
establish a trend, it is this that tells him when and how
to intervene if there is an observed abnormal trend
in a particular parameter. For surface parameter data
gathering, a client/Operator approved unmanned box
such as Electronic Data Recorder, EDR; Integrated Rig
Information System, IRIS is deployed on the rig site
to gather information from the surface data sensors,
which have been calibrated and installed on the rig and
subsequently transmitted to the RTOC. The RTOC
quality checks the data frequently by calling the rig to
conﬁrm any suspicious reading before raising alarm.
The survey data is loaded to compare with plan deviation
survey for any deviation to be capture immediately and
remedial action taken so as to achieve the objective of

the well. Pre-drill Geomechanical and hydraulic models
are continuously updated and used to compare the
transmitted data, analyzed, and trends established. Based
on the alert protocol established at the pre-drilling stage
with the drilling engineer and other stakeholders, the
surveillance engineer raises alert when any abnormality
is observed during the drilling operations. The team of
technical experts in the RTOC intervenes and proﬀer
solutions in the form of technical recommendations
to prevent any potential drilling hazards based on the
actual observation and interpretation from the RTOC.
The real time surveillance and analysis by the RTOC
team, has proven to be quite eﬀective in preventing
potential wellbore issues that has help the operator/client
in lots of savings both in human, cost and time. Most
commonly real time analysis done at the RTOC and
which has proven eﬀective for preventing and reducing
stuck pipe, pack-oﬀs, kicks or loss circulation incidence
and manage the frequency of wiper trips and/or the
frequency and size of sweepsfor example, is the real-time
hookload , torque and annular pressure while drilling
monitoring and analysis.
Some Cases of prevented potential events
Drop in SPP from 2850 psi to 2350 psi at 1420’ an
early detection of drill string washout. The RTOC
picked this event and alerted the stakeholders and made
recommendation to check for a drill string washout. A
washout check trip was carried out and a 6 inch lateral
crack was found in the 8 inch drill jar. This could have
lead to a twist-oﬀ and subsequently a ﬁshing operation
which could last for several hours and may be an eventual
sidetrack.
Erratic Torque while oﬀset well data shows average torque
of 5-7 klbs in the same interval. The RTOC observed
this anomalous trend, analyzed it and recommended the
rig team pick up oﬀ bottom to release the stress in the
drill string, circulate hole clean, reduce weight on bit by
5% and increase rotation per minute by 10%. This was
done and the torque return to normal. Potential event
if remedial action was not taken could be drill string
failure, twist-oﬀ.
RTOC surveillance engineers observed SPP build up
associated with increase ROP and high stick and slip
suspect annular ﬁll with potential of stuck pipe and or
drill string failure due to high stick and slip. The RTOC
made the recommendation to pick oﬀ bottom, circulate
hole clean and perform a short wiper trip. This was done
and the SPP returned to normal and the stick and slip
reduced.
www.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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The RTOC surveillance engineers observed that while
Drilling @ 9559 ft, TDS hydraulic pump failed, the rig
team stopped to repair and string was kept stationary with
low circulation and without any reciprocation. Tried to
pick up string, observed 40 klb over pull and 50 klb
slack oﬀ which indicate sticking tendency. The RTOC
recommended to the drilling team to torque string up
to the maximum while slacking down all string weight
to conﬁrm string is free. If string is not free, jar down
while torque string to the maximum to free pipe – keep
circulating with the maximum ﬂow rate. The stuck pipe
incident was averted due to the prompt intervention of
the RTOC experts.

Figure 1: Drill string washout detection

The RTOC surveillance engineers
observed a drop in the Stand Pipe
Pressure, at the pre-drill review of
this well, it was identiﬁed that it
will be drill through a potential loss
circulation zone. It was therefore easy
for the surveillance engineer to discern
the possible cause for the sudden drop
in SPP. The stakeholders were alerted
and recommendation to cure the losses
before drilling ahead was carried out and
well was successfully drilled to section
TD and well objective achieved.
Figure 2: Sudden erratic Torque

Post drill analysis (Closing the loop)
RTOC has demonstrated that time
based post drill analysis is most
eﬀective in analyzing the when and
how of drilling issues. The technical team, at the end
of monitoring a section prepares a summary of drilling
issues observed in the well; the mitigations and the
lesson learned are fully captured. The Practice Worth
Replicating PWR are documented and passed on to
the drilling team for adoption in subsequent drilling
program. Events analysis are sometimes done to
ascertain the root cause of such event, this is best done
in time rather than depth. Pre-drill models are updated
and archived for future references, ﬁeld speciﬁc issues
are properly captured with tailored solutions.

Value Achieved
The Futureware operated RTOC has added immense
value to the drilling phase of the Operators/client Oil
and Gas exploration chain. Some of the added beneﬁts
include but not limited to the followings:

and support multiple drilling operations at the same
time. The ability to quickly analyzed data for decision
support is enhanced and reaction time to unexpected
situations is reduced.
2. Reduction in downtime as potential hole problems
are quickly identiﬁed before they become major and
proactive remedial actions are applied in time.
3. Combination of time and depth data to analyze serial
events.
4. Standardization of drilling program and operations to
tackle ﬁeld speciﬁc issues
5. Provided a platform for easy data gathering and
analysis of oﬀset well data in real-time. With each well
drilled, we learn more about how to better drill the next
well, making the historical data immediately available
opens opportunity for better drilling optimization.

Next Phase of the RTOC
1.
Eﬃcient utilization of drilling experts without
having them physically on the rig site. This has reduced
cost of support and allows them to look critically, analyze

The next phase of the RTOC is the full optimization of
the drilling process to achieve a further reduction in cost
per footage.
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Figure 3: High stick and slip with sudden increased in Stand
Pipe Pressure
Figure 4: Operational intervention to prevent stuck pipe

Figure 5: Captured loss circulation zone with monitored SPP

The Real Time Management System will be deplored
in the RTOC to automatically capture all aspect of the
wells under monitoring in the RTOC from request to
release. The RTMS will ensure that all lesson learned
while drilling the well are properly captured send
automatic alerts to respective stakeholders on need be
basis, complete EOSR and release well when drilling
operations completes. A very important aspect of the
RTMS is the ability to set thresholds for the drilling
parameters pre-deﬁned at the pre-drill stage, necessary
to give early warnings of captured potential hazards of
the well in question. This will automatically triggered
an alarm system to prompt the surveillance engineer
to check all other parameters and raise alert to other
stakeholders in the well.
The application of real time Mechanical Speciﬁc energy
is currently on trial at the Center. If this is successful, it
will enable the Center to remotely optimize the drilling

Figure 6: The RTOC process and activities

parameters for drilling eﬃciency and improved rate of
penetration.
The Center will obviously provide a platform for a
futuristic full drilling automation (cyber drilling).
www.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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KAUST’s Global Boost for Applied and
Computational Mathematics
By John Ockendon

It will not have escaped readers’ attention that the King
Abdullah University of Science and Technology provides unprecedented support for research in applied and
computational mathematics, especially through two (of
a total of four) centres established by KAUST’s Global
Research Partnership – one at Oxford University and
the other at Texas A&M University. The recent launch
meeting of the Oxford Centre for Collaborative Applied
Mathematics (OCCAM) oﬀered a singular opportunity
to proclaim the value of the mathematical sciences in the
21st century.
Because the meeting was organised primarily to publicise
the impact that applied and computational mathematics
can have outside the mathematical community, several
of the senior speakers were not professional mathematicians. Their visionary presentations were backed up by
shorter talks from OCCAM researchers, the whole programme being around the KAUST themes of biosciences
and bioengineering; materials science and engineering;
resources, energy and the environment; and, of course,
applied mathematics and computational science.

mathematical modelling of the brain is so challenging.
From this daunting complexity, however, Paul Bressloﬀ
(previously of the University of Utah, now at OCCAM)
has been able to extract simpliﬁed dynamical models
covering spatial scales from synapses to cortical networks, and even making use of ideas about symmetry in
hallucinations. Optimistic as he is, Bresloﬀ expressed no
great conﬁdence that cognition is now ripe for modelling.
L. Mahadevan (Harvard) and Dick James (University
of Minnesota) provided equally stimulating food for
thought in the area of multiscale materials modelling
from the submicron level to the laboratory scale. Mahadevan described disordered networks that can undergo a phase transition from being a fragile network to a
stiﬀ solid when a topological order parameter crosses a
dimension-dependent theoretical threshold. Such net-

The audience was greatly receptive to expositions in the
following areas:
Peter Hunter (Auckland Bioengineering Institute) described the evolution and current status of perhaps the
most practically important multiscale modelling challenges of them all – the Physiome Project (http://www.
ngi-z.co.nz/applications/physiome.html).
Indeed, could any application of mathematics have as
much impact as whole-body modelling – with its synthesis of components down to the level of the cell and
even smaller? And how many clever new mathematical
ideas will be needed to integrate the models for the different physiological components (such as those in Fig
1) in an eﬃcient, bottleneck-free computational framework?
At the moment, the physiome does not incorporate
much input from neuroscience, largely because the

Figure 1: Subsets of the Physiome
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the emphasis should be put on solar energy harvested in
desert environments.

Figure 2: Dune and Cold Ground Morphologies

works could be useful for describing the mechanical
properties of materials, whether stiﬀ or soft, living or
non-living, that fall outside the traditional classiﬁcations
of theoretical mechanics.
James has been able to identify a remarkable uniﬁcation
of ﬂuid and solid mechanics for what ﬂuids experts call
“viscometric” ﬂows. This opens up new possibilities for
researchers in both communities and James was able to
use carbon nanotube deformation as an illustration of
this.
These two sessions are also relevant to OCCAM’s liquid
crystal research programme, which is led by Apala Majumdar. The information that LCDs give us second by
second is, many senses, key to our survival, and applied
and computational maths is the key to controlling the
molecular orientations on which LCDs rely.
The two “Big E’s” presented the launch meeting with its
broadest range of theoretical challenges. Don Turcotte
(geology, UC Davis), a renowned, yet mathematically
sympathetic earth scientist, reminded us of the eﬀectiveness of fractal distributions in collapsing multiscale data,
from across the whole spectrum of geophysics and even
to the extent of capturing the statistics of record-breaking events. However, the discussion also revealed the
somewhat alarming gulf that can exist between mathematical statistics and geostatistics.
David Mackay (physics, Cambridge) enthralled the
audience with a crisp and entertaining account of the
qualitative implications of diﬀerent ways in which civilization might respond to the energy challenge. The implication was that the mathematical sciences have a key
role to play in an enormous number of individual research projects, but Mackay’s principal message was that

In the face of the real-world opportunities and challenges described at the meeting, our community clearly
has to scour every nook and cranny of its tool-kit. Peter
Markowich (Cambridge, and a KAUST GRP Investigator) highlighted what may be our most powerful methodology. He showed how partial diﬀerential equations
can unify phenomena over almost all terrestrial scales,
from Bose-Einstein condensates to tsunamis.
Although his talk revealed how much we know at distinct scales, mathematicians currently have far less to say
about how to glue the diﬀerent scales together. It was
left to Gil Strang (MIT) to remind everyone of scary
challenges like the behaviour of the spectrum of the 2-D
Laplacian in a regular n-gon as n tends to inﬁnity.
Along with these focused sessions, the launch meeting
reﬂected OCCAM’s industrial roots by including a session on mathematics in industry. Session leaders Colin
Please (University of Southampton) and Graeme Wake
(Massey University, Auckland) both extolled the joys of
working on industrial problems – describing both the
diﬃculties inherent in making contact with industrialists and some of the applications to which maths has
really made a diﬀerence. Success stories, they said, are
crucial to the promotion of maths-in-industry. Chris
Farmer (previously of Schlumberger, now at OCCAM)
described key challenges for mathematicians in the oil
industry, such as optimal well-placement under uncertainty and the geometric modelling of rock formations.
Further talks and discussion focused on mechanisms for
promoting the use of mathematics in solving industrial
problems. Study Groups were a recurring motif; other
ideas included internships in industry for postgraduate students and technology translators to help bridge
the communication gap between academia and practical scientists in industry. Robert Leese (UK Knowledge
Transfer Network in Industrial Mathematics) explained
how his organisation has worked to facilitate the ﬂow of
information and people in all directions. Hilary Ockendon (Oxford) described the global scale of this activity, as summarised in the recently issued OECD report
(www.oecd.org/dataoecd/31/19/42617645.pdf ).
Reference
1 SIAM News September 2009.
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Integrated business solution to
real-time rig communications
In the digital oilﬁeld, the diﬀerence between yesterday’s and today’s drilling operations is
the computerization of data acquisition, storage and reporting and the telecommunications
transmitting data 24/7 via the Internet from the rig to anywhere worldwide.
By Ray Daily, Product Line Manager, NOV M/D Totco.

Continually redeﬁning where innovation can be taken
next, National Oilwell Varco’s M/D Totco product
group began opening new dimensions in integrated
business solutions several years ago. A prime example
is a repository ‘well data’ Information System, which
works in conjunction with a well site based data acquisition system. Based on an uploading schedule, operators
and contractors can view rig site information, such as
IADC and safety reports, online in pdf format anywhere
and anytime.

System overview
Password protected functions as a secure portal for rig
information including payroll and morning reports, bit
record reports, deviation surveys, mud records, activity
detail and time summary reports. It provides not only
timely access to drilling information via the Internet, it
also delivers eﬃcient access for enhanced decision-making. For example, with activity detail reports, users can
remotely observe rig operations and determine downtime since drilling commenced and the percentage spent
servicing. All this information is broken out and illustrated graphically over the life of the rig.
In today’s work environment, real-time in drilling has
quickly made the transition from a luxury to a necessity.
With the Real-Time data, users can access up-to-thesecond data on rigs equipped with it. With this option,
users can log onto the rig and access to up-to-the-second data. A connection opens between the user’s screen
and the rig/drilling data source, providing data in onesecond intervals. Information regarding all the drilling
parameters including rate of penetration (ROP), hook
load and pump pressure is provided, so the user can see
and monitor exactly what the driller sees and does.
For instance, remote data may indicate that bit weight
should be increased. Within seconds, the user can con-

tact the rig, regardless of location, and direct the driller to increase the weight on bit (WOB) by a speciﬁed
amount. Surprisingly, the use of real-time data is generally not widespread on rigs yet, with some companies
still updating drilling data no more frequently than every ten minutes. Use of real time well data is becoming
more frequent as the need for eﬀective risk management
becomes more prevalent.
The system can also provide enhanced cost management
capabilities when used with other systems. When using
a DrillWell option for business applications, all data is
sent electronically where it can reside behind the organization’s ﬁrewall. After being imported into a SQL server
database, users can see, for example, not only how much
downtime is occurring on several rigs, but also the speciﬁc rigs that are experiencing the most downtime. As
a reporting application, the system takes all the report
data sent from all rigs and allows activity information to
be viewed by a company and its divisions.
By analyzing the data, managers can raise questions such
as why one rig is rigging up BOPs in 25% less time compared to two other similar rigs. These types of analyses
can drive actions and best practices to improve eﬃciencies of key rig performance activities. Custom reports
can also be provided if contractors or operators desire
to add such “extras” as cost sheets and payroll information. Moreover, the data system is compatible with other
systems, so its data integrates easily into standard oﬃce
applications
In an oilﬁeld user scenario, real-time data feedback was
vital to enhance drilling operations. The real-time component enabled an operator professional to rearrange
and customize the screen as desired. Finding the system
easy to load, customize and set up, the engineer was able
to perform requests such as adding a weight indicator
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At a glance, the well status is presented with a summary curve and the capability to select operational and status reports

dial or plotting four channel strip chart. Also, multiple rigs could be opened so that all active jobs could be
viewed and monitored in a timely manner. By clicking
the tabs at the top, the user could see the numbered rigs
and have twenty or more of them opened at the same
time. Alternatively, with the oﬄine viewer and vast storage capacity, the user could select data and then save,
download and archive the information for review at a
more convenient time. The user has found still further
value by being able to simply and systematically share

these data with other colleagues, promoting teamwork
and collaboration.
When accessing well information via the Web, users now
can utilize various ways to manage the information. For
example, each user can automate information retrieval.
For ease of use, customized text ﬁles can be sent at userselected time intervals. Also adding to convenience and
more informed decision-making, report customization
allows IADC activity codes to be summarized and userwww.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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tions. The rig based application is where rig information
is collected before being sent to users for presentation
so that a well’s progress can be viewed and monitored
remotely anywhere, anytime. With this capability, questions regarding a well’s drilling rate and footage, bit runs
and drill pipe types can be answered.
The rig based data incorporates modern sensor technologies with advanced computer and data acquisition
systems, including proven algorithms in its design for
real-time rig site data analysis and control. For ease of
user interaction, it includes touchscreen displays and
a user-friendly interface. Overall, the system provides
more precise, tighter drilling controls, advanced wireless networking and seamless integration with business
processes.

Select the time summary report and observe the rig operation.
Key on trouble areas to reduce downtime and standardize on
best practices. Summarize across the fleet to enhance overall
drilling operation.

speciﬁed data ranges to be reported across wells. Users
can also manage operating expenses on a per-rig basis
and create bi-weekly payroll summaries from the IADC
Standard Daily Drilling Reports.
The well list Home Page itself can help make drilling
operation management more productive. For instance,
division groupings can be created within the customizable ﬂeet view. The application also allows users to share
the data in a concise, organized manner.

Managing the rig operation
All these facets of real time data are incorporated with
the system. They are an integral extension of the company’s focus on leveraging technology to enable contractors and operators to better manage their drilling operations by streamlining operations on a daily basis.
The wellsite information system incorporates the latest sensor and data acquisition technologies to produce
drilling information and rig site reports. The DrillSuite
Business Support System consolidates and pre-arranges
the data into valuable business reports while functioning
as a gateway to export data into critical business applica-

Among its numerous beneﬁts, it oﬀers several options to
record observations in a timely manner. It signiﬁcantly
reduces rig administration tasks and errors through automated data entry. Rig managers can secure approvals without using sensitive personal information and it
provides enhanced communication with rig site personnel. Additionally, when used with Wellsite Performance
Drilling AdvisorTM to monitor real-time mechanical speciﬁc energy (MSE), the system provides higher quality
wellbores, better hole placement and faster ROPs, enabling substantial eﬃciency gains and cost savings.
The system imports data electronically from every monitored rig and automatically updates the information in
an organization’s central database. As the name implies,
the DrillSuite Standard is a package that provides a standardized set of reports. This standard provides basic operational and business reporting tools that enable timely
and accurate consolidation and delivery of drilling information to an oﬃce. Some system generated examples
include:
- Consolidated and customized morning reports
- Detailed subcodes allowing users to analyze trends and
benchmark activities
- Integrated asset management and payroll modules for
layering on top of the standard
Standard or custom reports are generated and made instantly available to any user provided with security access to the information.

Growing usage worldwide
Currently, real-time applications are primarily used in
the Western Hemisphere, namely the United States,
Mexico and Venezuela. Field applications elsewhere include Egypt and the North Sea. However, some hurdles
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already have been cleared for continued demand, which
s forecasted to grow globally beyond these regions. One
example is a national oil company which had stipulated
that its well data not leave the country, electronically or
otherwise. NOV M/D Totco installed a system in this
operator’s corporate oﬃce, with ﬁrm restrictions regarding data movement from the country.

information on a Web-accessible basis. For instance, a
new user went from sceptic to advocate after monitoring daily rig operations using real-time data for only a
short time. Now, instead of having to phone each site,
the user simply opens e-mail to view copies of all the
reports generated quickly and automatically from all rigs
of interest.

Results have been successful beyond expectations. As a
result, negotiations are underway to implement similar arrangements with other large national and multinational operating companies. The system’s advantages
have been particularly evident in Egypt, where several
rigs had uploaded real-time drilling data that were sent
to numerous locations. The value of having timely information was quickly recognized without experiencing the
data security issues that had been feared prior to implementation.

Conclusion

The bottom line is that the system simply leverages drilling data in the same manner as business professionals
in other industries and consumers in general obtain

As today’s digital oilﬁeld grows increasingly complex,
the idea of utilizing technology like WellData to view
large quantities of data, monitor operations and manage business processes is no longer a future hope but
a present reality. Its Web-accessible interface provides
24/7 access to each well’s data. Its data archiving capabilities improve well planning and Project Management.
Its automated data collection and standard and custom
report generation help streamline business operations
and rig administration, thereby eliminating trips to the
ﬁeld. Its real-time data keeps users current with a variety
of the most accurate, up-to-date information, ranging
from strip charts to easy to view buttons.
www.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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SRAK CEO Kamal Al-Yahya took time out from a busy schedule
to talk exclusively with Saudi Arabia Oil and Gas
Saudi Arabia Oil and Gas acknowledges the support of the SRAK team and the Ministry of Petroleum and Minerals
with regard to the publication of this interview.

Saudi Arabia Oil and Gas: How has SRAK evolved
over the past few years?
Kamal M. Al-Yahya: SRAK continues its exciting
journey at a breathtaking pace. The company started
as an idea on paper in late 2003 and today has evolved
into a full-ﬂedged company with a well established
organisational structure and logistical support. As an
Incorporated Joint Venture we deploy staﬀ seconded
from the shareholding companies Saudi Aramco and
Shell, an increasing number of direct hire Saudi nationals and temporary contract staﬀ. This blending of
skills has enriched the work environment and was instrumental in shouldering the many challenges that a
newly established company poses. Every day we gain
more knowledge and understanding of the area in
which we are exploring for non-associated gas. The
large amount of data, which we have collected from
wells, seismic data, aerial gravity and magnetic surveys,
all have contributed to improving our understanding
of the geology, thus helping us to optimize the selection of future wells.
Saudi Arabia Oil and Gas: How has the geological
exploration modelling process developed? What new
technologies have been used/developed?
Kamal M. Al-Yahya: A play-based rather than prospect-based exploration strategy has been devised during the start-up of the Venture to maximise the chances
of identifying working hydrocarbon systems. Within
this exploration strategy and methodology, we have followed a three-pronged approach of what we call ‘Sweetspot Identiﬁcation’, consisting of Regional Geological
Framework Studies, ‘Portfolio Build’ through Potential
Field and Seismic Data Acquisition and Processing and
‘Prospectivity Polarisation’, largely dependent on Technology Applications in an attempt to deﬁne Prospects
of Choice for the Venture to select from during the
drilling execution phase. This geological modelling is
an ongoing process in which our subsurface models are
continuously reﬁned.

Several technologies have been deployed to aid in
this process. In addition to conventional methods, we have collected the largest seismic low-frequency data set and one of the world’s largest aerial
gravity data sets. We also combined gravity and
seismic data to improve our near surface models
and hence imaging of the seismic data. Sophisticated ﬂuid identiﬁcation and typing technologies were
key to better understanding of the hydrocarbon generation and migration systems. For one of our wells,
sampling of extremely sour gas was required and we
closely worked with our contractors to carry out this
activity safely and successfully.
Saudi Arabia Oil and Gas: How has the geological
exploration model compared with drilling so far? And
how has HSE inﬂuenced the exploration process?
Kamal M. Al-Yahya: With every new data point collected, our geological models evolve. In this regard,
the drilling of wells provides the ultimate test of any
geological models, delivering important and hard data
which have a signiﬁcant impact, especially in areas like
the Rub ’al Khali, where only few deep wells have been
drilled previously. The wells we drilled have conﬁrmed
our models in principle but also made us reﬁne our
structural, stratigraphic, and hydrocarbon charge models. Most importantly, the wells calibrated the thermal
regime of the sediments in this part of the Rub ’al
Khali Basin and hence had a profound impact on our
understanding where in the basin gas charge may be
available. This in turn has led to a new phase of seismic
data acquisition and two additional well tests planned
in 2009.
We take great care and pride in having a rigorous HSE
program that provides the best protection for our staﬀ
and contractors. We strongly believe in the principle of
no harm to people and the environment. Sound HSE
practices and making safety everyone’s priority have
enabled us to conduct our program with minimal interruption. Since March 2008, we and our contractors
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have worked 3 million-man hours without Lost Time
Incident.
Saudi Arabia Oil and Gas: What were the speciﬁc
challenges facing SRAK in the Contract Area?
Kamal M. Al-Yahya: The vastness and remoteness of
the area are the biggest challenges in our operation.
SRAK’s contract areas cover ca .210,000 km2, and this
is equivalent to 10% of the Kingdom’s land surface
area. The extreme remoteness and desert conditions
add to this challenge. Providing logistical support to
the operations, therefore, requires constant focus. As
an example, we station ﬁxed wing aircraft close to our
operational sites, be that seismic crews, civil works
crews or well sites, in order to be able to provide
emergency medical evacuation should that be required. Any incident on site is immediately attended to
by our front line First Aiders and Doctors. In serious
cases, aircraft evacuation is an important means to
minimize the time it takes for any injured person to receive specialist attention in a fully equipped and qualiﬁed hospital.
Saudi Arabia Oil and Gas: What are the future challenges for SRAK?
Kamal M. Al-Yahya: Our operations are in full swing.
We have just completed our Kidan-6 well successfully
with very encouraging results being obtained. Following that, two more wells were spudded, each of which
will see specialist technology applications being tested
in Saudi Arabia. In our Zaynan-2 well we will be deploying a technology called Underbalanced Drilling
which provides the best possible means to achieve hydrocarbon ﬂow from the low permeability reservoirs
that we believe we will encounter in this well. In our
Umm Quloob-1 well we will be testing the Low Frequency (LF) Seismic Technology that I mentioned earlier. We believe this to be one of the ﬁrst exploration
wells worldwide that will be drilled to verify the appli-

cability of LF seismic as an exploration tool. As such it
could have a profound impact on how land exploration
wells will be targeted in the future. We, therefore, have
exciting times ahead of us and undoubtedly they will
present plenty of challenges but also more opportunities.
Saudi Arabia Oil and Gas: What are the major contributions that SRAK has made to KSA?
Kamal M. Al-Yahya: SRAK has substantially upgraded the geological understanding of the contract areas
which allows us better to constrain the hydrocarbon
prospectively and resource quantiﬁcation as an important goal for SRAK’s shareholders but also for the future of the Kingdom. We have also contributed to the
economic development by doing business with local
companies who are providing specialist services and,
most importantly, by directly employing Saudis. Our
Saudi employees represent 37.7% of our workforce.
Saudi Arabia Oil and Gas: What are the milestones
so far?
Kamal M. Al-Yahya: The ﬁrst important milestone
was turning the company from an idea on paper to its
physical existence, with oﬃces, staﬀ, procedures, and
business relations. Forging a new company identity on
the way has been one of the most gratifying achievements. We know that the work done so far has laid an
excellent foundation on which to build. Our insights
into the prospectivity of the contract area has improved
over the years and we believe that the remainder of our
well program has the maximum chance of achieving
a commercial discovery. In the meantime, our latest
milestone has been the successful and safe execution of
a well test program in the Kidan-6 well. We managed
to collect a very comprehensive set of data from an ultra sour gas reservoir. Achieved ﬂow rates exceeded our
expectations but, most importantly, the well test was
carried out safely.
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Abstract
Today’s reserves are often stranded in deep, complex
reservoirs and, due to economic or environmental constraints, sometimes have to be connected from a single
drill site, resulting in wellbore construction methods
such as extended-reach drilling (ERD) and multilaterals. Casing exits often play a crucial part in these types
of wellbore construction methods. Milling a long window with low dogleg severity is the key to success since
every subsequent run into the wellbore – rotary steerable system, liner and completion systems – will have to
pass through the window unobstructed. The successful
execution of a casing exit based on surface parameters
alone becomes more and more challenging as depth and
deviation of the application increases.
A system has been developed that measures all the physical parameters downhole at the window-milling assembly itself, and transmits them to surface for rig-site and
remote viewing, enabling real-time control of casing
exit operations. The system captures and processes all
the milling parameters downhole and then uses measurement-while-drilling mud pulse telemetry or stiﬀ-line
/ wired pipe to send selected and critical information to
surface. The window-milling process can be enhanced
by monitoring dynamic behavior such as mill vibration, weight on bit and bending moment to make realtime decisions and reduce risk and nonproductive time
(NPT).

This paper describes the downhole performance sub
technology and closed-loop control system, and demonstrates by a number of case histories the risk-reduction value of monitoring the downhole parameters in
real time. The case histories presented include both drillpipe-deployed as well as coiled-tubing-deployed casing
exit systems.

Introduction
Most casing exit systems in the marketplace today are
capable of and expected to deliver a one-trip high-quality window; however, as well complexity and depth of
the application increases, the operations are becoming
increasingly ambitious in both their objectives and risk
proﬁle. The casing exit is a critical success factor for any
re-entry operation; as this provides the only entrance
into the sidetrack for all future operations, therefore it is
essential that a window of the correct size and length is
created in the desired orientation in one trip.
The addition of a downhole performance sub (DPS) in
the milling bottomhole assembly (BHA) provides the
ability to measure, transmit, and use downhole parameters in addition to surface-acquired data. Examples of
acquired downhole parameters are weight / tension on
mill, torque on mill, RPM, milling BHA bending, bore
pressure, annulus pressure and dynamic diagnostics.
This oﬀers a signiﬁcant advantage over surface parameters alone, allowing informed decision-making in real
www.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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time, mitigating a substantial portion of the additional
risks taken on by performing casing exits in complex
3D and ERD well environments. The reduction of the
risk proﬁle almost certainly will reduce the NPT, which
will make the application of this technology particularly
interesting in a high-operating-cost environment such as
remote areas or deepwater applications.
Some corrosion-resistant alloys (CRA) have proven
challenging to mill, especially when only limited setdown weight and ﬂow rate are available at depth, and
translating established surface test parameters accurately
downhole is critical in these operations. Same applies
for applications where the original completion is left in
place and slimhole casing exit systems are deployed on
jointed pipe or coiled tubing, here almost always the setdown weight is limited and the availability of downhole
data displayed in real time has been used to successfully
complete the window in these situations.

Milling Parameter Challenges
It is estimated that 35% of all failed window milling
attempts can be directly attributed to too little or too
much weight on mill (WOM); these failed attempts
result in short, contorted unusable windows that cost
operators NPT due to multiple trips, or struck conditions after drilling commences. As depths and deviation
increase, weight transfer becomes more challenging and
feedback from surface equipment can no longer be relied
upon to accurately predict the downhole conditions that
exist. Casing exits demand constant force to be applied
to the window mill and the ability to modify these forces
as conditions change, consistent and reliable WOM information (or lack thereof ) is frequently the diﬀerence
between successful or unsuccessful casing exits.
Pressure is another critical piece of information, particularly when drilling motors are employed or managed pressure techniques are being used. It is generally
accepted that hydrostatic pressure is fairly constant and
not radically altered during milling phases of an operation but this is not always the case. As mud weight is
increased or decreased to accommodate diﬀerent formation pressures, pressures at surface may ﬂuctuate, giving
false impressions of downhole conditions, such as motor
work or formation inﬂows. Bottomhole annular pressure or equivalent circulating density (ECD) can vary
depending on accumulation of cuttings in the annulus;
if measured accurately in real time it can provide an indication of adequate or inadequate hole cleaning.
Torque applied through the drillstring is subject to
friction loss and stick-slip situations could develop, re-

sulting in over-, under-, or backwards rotation of the
mill (bit whirl) or BHA (BHA whirl). These can cause
window milling issues related to mill jump and vibration that are undesirable to the window as well as the
milling string. Failure to recognize, address, and control
these conditions will result in premature mill damage,
creating upsets within the window causing undesirable
eﬀects during subsequent operations – or ultimately fatigue and BHA parting.
As an example of how accurate downhole information
plays a role during casing exits; a super major was conducting an ERD campaign in a remote far east Asia
location and had experienced several failures related to
whipstock setting and window milling due to WOM,
and internal/external pressure issues. These issues resulted in several failed attempts to set the whipstock
and NPT which cost the operator many trips to rectify.
Equipment was mobilized to supply real-time WOM,
internal/external pressures, and temperature to surface
during the operation, which immediately allowed the
operator to change parameters, thus eliminating failures
related to inaccurate surface readings. The real cost to
the operator is the time to make multiple unplanned
trips and denial of on-bottom drilling time, plus the
time-consuming and frustrating process of actually determining true root causes. The one aspect regarding
unknown root causes forces the industry as a whole to
make determinations on best guesses which may point
to equipment as the cause when in reality the root cause
is inaccurate information.
Key criteria to any successful casing exit operation is true
WOM, pressure at depth; both internal (bore pressure)
and external (annular pressure), actual torque supplied
at the mill, and vibration severity levels at the mill. By
combining all of the diﬀerent relevant pieces of information during an operation, an accurate picture can be
developed to assist in ongoing and future applications
that will lead to more eﬃcient and productive casing
exit programs.

Real-Time Downhole Data Acquisition Technology
As discussed earlier, many wellbore intervention operations suﬀer from a lack of accurate information about
true downhole conditions. Actual conditions in deep,
high-angle wells diﬀer signiﬁcantly from what is indicated by traditional physical measurements taken at the
surface. Measurement-while-drilling (MWD) and sophisticated drilling optimization technologies have substantially improved drilling performance and reduced
NPT. Intelligent wellbore intervention systems such
as the downhole performance sub provide valuable in-
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formation on intervention parameters that have never
before been seen at surface. It provides well teams a better understanding of what is happening at the “business
end” of an intervention BHA. Armed with this knowledge, well teams can make informed, just-in-time decisions that can optimize wellbore intervention operations
and signiﬁcantly reduce NPT and risk exposure.
Downhole performance sub sensors – In total there
are 14 sensor channels in the downhole performance sub
that sample critical static measurements: four full strain
gauge bridges to measure, bending in the X or Y directions, axial tension, or compression and torque. Two
pressure transducers are mounted in a hatch cover and
measure both the bore pressure and the annular pressure. Two three-axial accelerometer packages are mounted onto the sub; they sense axial, lateral-X, and lateral-Y
acceleration. The accelerometers are also summed in a
diﬀerent manner in order to produce tangential acceleration. Additionally X and Y magnetometers are used
to monitor the downhole rotational speed. A thermocouple, which provides internal temperature data, and a
resistive temperature device in the pressure hatch cover
for external temperature, complete the sensor set. The
14 analog sensor measurements are sampled simultaneously at 1000 Hz and after the data is digitized, a digital
signal processor (DSP) analyzes all data streams simultaneously at a high-data rate and outputs static measurements and computed diagnostics every ﬁve seconds. The
static information comprises the average values of the
various sensor channels, the average downhole RPM,
the statistical moments for most of the channels, and
the minimum and maximum values of selected chan-

Static Measurements
Weight or pull on tool
Axial Acceleration
Lateral Acceleration
Tangential Acceleration
Torque
RPM
BHA bending moment
Annulus Pressure
Diﬀerential Pressure
Bore Temperature
Annulus Temperature

nels. Before any dynamics processing, the data are corrected for temperature eﬀects and then scaled and oﬀsetcompensated. The static measurements and computed
diagnostics are listed in Table 1.
Telemetry and surface display – There are currently
two methods used for transmitting the processed data
to surface depending on the application. For conventional casing exits using jointed pipe, high-speed mud
pulse telemetry is used. Due to the signiﬁcant amount of
data collected downhole – for mud pulse telemetry with
limited bandwidth – it is necessary that the outputs are
prioritized into a job-speciﬁc data sequence before transmission. Depending on the type of wellbore intervention operation, the engineer may require diﬀerent types
of downhole information. For example, downhole axial
force is crucial during a ﬁshing operation, while downhole torque is signiﬁcantly more important during milling operations, and in a casing exit job the interest will
tend to be on dynamic behavior such as mill vibration
coupled with bending moment. Using the mud pulse
telemetry available bandwidth as eﬃciently as possible,
customized transmission formats with diﬀerent data sequences have been developed. In addition to real-time
data transmission, all processed data is recorded and
stored in the on-board tool memory every ﬁve seconds,
then retrieved later at the surface for detailed evaluation.
When the downhole performance sub is used on coiled
tubing, in addition to the mud pulse telemetry option,
it is possible to transmit data to surface through e-line
in the coil. In this case, due to the high bandwidth available, all data is transmitted to surface in real time and no

Computed Diagnostics
Mill or tool bounce
Axial acceleration severity (vibration level)
Lateral acceleration severity
Tangential acceleration severity
Torque shock
Stick-slip
BHA whirl
ECD
Motor RPM

Table 1. Downhole performance sub outputs
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of the downhole pressure sensors, for example, allows
monitoring of ECD; cuttings as a result of milling generally have a much higher density than drilling ﬂuid,
and the hydrostatic pressure exerted on the annulus can
rise due to large quantities of cuttings in the annulus. By
monitoring the actual ECD, information is provided in
order to either increase or decrease the need for circulation time to eﬀectively clean the hole during and after
the milling process and prevent getting stuck with the
casing exit milling BHA. The ability to make decisions
based on downhole data in real time provides a window
of opportunity, where every trip can meet its objective at
the technical limit. This will lead to a reduction in trip
numbers, resulting in reduction of job time and ultimately cost reduction of the casing exit operation.

Case Histories

Figure 1: Downhole performance sub closed-loop control
process

data is stored downhole in the tool memory. The same
would apply if wired pipe telemetry is available on the
rig site; however it should be noted that all BHA tools
above the downhole performance sub will need to be
wired as well.
The data resulting from measurements made in the
downhole performance sub are used to provide information on the downhole mechanical environment affecting the BHA, and also to generate diagnostic values indicating the severity of speciﬁc vibration-related
events. Values for several diﬀerent milling dysfunction
diagnostics are transmitted to the surface and are colorcoded for display in the logging unit and on the drill
ﬂoor. The drill ﬂoor display allows the engineer to have
immediate feedback to the downhole dynamics response
when changes are applied to parameters such as WOB,
RPM, and ﬂow rate. All data outputs can be transmitted
to a remote data or operations center for viewing by an
extended team.
Real-Time Decision-Making – Data from the downhole performance sub allows immediate detection and
resolution of dynamics-related problems, weight transfer
problems, and milling hydraulics problems, thus resulting in an improved casing exit process. Figure 1 shows
the closed-loop control that enables the casing exit ﬁeld
engineer and surface team to make better decisions
based on accurate real-time downhole information. Appropriate corrective actions can have a signiﬁcant impact on the milling eﬃciency, BHA, and mill life. Use

The case histories below provide an example of a casing exit system deployed on jointed pipe using the DPS
with mud pulse telemetry, and a coiled-tubing-deployed
slimhole casing exit system using the DPS with electric
line for data transfer. Valuable insight was gained by the
ability to actually observe what is happening at the business end of the BHA, which signiﬁcantly deviated from
surface measurements.
Jointed-pipe casing exit application: A development
well drilled in Gulf of Mexico in 2,945 ft (897.6 m)
of water required a casing exit at 11,305 ft (3446 m)
measured depth (MD) out of 11-7/8-in., 71.8-lb/ft casing. On a previous sidetrack, a hole was found in an
expandable liner, and speculation was that a high sidetrack dogleg could have caused accelerated wear in the
liner. An 8-1/4-in.-OD downhole performance sub was
deployed as part of the casing exit milling BHA. Objectives were to provide downhole bending moment data to
determine dogleg severity across the whipstock face and
at the casing exit (Fig. 2); ascertain the accuracy of the
theoretical dogleg severity based on the whipstock geometry; and minimize NPT risks associated with window
cutter damage, cored mills, and an early exit. Downhole
monitoring of the milling operation and detailed realtime analysis of the milling parameters using the DPS
prevented future window access problems. One possible problem, early jump-oﬀ, was detected, and WOB
was lowered to mitigate that possibility. The DPS later
measured the dogleg severity of the window and provided direct feedback on the operation so that the rotary
steerable drilling BHA could be run and an expandable
drilling liner set through the window with conﬁdence.
A number of speciﬁc lessons were learned from this operation. The DPS downhole measurements provided the
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data necessary for critical real-time decisions. NPT risk
was greatly reduced and reliability improved by optimizing downhole parameters including torque, RPM,
WOB, and ROP. It was considered a great achievement
to monitor vibration and stick-slip downhole where
no measurements were available before. The downhole
bending moment data showed excellent repeatability
and provided indicators for both window quality and
dogleg severity. These values correlated well with those
predicted by ﬁnite element analysis calculations, which
validated the accuracy of previously published whipstock
dogleg severity ﬁgures. Careful adherence to the shearing procedure provided true shear values downhole.
Coiled tubing / electric line casing exit application:
The area of operation for this application is a mature
ﬁeld in the Middle East with excellent infrastructure
that has been conducting coiled-tubing drilling operations since 2008 with 6 jobs completed to date. In this
application, the through-tubing whipstock was set at
11,620 ft (3542 m) inside 7-in., 32-lb/ft casing below
a 4-½-in., 13.5-lb/ft tubing with a 3.688-in. restriction.
The through-tubing whipstock was set using 2-3/8-in.OD e-line coil, an electric real-time reading gyro system
and hydraulic setting tool; as the inclination at kick-oﬀ
point was only 1.0°, this provided a quick means to orient and set the whipstock accurately in one trip 88° left
of high side. The perforations below the whipstock are
left open and continue to produce 3-4 MMSCF of gas
per day throughout the operations. The 260°F (127°C)
temperature of the well exceeded the maximum operating threshold of the gyro tool and thus needed to be
cooled at regular intervals as internal temperature increased. The downhole performance sub allowed these
temperature diﬀerences to be monitored in real time so
ﬂuid could be pumped in order to cool the tool, but

Figure 2: Bending moment vs. estimated dogleg severity

limited so as to prevent an adverse eﬀect upon the gas
production.
Gamma and casing collar locator (CCL) equipment
supplied a reference log for tie-in purposes and the CCL
picked up collars so the whipstock was not set in an unfavorable location. After all tie-in measurements were
completed, the tool was logged into position and a gyro
shot taken, the whipstock was rotated via the electric
orienter and a second shot taken, which conﬁrmed the
correct azimuth had been obtained. The electric circulation sub was given the command to close, thus enabling
inner annulus integrity and pumping commenced to set
and shear oﬀ the whipstock. Weight was applied and the
drilling performance sub provided immediate feedback
that the whipstock was taking weight as desired. The
tool string was then tripped out of the well.
The 3.65-in.-OD natural diamond milling assembly was
tripped into the well at moderate running speed until
the pinch point is encountered at 11,625 ft (3543.3 m),
which is 4.8 ft (1,46 m) deeper than the setting depth of
11,620 ft. The BHA is picked up and results in an overpull situation due to the mill becoming slightly stuck
at the pinch point, which is the reference point for all
depth control and considered the top of the window.
The operator continued to pick up the BHA to less than
10 ft (3.05 m) above the whipstock pinch point and began to pump fresh water with at 2.8 barrels per minute
and establish free spin pressure. The BHA was run into
hole at less than 2 ft (0.61 m) per minute until a stall
was encountered, which was a shallower depth than ﬁrst
recorded due to coil stretch. The new depth was considered a point of reference for the duration of the window
milling operation. Milling the window was primarily a
timed event of no more than one-tenth of a foot every 6
minutes for the ﬁrst foot and then increased to 1 tenth
per 3 minutes for the next 2 ft. At 3 ft, the mill was removing the maximum amount of material and the speed
slowed to one-tenth per 6 minutes for the next 2 ft. The
last 2 ft varied due to the type of formation and the
compressive strength that required higher-than-average force to mill/drill through. As the natural diamond
mill encountered harder-than-expected formation, the
drilling performance sub indicated that the maximum
WOB had been achieved and further progress was not
possible without risking potential damage to the milling BHA. The decision was made to trip from the well
and change out the mill to a PDC-type window mill,
which provides superior formation cutting abilities.
The formation drilled at a rate commensurate with the
compressive strength of 30 KSI with a maximum force
of 3,500 lb (1587 kg) WOB. Drilling continued until
www.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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10 ft of open hole was completed and multiple reaming trips were made across the entire milled window and
drilled rat hole. After reaming was complete, the BHA
was picked up 20 ft (6.1 m) above the whipstock top
and the pumps shut down. The BHA was run into the
hole at 20 ft per minute to check for window anomalies,
which was indicated as a weight ﬂuctuation of not more
than 2,000 lb (907.2 kg). No ﬂuctuations were indicated and the BHA was tripped from the well. A 6-ft-long
window was milled in 11.8 hours with an additional 10
ft (3.1 m) of open hole in 5.4 hours and, at surface,
all mills were within 0.010 in. of full gauge. Monitoring pressure to avoid motor stalls – especially with the
PDC-type window mill – and vibration measurements
allowed changing parameters keeping mill bounce and
lateral vibrations as low as possible keeping the milling
process eﬃcient.

particular the authors would like to thank the marketing
service group of Baker Hughes for their contributions in
the preparation of this paper.

Nomenclature
BHA
ECD
CCL
ERD
CRA
MWD
CTD
NPT
DPS
WOM
DSP

= Bottomhole Assembley
= Equivalent Circulating Density
= Casing Collar Locator
= Extended-Reach Drilling
= Corrosion Resistant Alloy
= Measurement While Drilling
= Coiled-Tubing Drilling
= Nonproductive Time
= Downhole Performance Sub
= Weight on Mill
= Digital Signal Processor
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Conclusions
The downhole performance sub demonstrates signiﬁcant
beneﬁts of acquiring and processing critical downhole
data and display at surface during casing exit applications in complex 3D and extended reach environments.
The ability to make decisions based on downhole data
in real time provides a window of opportunity; if every
trip can meet its objective at the technical limit, NPT
would be greatly reduced. Completing the operation in
one run, preventing additional trips, results in reduction
of job time and ultimately cost reduction of the casing
exit operation. Real-time decision-making eliminates
the need for the “hard learning” gained from failures or
additional trips.
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Abstract
The application of Complex Wells (CW) as a component of an optimized ﬁeld development strategy at single
well, sector model and or small scale multi-well level is
generally well understood. In contrast, the application,
modeling and optimization of a full ﬁeld strategy inclusive of CW remains a daunting industry challenge.
This paper describes a highly successful four-step workﬂow to manage, assess and model the qualiﬁcation of
a CW optimization strategy at a full ﬁeld model scale.
The paper utilizes a ﬁeld case to illuminate a CW ﬁeld
wide optimization – extended production plateau, increased production rates and CW completion strategies
– approach as compared to single, sector and or multiwell level CW model derived ﬁeld development decisions. In this paper, complex wells include; Multi-laterals (ML) and Maximum Reservoir Contact wells (MRC)
inclusive of down-hole Internal Control Devices (ICD),
Equalizers (ICD or equalizers) and or Internal Control
Valves (ICV).
The workﬂow starts with reservoir understanding and
identifying the need for CW. A sector model is then
extracted from the full ﬁeld model to conduct detailed

well level analysis. This is followed by deﬁning well sensitivity cases, that may include a range of ﬁeld development decision scenarios and a resultant optimization
strategy that recommends a combined conventional and
CW ﬁeld optimization approach. From sensitivity cases,
the best ﬁt well(s) case scenario is identiﬁed. Thereafter,
the optimized well(s) strategy is applied to the full ﬁeld
model and evaluated under uncertainty. Detailed analysis is conducted on both the sector and full ﬁeld models
including well location, orientation, placement, length,
and target zones for various CW conﬁgurations.
The resultant development strategy is an optimized full
ﬁeld CW development decision approach including
for example; improved sweep eﬃciency, delayed water
breakthrough, improved oil recovery, reduced water
handling expense, reduced produced water, extended oil
plateau duration and reduced environmental impact.

Introduction
A ﬁeld development plan that supports optimized cost,
maximize production plateau duration and recovery
(maximizing net present value) is a primary target of all
studies. Although simply stated, the scale and complexity of most studies presents many challenges to a sucwww.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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cessful study outcome. For example, the requirement to
investigate all possible study decisions and or strategies
(e.g., depletion, water injection, etc.), the potential of
various well types (i.e., vertical, horizontal, maximum
reservoir contact, etc.), the range of potential well completions (e.g., open hole, ICVs, ICDs, etc), alternative
optimization tactics (e.g., water injection voidage replacement, well spacing, etc.), and ﬁnally the need to
consider full study uncertainty analysis and a speciﬁc
study objective function (e.g., recovery, NPV, etc.).
Most attempts to handle the scale and complexity of
most projects opt to reduce study complexity by reducing the number of study variables either on the uncertainty or decision side1,2. Such an approach, in our experience, omits critical project decision factors, leading
to misleading project decisions and results.
In early 2000 the Event Solution approach was introduced to the industry3. Like asset teams, the Event Solution is a multi-discipline team of professionals working on a dedicated project. The Event Solution focuses
on creating better synergy among all stakeholders (asset teams, managers, decision makers and partners) by
enabling faster decisions that embrace the full range of
complex uncertainties. The focus is to concentrate study
decisions on a speciﬁc, well-stated business objective
aligned to company strategy. The Event team follows a
process where each team member assesses uncertainties,
with outputs rolled up into a study wide uncertainty assessment. The main diﬀerence between the Event Solution process and other industry processes referenced in
this paper is the Event starts with all project uncertainties and employs a process to narrow down the number
of uncertainty factors, including range, concluding with
a critical factor short list with a deﬁned uncertainty
range16. Uncertainty screening, scoping and framing is
only one of many Event stages to narrow uncertainty
(termed Building Blocks in the Event Solution process).
In the same way, project decisions are identiﬁed and narrowed to critical decisions.
In this paper we describe complex wells as a signiﬁcant
contributing study component of the Event Solution
approach that enables critical uncertainty factor identiﬁcation, reduces study uncertainty ranges, and supports
project activity focus on critical study decision factors
as a means to optimal ﬁeld development decisions.
This paper presents a description of CW modeling workﬂow through well, mechanistic, sector and full ﬁeld levels. Fast CW study insights are gained from mechanistic models. Sector models highlight diﬀerent well types
under uncertainty, intelligent well analysis and smart

well (ICVs, ICDs Equalizers, etc.) operational optimization. A case study illustrates the implemented workﬂow results and CW modeling improvement recommendations.

Background
Well performance optimization is the most common
and most basic modeling optimization eﬀort in the petroleum industry. Recently, industry experts have modeled complex wells at sector or well level resolutions as
presented in many industry publications.
Al-Khelawi et al.4 demonstrated an approach for selecting inﬂow control technologies based on functionality
and applicability for a wide range of situations including
a review of smart well modeling capabilities. Leemhuis
et al.5 used coupled modeling between dynamic well
simulation and reservoir simulation to highlight the eﬃciency and advantages of inﬂow control valves over well
head control in production optimization. Birshenko et
al.6 used a single well model to investigate the impact of
reservoir uncertainty on the selection of inﬂow control
or advance completions, with emphasis on how ICVs
increase recovery and reduce risk on a sector model resolution.
Ebadi and Davies7 elaborated a screening process for deciding on the number of inﬂow control valves per well/
lateral, and placement, with respect to reservoir type and
project objective. This work identiﬁed a series of geological scenarios by changing the coeﬃcient of variation
and properties correlation length thereby increasing the
degree of heterogeneity and reservoir complexity. Holmes, et al.8, 9, described a methodology for smart wells
modeling with a reservoir simulator capturing the important factors needed to be considered and the need to
utilize multi-segment well options.
Ajayi et al.10 & 11, Sinha et al.12 and Yu et al.13 studied the
impact of ﬂow control devices on diﬀerent well types
using a multi-segmented well model. In all three studies,
the implementation of smart tools showed a positive impact in terms of accelerating production, reducing well
count, maximizing plateau duration, control coning and
improving sweep eﬃciency. Augustine and Ratterman14
summarized thoughtful insights on considering smart
completions as industry game changers when adapted in
naturally fractured reservoirs. Moreno, J., et al.15 introduced an optimized workﬂow for complex well design.
This streamlined workﬂow incorporated general methods to evaluate complex wells with the use of a neural
network for further optimization on well placement and
architecture.
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Figure 1: Complex Well Modeling Workflow established by Event Solution Team in Saudi Aramco.

In summary, a literature review illustrates the excellent
potential of smart wells at a well and sector model level.
But the question here is whether we can make a ﬁeldwide decision based on a detailed single well analysis.
The scale and breadth of diﬀerent decision cycles (fast
cycles for wells and slow cycles for reservoir optimization) represent a tremendous challenge to perform an
integrated, time dependent, ﬁeld optimization decision.
The ﬁeld wide application of Complex Wells to enable
and address timely and informed full ﬁeld optimized
decisions at diﬀerent stages of reservoir development
including sidetracks and new development wells is discussed in this paper.

Complex Wells (CW) Modeling
The importance of deﬁning a workﬂow for complex well
modeling evaluation and implementation is crucial. The
workﬂow (Figure 1) can be adjusted according to study
objective and actual project constraints that might exist. It is important to describe CW requirements before
undertaking CW methodology.

completion strategy must be investigated including uncertainty and risk. For example an assessment of well
production design (produce or bridge) in fractures or
faults.
Reservoir Understanding: Detailed reservoir characterization that captures the range of heterogeneity (e.g.
variation in permeability) and uncertainty is required
to detect frontal water advancement or water coning in
order to deﬁne optimal well control measures. A good
history match model that mimics the physics involved
in the study reservoir is a necessity to support several
prediction cases. It is noted that CW modeling requirements change with diﬀerent reservoirs and study scope.
Optimal well locations, types and completion designs
are thus linked to the ﬁeld structural and geological
character. A ﬁrst pass reservoir understanding and characterization (good and poor rock quality areas, fractured
areas, presence of baﬄes and water encroachment pattern) thus comes ﬁrst before CW design.

CW Modeling Workflow:
CW requirements (pre-request):
Objective Statement: A clear study objective statement
is a must. Maximize oil rate plateau and oil recovery
should always be considered. Meanwhile, minimize
water/gas handling according to facility constraints is
an equally signiﬁcant CW modeling objective. Accordingly, the appropriate well location, well orientation and

The four (Well, Mechanistic Test Models, Sector and
Full Field) levels of the CW modeling workﬂow are described in this section of this paper.
1. Well Level Modeling
As summarized in the literature review section of this
paper, the industry has a well developed CW underwww.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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Figure 2: Calibration process between simulation results with field data for smart wells.

standing, workﬂow and model approach at a single well
level. Applying a single CW model approach as the design baseline for a full ﬁeld CW strategy may not be
appropriate and may lead to a misinformed ﬁeld optimization decision.
Due to the nature of the high level of geological heterogeneity reservoirs (e.g., fractures, faults, areal and lateral
degradation in rock quality, tar, etc), it is important to
be able to model multiple complex wells in a reasonable
time period. Automated processes were generated and
used to create hundreds of analytical wells, with diﬀerent lengths, spacing, placement and orientation grouped
into diﬀerent development strategy cases. These wells are
then calibrated with detailed well model results to assess analysis conformance before proceeding to the next
level of CW modeling. In addition, pressure drop trend
was analyzed to delineate water/gas inﬂux pattern and
then validated with the ﬁeld model. It is important to
note that numerical models, at best, guide study result
direction. Indeed, most of the time, ideal model cases
are not achieved due to numerous complexities including operational restrictions, reservoir heterogeneity constraints and unexpected geological events. Real ﬁeld data
calibration, as illustrated in Figure 2, is one method employed by the Event Solution process to raise model and
study result conﬁdence.
2. Mechanistic Test Models
This step starts with data gathering to build, test and
analyze various models including static (geological and
petrophysical data) and dynamic (ﬂowmeters and performance data) data. Data gathering commences after
study objectives are understood. As part of reservoir

understanding, several small sector models known as
mechanistic models are studied to derive fast insights
and hypothetical solutions on reservoir ﬂuid dynamics.
Because these mechanistic models can be run relatively
fast, several cases can be submitted iteratively to update
and reﬁne study reservoir understanding. Through this
process, there is an early knowledge of the number of
required ﬁeld sectors, the number of wells per sector,
forecast duration, hardware capability, run times, analysis sensitivity quantiﬁcation and resources required to
perform the study.
In general, mechanistic models are used to evaluate and
understand reservoir ﬂuid dynamics from a conceptual
point of view providing understanding of the physics involved in the simulator and the impact of diﬀerent static
properties without taking any structural or geological
realization into consideration. Another perspective is
to extract reservoir speciﬁc models to illuminate model
features that cannot be analyzed with slab models (e.g.,
structure, layering, grid size and orientation). The reader
is referred to Elraﬁe17 describing mechanistic models results, insights and details including fracture versus matrix ﬂuid ﬂow impact.
In addition, generating results in short simulation runs
is critical, relative to the number of sensitivities to be
considered and studied. Therefore, mechanistic and sector models are recommended especially when dealing
with large mature ﬁelds to facilitate a study approach
and reach conﬁdent results in short project timeframe.
3. Sector Level Modeling
Sector models are a good option in the case of investigat-
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Figure 3: Example of an extracted sector from full field model.

ing particular model sensitivities prior to full ﬁeld modeling. In the CW workﬂow, sector models are selected
to represent diﬀerent heterogeneity study areas to better
understand and evaluate static and dynamic uncertainty
under diﬀerent ﬁeld development strategies.
A good history match model with narrowed down uncertainty in which diﬀerent algorithms and modiﬁers
were applied to the full ﬁeld model to derive a conﬁdent
prediction model realization is the starting point. Sector
models are then extracted from the history match model
(Figure 3) and a veriﬁcation and validation of static and
dynamic data is established (i.e., current OIIP, pressures,
etc.).
Sensitivity Cases
The main objective in this stage is to optimize a set of
wells for inclusion in a ﬁeld development strategy decision to achieve a preset of objectives (i.e., extend plateau
durations, maximize recovery, delay water encroachment, reduce water handling problems, etc.). It is important to state that the sensitivities set in any complex
well workﬂow are not constant and vary with reservoir
heterogeneity and the stated study objectives. Well type,
orientation, placement, length and completions are examples of many cases that can be considered. For each,
we analyze the results of several wells located in diﬀer-

ent areas of a reservoir to obtain a statistically combine
valid conclusion. Well types sensitivities in which, for
instance, vertical wells with diﬀerent completion options are compared to slanted and horizontal wells. In
other cases, horizontal wells with diﬀerent orientations
that intersect fracture corridors (Figure 4) in diﬀerent
target areas of the model are considered and compared
with MRCs (i.e., high structure, thin oil column, thick
oil column, proximity to fractures, and stand-oﬀ from
ﬂuids contacts). Lastly, sensitivities of CW with diﬀerent completion types (e.g., ICD, ICV, using blank pipes,
etc.).
ICVs Operation Optimization
As these sensitivity cases are analyzed, if ICVs are concluded as the completion selection, then the operation
of these ICVs (i.e., closing, partiality closing, open partially open, over time) will need to be optimized. This
optimization is required to be run under uncertainty as
well.
Sector Modeling concludes with an improved well and
completion strategy understanding for each created ﬁeld
sector. Well Type, well Orientation, placement, length
and completion are taken forward to Field Level Modeling.
www.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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Figure 4: Orientation sensitivity for horizontal wells oriented parallel or perpendicular to fractures.

4. Full Field Level
The Field Level model can be divided into four sections;
Field Well Propagation, Field Development Strategies,
Prediction under Uncertainty, and Optimization under
Uncertainty.
Field Wells Propagation
Here is where the complex wells ﬁnal conclusions from
the well to the sector level are integrated into the ﬁeld
level. In mega ﬁelds where the potential to accommodate hundreds of CW exists, the creation and modeling
of CW can be a very challenging task. Where available,
an automated process to create CW throughout the ﬁeld
should be used. An additional step, to rationalize conﬂicting CW with existing wells (Figure 5) is performed.
Field Development Strategies
Using the concluded well development plans, ﬁeld strategies (depletion development, water injection, gas injection, etc) are investigated and iterative feedback with
the complex well work is continued until best strategy
is selected.
Prediction Under Uncertainty
Once a combined selection between ﬁeld strategy
and complex wells decided is reached, this combined
selection is used to run prediction under uncertainty.
This step in addition to providing the possible prediction impact with uncertainty (range in recovery, pro-

duction plateau duration, economics, etc.), the critical
uncertainty factors are also concluded and with their
narrowed ranges.
Operational Optimization
With now a narrow list of selected decisions (strategies,
well development plans) and a limited list of critical
uncertainty factors with narrow ranges, several optimization tactics are considered (with these decisions and
critical uncertainty factors). For instance, voidage replacement ratios (VRR) are studied with the preferred
well type and critical uncertainty factors while honoring facility limits. In addition, upgrading ﬁeld handling
facilities plays a signiﬁcant role especially for ﬁelds that
reached their operational capacity (i.e., Gas Oil Ratio
GOR & Water Cut). Thus, expanding GOR and WC
limits are essential for optimizing the ﬁeld performance
with respect to time factor.

Field Case Study
The optimized development of a reservoir is an elaborate
problem involving the consideration of parameter uncertainties, development strategies, well tactics and operational restrictions. The most favorable well location
and smart well completion policies are closely related to
the static and dynamic characteristics of a reservoir.
The complex well modeling workﬂow (wells, mechanistic, sector, full ﬁeld), as described above, was imple-
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Figure 5: Field Level modeling, selected wells from plot A sector along with selected wells from plot B sector are populated in full field mode as in plot C.

mented in its entirety in a recent Saudi Aramco integrated study.
Case Description
The reservoir used for this case study is a massive, three
phase, naturally fractured carbonate that is 45 km long
and 10 km wide. The reservoir is an elongated anticline
with a large STOOIP. The reservoir is a saturated reservoir with a gas cap and is illustrated in (Figure 6). The
oil column is bounded by a signiﬁcant gas cap that provides eﬀective and strong pressure support and good vertical sweep to the well completion depth. The peripheral
aquifer is known to be large in volume but with poor
permeability, in particular on the east ﬂank, and unlikely to oﬀer any eﬀective pressure support with limited oil
sweep in the ﬂank. The reservoir permeability quality is
modest and declines in magnitude to the ﬂanks and the
south of the reservoir. The reservoir has been developed
with a signiﬁcant number of 3 km multilateral horizontal wells aligned along the structure and completed in
the middle of the oil column.
Initial production wells were completed in the oil column to maximize stand oﬀ from the gas-oil contact and
avoid gas coning. Restrictions in surface drilling locations necessitated that the reservoir was developed using multilateral and maximum reservoir contact (MRC)
wells. The performance of these wells was impacted by
reservoir heterogeneities, ﬂow baﬄes and fracture fairways, which were rapid conduits for fast gas and wa-

ter breakthrough. Consequently, in this development
scenario, complexities arose when sweeping oil below
and above the producers as gas and water breakthrough
was rapid in wells that intersected fractures. Wells were
shut-in early in their life cycle as operational GOR limits were reached as shown in Figure 7, leaving signiﬁcant unswept oil volumes below the completion depth.
Wells gassed out and were shut-in in situations when a
single lateral or peripheral branch of an MRC well began to cut gas, as gas production rapidly increased from
this single remote entry source. The lack of explicit
branch controls resulted in the closure of highly productive wells soon after initial gas breakthrough despite
low recoveries from well drainage areas. Hence, these
production challenges created a need to recommend and
design optimized well conﬁgurations and completions
that would maximize recovery and extend well life for
these reservoir conditions.
Case Analysis
Representative sector simulation models were extracted, capturing broad reservoir heterogeneities, from the
full ﬁeld model to consider diﬀerent sector level tactics
such as well type, placement, length, orientation and
completions. These simulations were performed under uncertainty to include a discrete list of critical static
parameter sensitivities. Tactics were also included in
these simulations and investigated well types (vertical, slanted, horizontal and multilaterals), well spacing
(well counts) and well orientation with respect to depowww.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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Figure 6: 3-D Fluid distribution for the studied case with water aquifer, thick oil section and hug gas cap accumulation.

sitional and tectonic reservoir features. Operational
limits such as production oﬀ take rates, operating gasoil ration and producing watercut limits were also considered. Well types were recommended and assigned to
speciﬁc sector models with their speciﬁc reservoir make
up of fractures, baﬄes and permeability proﬁles. These
were then further optimized with regards to smart completions.
The impact of implementing smart downhole tools was
tested in the most promising well types. Inﬂow Control
Values (ICVs) were implemented in multilateral wells in
each lateral. For single horizontal wells, Inﬂow Control
Devices (ICDs) were tested to gauge their eﬀectiveness
in negating the impact of unfavorable reservoir features
on well performance. A comprehensive optimization
process is essential to obtain the preferable operating
policy for each ICV which will deﬁne the individual
choke activations. An equivalent process is needed for
ICDs to deﬁne the optimum number of segments to be
included in the well design.
Well type analysis conﬁrmed that, in general if cost
and well numbers are not included in the evaluation,
single horizontal wells showed the highest oil recovery and were comparable to the performance of MRC
wells. These wells operate at more favorable, lower drawdowns, and signiﬁcantly reduce the required well count

due to their increased number of laterals. The limited
number of drill pad locations was a key consideration in
the development of the reservoir underdevelopment and
therefore MRC wells were the preferred well type.
Consequently, diﬀerent types of MRC completions
were studied (Figure 8). These ranged from openhole
completions to ICVs, ICDs and blank pipes where laterals crossed fractures. Amongst the conﬁgurations evaluated, the dual MRC wells with ICVs proved the most
successful in delaying gas breakthrough and recovering oil below the producers. The dual MRC well type
preferentially encouraged the gas cap to sweep the oil
above the producers uniformly and not to cusp. Once
breakthrough occurred at the upper laterals they continued to cycle gas, while allowing the lower laterals to
continue oil production without gassing out the well
(Figure 9).
Although ICVs were selected as the selected MRCs
completion, the comparison to ICDs or no control device was evaluated. In the case of wells without ICVs,
the wells lose their potential quickly due to water production, a large draw-down and free gas production
that dominate the ﬂow after gas breakthrough. The performance in the Dual MRCs with ICV was better for
both gas and water production resulting in a gain in
plateau extension and cumulative oil production as
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Figure 7: Existing challenge with a well in the studied case where gas cusping impacted oil recovery.

Figure 8: Several types of MRC wells: plot A shows current MRC, plot B shows stack wells, plot C shows
MRC with upper defense lateral, plot D shows MRC with lower defense lateral, plot E shows MRC with upper
& lower defense laterals and plot F shows the optimum Dual MRC well type.
www.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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Figure 9: Performance of Dual MRC wells with ICVs (B) compared with current MRC wells (A).

shown in Figure 10.
The inclusion of complex well / smart completion
modeling at the full ﬁeld scale brings signiﬁcant challenges. Accordingly, populating the full ﬁeld model
with a complex well architecture is not common practice in the industry especially if the development wells
are numerous (Figure 11). Therefore, to overcome this
challenge analytical modeling approaches were evaluated and incorporated in the case study. Analytical
representations to the simulated numerical solutions
were applied to represent the performance of intelligent
MRC wells with acceptable solution divergence. This
provided a practical tool to be used in at the ﬁeld level
to evaluate the most promising scenarios from well and
sector analysis.
The most critical insight from sector modeling was the
proposal for a development strategy with Dual MRC
wells with ICV completions. At the full ﬁeld scale, using the analytical approach gave similar results to the
simulated solution in terms of cumulative oil production, plateau length and well counts.

Complex Well Modeling Areas of Improvements
The challenges involved in modeling complex wells can
be categorized as follows:
1. Technology Challenge
Understanding and quantifying complex multilateral
well performance is a not a straight forward calculation.
Complex well performance demands the evaluation

of many additional well phenomena out with simple
branch inﬂow calculations based on layer productivity.
An evaluation needs to be made of two critical parameters: pressure eﬀects of inﬂow performance and interference eﬀects of commingled production. Modeling
complex wells with multiple branches and multiple ﬂuid
entry points creates a complex dynamic ﬂuid ﬂow regime within the well. Well performance is further complicated by frictional losses, density gradients caused by
diﬀering ﬂuid streams entering the wellbore and crossﬂow due to diﬀerential pressure gradients within the individual laterals.
Simulating complex well performance is a highly CPU
intensive process in which eﬃciency can vary depending on many factors including the choice of formulation (IMPES, Fully Implicit, Adaptive Implicit), solver
type, implicit well terms in IMPES (implicit pressure/
explicit saturation), method selected for handling wellbore crossﬂow, Newton-Raphson or successive substitution methods for methods in ﬂash and phase stability
calculations and many more4. Numerous papers and
reference materials are available that discuss these and
other simulation methodologies. The majority agree
that the fully implicit method and the IMPES method
are the most commonly used systems delivering results
in the shortest time frame.
The installation of inﬂow control hardware (ICVs/ICDs)
into a multilateral well introduces additional performance variables that need to be accurately modeled. It is
clear that simulating the performance of a single complex well is a highly complicated mathematical process
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Figure 10: The role of Dual MRC wells with ICVs in extending well life (both rate and cumulative axis are normalized with respect to maximum values).

in which pressure and ﬂow processes have to be captured
to ensure accurate predicted well performance. The technology challenge faced is how to successfully implement
and simulate tens, if not hundreds, of complex wells in a
full ﬁeld compositional dual porosity-dual permeability
model in which gas and water movement within fractures and the matrix is rapid with the onset of production and injection phases of ﬁeld development within a
practical time frame.
Methods of approximating the performance of a complex well using analytical functions in the full ﬁeld
simulation models to scale the performance from sector models to full ﬁeld models without incorporating
the full physics have been tried with some success. The
concept remains an approximation and a solution to the
scale issue needs to be determined.
Another obvious technology challenge relates to the
applications used to model complex wells in mass at
the full ﬁeld scale. Currently, there are no applications
that can build hundreds of complex wells, equipped
with ICVs and ICDs, in a value adding time frame.
Creating automated workﬂows that can facilitate
populating hundreds of wells to sector and full ﬁeld
models will add signiﬁcant value in reducing the time
required to build and study performance of complex
wells. Future technology gaps to be addressed are the
auto-optimization of well types and locations and also

longer term real time optimization of performance as
multiple data streams from each complex well are received.
2. Process Challenge
• Range of Uncertainties
Reservoir studies inherently carry a wide range of parameters (static and dynamic) uncertainty. The quantiﬁcation and impact of each of these numerous uncertainties needs to be addressed to capture complex well
performance. This can only be done by examining the
impact of each uncertainty through an integrated study
approach and determining its criticality to performance.
Great care must be taken to correctly identify all possible uncertainty parameters impacting the oil in place,
history match and prediction phases of the study.
• Optimizing Decision Process
Reservoirs are heterogeneous in character areally and
vertically. The depletion, sweep and productivity of a
reservoir can vary markedly from region to region. In
turn, this will have a bearing on the most appropriate
well technology, design and completion strategy to be
used throughout each of these diﬀerent regions. If the
reservoir can be deﬁned in terms of behavior regions,
then these can be extracted as sector models and developed using a narrower range of well types and completions under uncertainty. This aids in identifying the
www.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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most appropriate and cost beneﬁcial well and completion technology.
• Range of Strategies
There are numerous development strategies that can be
utilized for ﬁeld development and the common strategies cover the full cycle of reservoir development from
primary recovery, secondary recovery including immiscible gas or water displacement and ﬁnally through
to tertiary recovery schemes involving chemical injection, miscible ﬂooding or thermal techniques. These
strategies are investigated in detail during the deterministic prediction phase of a project and reﬁned during prediction optimization run under uncertainty. The
appropriate development strategy must be identiﬁed
regionally or at a full-ﬁeld level and be validated at the
sector level where regional heterogeneities play a crucial
role in high grading and narrowing the range of strategies.

Conclusions
The main conclusions of this study are:
1. Complex wells clearly add signiﬁcant value in managing water and gas in oil producing reservoirs through
extended production plateaus and recovery.
2. Studying complex wells on a single well model or
small sector models alone can mislead concluding optimum development strategies if they did not get tested,
populated and evaluated under full ﬁeld model level.
3. Full ﬁeld reservoir models running under uncertainty
mitigate the risk of misleading conclusions for complex
wells development plans.
4. Full ﬁeld reservoir models that incorporate complex
wells are very challenging and require detailed workﬂows
and processes to be implemented successfully.
5. A detailed workﬂow for well optimization (well type,
length, placement, completion with and without smart
tools) was provided with an implementation case presented.
6. This workﬂow is scalable to ﬁt within most reservoirs
with diﬀerent complexity, size and life cycle.
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ABSTRACT
Natural gas has recently become a major source of energy and determining the optimum production of gas
wells is very important for eﬃcient production planning. A modiﬁed isochronal test was performed as a
tool in evaluating a hydraulic fracturing treatment on a
gas well. Pressure test analysis was performed to investigate the success of the treatment. Inﬂow performance
curves, and pressure and production forecast were also
performed using diﬀusivity equation as well as Material Balance equation. The study was conducted on a gas
well in a Middle Eastern reservoir.
The analysis shows that the hydraulic fracturing treatment on the gas well was successful as it led to an improvement in well productivity. Reservoir properties
were also determined from the pressure test and the
inﬂow performance curves were successfully generated
and can be used for further study.

INTRODUCTION
The inﬂow performance can be deﬁned as the relationship between the ﬂow rate and the pressure drop or ﬂow
rate and ﬂowing pressure. Figure 1 shows the movement
of gas from the reservoir to the well and from the well
through the tubing or casing to the surface. The inﬂow
performance depends on reservoir and ﬂuid properties
such as permeability and viscosity. Inﬂow performance

determines the well deliverability where the well can deliver only what the reservoir provides.
The objectives of inﬂow performance study are as follows:
1. To determine the ﬂow rate at which a well will produce with a given wellbore geometry and completion
(ﬁrst by natural ﬂow).
2. To determine under what ﬂow conditions a well will
cease to produce. This is a function of time as the reservoir depletes.
3. To optimize the well conditions and geometry system
in order to most economically produce the objective
ﬂow rate.
4. To analyze each component in the well system to
determine if it is restricting the ﬂow rate unnecessarily
when compared to the ﬂow capacities of the other system components.
In general inﬂow performance allows quick recognition
by the operator’s management and engineering staﬀ of
means to increase production rates. This is a very important feature of being able to graphically display the wells
performance with ‘production optimization’.
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Figure 1. Possible pressure losses in complete system. Brown17

Literature Review:
Predicting the inﬂow performance of gas wells is a process that has relied almost exclusively on some form of
multipoint well testing procedure. The conventional
backpressure or ﬂow-after-ﬂow test, isochronal test, and
modiﬁed isochronal test have been used to predict the
deliverability of gas wells.
Rawlins and Schellhardt1 presented the back-pressure
method of testing gas wells. It is dependent upon the
requirement that a series of ﬂow rates and corresponding
pressure data which are obtained under stabilized ﬂow
conditions. The conventional backpressure equation is
given by:
1
These data are plotted on logarithmic coordinates of the
diﬀerence in the pressures squared versus the ﬂow rate
in order to determine the constants, C, and, n. Once C
and n are determined, ﬂow rates can be estimated as a
function of ﬂowing bottomhole pressure.
As the use of the method presented by Rawlins and
Schellhardt1 spread through the industry, it became evident that the method of testing was applicable for those
wells which approached stabilized producing conditions
within a relatively short period of time. Stabilized performance characteristics could not be determined by this
method for wells that approached stabilized producing
conditions slowly, which usually occur in lower permeability reservoirs.

teristics of gas wells. Cullender used the term isochronal
because only those conditions existing as a result of a
single disturbance of constant duration are considered.
The expression ‘single disturbance of constant duration’
is intended to deﬁne those conditions existing around a
well as a result of a constant ﬂow rate existing for a speciﬁc period of time from shut-in conditions. Cullender
developed an empirical method whereby the deliverability exponent, n, of the back pressure curve may be determined for a particular gas well. Once the deliverability
exponent is determined, the characteristic slope is applied to an extended stabilized ﬂow point to determine
the deliverability coeﬃcient C. Although Cullender’s
method was an improvement, it still had the drawback
of extended shut in periods to reach the stabilized pressure before each ﬂow period.
To overcome extended shut in periods to reach the stabilized pressure, Katz3 introduced the modiﬁed isochronal
test method. Katz proposed ﬂow periods of equal length
and shut-in periods between ﬂow periods of equal length
followed by an extended, stabilized ﬂow point and shutin period. Once the data is obtained, it is analyzed in a
manner very similar to Cullender, with the deliverability
exponent determined from the transient test data, which
is then applied to the extended, stabilized ﬂow data to
determine the deliverability coeﬃcient.
Houpeurt4 presented an analytical deliverability equation
that accounts for the non-Darcy ﬂow eﬀect. Houpeurt’s
equation is given by
2

2

To overcome slow stabilization, Cullender proposed the
isochronal test method of determining the ﬂow characwww.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of steady state flow regime

Figure 3 Schematic diagram of Pseudo-Steady state flow regime

Houpeurt’s equation uses the Forcheimer form of the
ﬂow equation as it includes the acceleration term.
Flow regime:
When a well is opened to production from a shut-in
condition, the pressure disturbance created at the well
propagates through the porous media at a velocity governed by the rock and ﬂuid properties. The various ﬂow
regimes are discussed with respect to the behaviour of
this pressure disturbance.
1 – Steady state:
Steady state implies that pressure does not change with
time at any location in the reservoir. This occurs when
there is a continuous pressure support such as water
drive reservoir, whereby the water inﬂux rate equals the
producing rate as shown in ﬁgure 2

2 – Pseudo-Steady state:
Pressure changes with time, but at the same rate everywhere in the reservoir (including at sand face). Most
of the life of a reservoir will exist in pseudo-steady state
ﬂow as shown in ﬁgure 3.
3 – Transient Flow:
Reservoir pressure changes with time at all locations in
the reservoir. The rate of change of pressure with time
is diﬀerent at varying locations and time. Locations far
from the well may not be experiencing any pressure
change. Although the ﬂow capacity of a well is desired
for pseudo-steady state or stabilized conditions, much
useful information can be obtained from transient tests.
This information includes permeability, skin factor, turbulence coeﬃcient, and average reservoir pressure as
shown in ﬁgure 4.
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of transient flow regime

Flow Equation:
The steady state relationship developed from Darcy’s law
for an incompressible ﬂuid (oil) was presented as:
3
This relationship can be adjusted for gas well by converting the ﬂow rate from STB/d to MSCF/d and using
an average value of the gas formation volume factor between Pe and Pwf. Therefore,
4
5
This results, after rearrangement and gathering of terms,
is
6
The above steady state ﬂow equation assumes no turbulent ﬂow in the formation and no skin damage around
the wellbore. The eﬀects of turbulence and skin will be
examined in the following section.
Although steady state ﬂow in a gas reservoir is seldom
reached, the conditions around the wellbore can approach steady state. The steady state equation including
turbulence is
7

Gas Well Deliverability
The deliverability of a gas well can be deﬁned as the
well’s capacity to produce against the restrictions of the
well bore and the system into which the well must ﬂow.
These restrictions are barriers which must be overcome
by the energy in the reservoir. Reducing the size of the
well bore or increasing the pressure of the system into
which the well must produce, increases the resistance
to ﬂow and therefore reduces the deliverability of the
well. The Deliverability test allows prediction of ﬂow
rates for diﬀerent line and reservoir pressures. There are
three tests to predict gas well deliverability, Flow-afterﬂow test, Isochronal test and Modiﬁed isochronal test as
shown in ﬁgure 5, 6 and 7.
Backpressure tests were conducted to estimate the true
skin eﬀect, to determine deliverability curves and the
potential absolute open ﬂow (AOF) as show in ﬁgure
8. Deliverability curves are used to predict ﬂow rates
against values of backpressure. For gas wells, the relationship between rate and bottomhole pressure is given
by the following backpressure equation:
8

Result and Discussion
A vertical gas well was hydraulically fractured to improve
productivity and the analysis was run to determine the
fracturing eﬃciency and well and reservoir characteristics using the above mentioned techniques. The characteristics of the reservoir as well as the description of the
completion are summarized in Table 1.
www.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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Figure 5- Flow-after-flow test. (Well test interpretation, Schlumberger)

Figure 6- Isochronal test. (Well test interpretation, Schlumberger)

Figure 7- Modified isochronal test. (Well test interpretation, Schlumberger)
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Figure 8. Deliverability test plot.(
http://www.spidr.com/spidr/technotes.html)

Figure 9. Modified Isochronal Test of gas well (from
30/07/2000 21:00 to 09/08/2000
16:00)

Figure 10. ∆ p2 versus qsc (pre
fracturing).
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Figure 11.∆ p2 versus qsc (post
fracturing)

Figure 12. Inflow performance
curve (pre fracturing)

Figure 13. Inflow performance curve (post fracturing)
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Type of Well
Total Depth of Well

=
=

Vertical Well
9233 ft

Net Pay (h)
Porosity (ø)
Gas Saturation (Sg)
Water Saturation (Sw)

=
=
=
=

200 ft
8%
70%
30%

Oil Saturation (So)
Wellbore Radius (rw)
Permeability (k)
Formation
Temperature (T)
Initial Reservoir
Pressure (Pi)

=
=
=
=

0%
0.26 ft
1.7 md
286˚F

=

3366 psia

=
=
=
=
=
=

0.607
90.95%
0.04%
7.20%
1.82%
Nil

=
=

10 SPF
8910-8938.6 ft

=

83.5 m

=

0.167 in

=
=

71.6 m
3.7 md-ft

=

1918 md-ft

Formation Parameters

Fluid Properties
Gas Gravity (S.G)
CH3
C2H6
CO2
N2
H2s
Perforation Data
Perforation Density
Perforated Interval
Fracturing Data
Propped Half Length
(xf)
Propped Fracture
Width (w)
Height
Average fracture
Conductivity
Average Conductivity
Table 1 Gas well data

Gas Well Analysis
A modiﬁed isochronal test was conducted on the subject
gas well to obtain reservoir inﬂow performance data. The
well was ﬂowed on four choke sizes and the corresponding data. The data was plotted to explain the behaviour
of the ﬂow rate and pressure with time as can be seen in
ﬁgure 9.

Pre Fracture and Post Fracture Inﬂow
Performance Curve
The well history for pre fracturing is show in Table 2 and
also post fracturing is show in Table 3.
To analyze the gas well test, we ﬁrst prepare the data as
shown in Table 4 & 5. After that, the diﬀerential preswww.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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Period
Shut-in
First flow
First Shut-in
Second flow
Second shut-in
Third flow
Third Shut-in
Forth flow
Extended flow
Final shut-in

Time
136.00
3.95
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
32.00
201.50

Choke size
0
24/64
0
32/64
0
40/64
0
48/64
48/64
0

BHP
2766
2019
2749
1513
2736
1145
2725
871
868
2758

Flow rate MMscfd
0
6.69
0
9.25
0
11.14
0
12.31
12.04
0

Table 2 Pre fracturing flow history

C1 ( Z )2
=
C 2 ( Z )1

Figure 14. Future performance curves

sure,
, is plotted versus qsc in order
determine the value of the exponent n. The value of the
coeﬃcient C is then calculated using the initial static
or average reservoir pressure and the extended test values for pwf and qsc. Figures 10 & 11 illustrate the pre
fracturing and post fracturing modiﬁed isochronal test
respectively.
Pre fracturing analysis
The parameter n was determined as 0.978 from the
slope of the line. On the other hand, the parameter, C
was determined as 2.54 x E-6 using the n and the coordinates of any point on the stabilized deliverability line
(e.g. the stabilized point). The AOF is then calculated
as follows:

For post fracturing:
The parameter n was determined as 0.904 from the
slope of the line. On the other hand, the parameter, C
was determined as 1.51 x E-5 using n and the coordinates of any point on the stabilized deliverability line
(e.g. the stabilized point). The AOF is then calculated
as follows:

Gas Well Performance Forecast
To predict the gas well performance, future inﬂow performance curves were generated at values of average reservoir pressure of 2000 psia, and 1500 psia. An approximation of the eﬀect of changes in pR on C can be made
by modifying C as follows:
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Period

Date & Time
Start

End

30/07/2000
21:00
31/07/2000
09:00
31/07/2000
21:00
01/08/2000
09:00
01/08/2000
21:00
02/08/2000
09:00
03/08/2000
10:20
03/08/2000
22:00

30/07/2000
21:00
31/07/2000
09:00
31/07/2000
21:00
01/08/2000
09:00
01/08/2000
21:00
02/08/2000
09:00
03/08/2000
10:20
03/08/2000
22:00
05/08/2000
22:00

Shut-in
First flow
First Shut-in
Second flow
Second
shut-in
Third flow
Third Shut-in
Forth flow
Extended
flow
Final shut-in

Duration hrs Choke size
0

2757

Flow rate
MMscfd
0

12.00

32/64

2092

12.75

12.00

0

2737

0

12.00

40/64

1739

16.87

12.00

0

2718

0

12.00

48/64

1419

20.14

25.33

0

2715

0

11.67

64/64

932

24

48.00

64/64

878

22.7

0

2707

0

0 5 / 0 8 / 2 0 0 0 0 9 / 0 8 / 2 0 0 0 90.00
22:00
16:00

BHP

Table 3 Post fracturing flow history

Qg,MMscfd
6.69
9.25
11.14
12.31
12.04
(Stabilized)

Pws, psi
2766.00
2749.00
2736.00
2725.00

Pwf, psi
2019.00
1513
1145.00
871

Pws2 - Pwf2
3574395.00
5267832.00
6174671.00
6666984.00

PR
2757
2000
1500

μ
0.018811
0.017526
0.016789

Z
0.969692
0.961497
0.96332

μZ
0.018241
0.016851
0.016173

C
1.50533E-05
1.62946E-05
1.69777E-05

Table 6 - Viscosity and Compressibility data

2725.00

868.00

6672201.00

Table 4- Modified isochronal test data for pre fracturing

Qg,MMscfd
12.75
16.87
20.14
24
22.7
(Stabilized)

Pws, psi
2757
2737
2719
2715

Pwf, psi
2092
1739
1419
932

Pws2 – Pwf2
3224585
4467048
5379400
6502601

2715

878

6600341

Table 5- Modified isochronal test data for post fracturing

Pwf, psia
2757
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

PR=2757
0
5.245156
12.72458
18.2029
22.00705
24.25557
25.00008

Qg,MMscfd
PR=2000

PR=1500

0
7.173817
11.67781
14.28789
15.14628

0
5.514223
8.433519
9.381034

Table 7- pR –based gas flow rate calculation
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Figure 15. Chock performance and IPR curve

Figure 16. Pws2 versus log((t+∆Δt)/Δ∆t)

In order to correct for the changes in viscosity and compressibility factor, the parameters are calculated based on
the estimated value of reservoir pressure as in Table 6
and then the gas rate, Qg, is calculated based on pR as
in Table 7.

Well Deliverability
The Well Deliverability was conducted by plotting the
bottom hole pressure versus ﬂow rate in each chock size
and inﬂow performance (IPR) curve are plotted in ﬁgure 15.

For instance, The calculation can be performed as follows:
For pR =2000 psia,
qst = 1.62946×10-5 (20002 –
pwf2)0.904
For pR =1500 psia,
qst = 1.69777×10-5 (15002 –
pwf2)0.904

Pressure Transient Testing Analysis
We plot Pws2 versus log((t+Δt)/Δt) as shown in ﬁgure 16
where the data are read oﬀ from the ﬁnal shut-in period
of modiﬁed isochronal test. The pressure test result is
tabulated in Table 8 and shows that the well is stimulated indicating the success of the hydraulic fracturing
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Figure 17. Tubing size effect with constant wellhead pressure.

Figure 18. Tubing size effect with variable wellhead pressure.

treatment.

Gas Well Production Forecast
Forecasting post fracture pressure and production performance was carried out using Diﬀusivity Equation and
gas Material Balance equation. The forecasting result is
plotted as shown in ﬁgure 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, & 24.
A plot of P/Z versus Gp will produce a straight line and
the estimated initial gas in place, G is about 190 Bcf as
determined by extending the line to the intercept at P/Z
= 0 as shown in ﬁgure 22.

CONCLUSION
Based on the research performed in the course of this
study, the following conclusions are presented.
1. Hydraulic fracturing showed improvement in Deliverability i.e. AOF potential has increased from 13.76 to
25 MMsfd for pre treatment and post treatment respectively.
2. Production rate and pressure test, and IPR curves indicate that the well could produce 7 MMscfd for 18.25
www.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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Figure 19. Forecasting pressure performance post fracturing

Figure 20. Forecasts for production performance post fracture
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Figure 21. Forecasts for production performance post fracture

Figure 22. Plot of P/Z versus Gp
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Figure 23. Forecasts production performance post production (material balance)

Figure 24. Z-factor versus Pressure
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Final rate MMscfd
Net pay (h) ft
Porosity
wellbore radius ft
formation temperature
k md
kh md-ft
Skin

22.7
200
8%
0.26
286
1.7
340
-1.76

Table 8- Pressure test analysis
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Abstract
Formation-testing-while-drilling (FTWD) technology
was introduced in 2002 and has been used primarily
for applications similar to wireline formation testers
(WFT). These applications include accurate formation
pressures, gradient analysis, formation connectivity, differential depletion, and ﬂow barrier detections. A largely
untapped application for FTWD is drilling optimization. The testing practices for drilling optimization are
somewhat diﬀerent than those used for typical WFT applications. In these cases, it is desirable to obtain pressures as soon as possible; and real-time test results are
paramount. Combined with other downhole drilling
information, such as vibration, torque, and weight-onbit, drilling parameters can be adjusted to improve the
rate of penetration (ROP) and make adjustments to the
wellbore stability model in real-time.
This paper reviews a Middle East case study in a carbonate gas reservoir. In part of this ﬁeld, the reservoir pressure was uncertain due to possible communication with
a high-pressure lower interval. Therefore, establishing the
actual formation pressure was a priority. By monitoring
the FTWD pressure tests in real-time, it was possible to

verify the quality and validity of each test. Then, the test
data was used to change mud parameters gradually. A
composite log clearly indicates how decreasing annular
pressures resulted in an increase in ROP.
The method of testing and real-time monitoring results
are reviewed and compared with high-resolution memory data from the FTWD tool. Comparison validated
the real-time test data. Conclusions are drawn concerning drilling applications and how such test data can be
utilized to improve the drilling process.

Introduction
The United Arab Emirates (UAE) has the ﬁfth largest reserves of oil in the Middle East and is also an important
oil producer. The Abu Dhabi Company for Onshore Oil
Operations (ADCO) operates onshore and in shallow
coastal water of the Emirate of Abu Dhabi. Abu Dhabi
is also the center of the UAE oil and gas industry.
The case study is a dual gas injector in a giant Cretaceous
carbonate ﬁeld in Abu Dhabi. The ﬁeld is an elongated
faulted anticline with a number of key uncertainties including the fault and fracture distribution and its im-
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pact on ﬂuid ﬂow in this large gas/condensate reservoir.
The injector well was completed in upper Zone “1” and
lower Zone “2” as shown in Fig. 1.
In 2005, it was decided to plug back the original hole,
side track, and re-complete the well as a single horizontal
upper Zone “1” injector. Possible communication with
Zone “2” required the drilling program to use higher
mud weights to assure pressure control and well bore
stability. Because of uncertainty in estimating pore pressure in Zone “1”, a FTWD tool was planned to be utilized while drilling the 6-in. diameter horizontal section.
The drilling plan included measuring pore pressures after drilling a short interval; and, once the pore pressure
was veriﬁed, the equivalent circulation density (ECD)
and mud overbalance would be optimized. Then drilling would continue to total depth (TD) with periodic
FTWD tests along the horizontal section. This drilling
strategy required close coordination with on-site drilling
operations and petrophysicists and geomechanics and
other technical specialists within ADCO.

Formation Testing While Drilling
Technology (FTWD)
Fig—1 Completion diagram
for the well

The objective in using an FTWD tool is to provide robust
and repeatable formation pressure measurements while
drilling. The FTWD tools are similar to a conventional
wireline formation tester (WFT) but have been adapted
to a drill collar (see Fig. 2). The fundamental design is

Fig. 2— FTWD. From left to right, 6 ¾-in., 8 ½-in., and 4 ¾-in. tools are shown. The 8 ½-in. tool features a telescoping probe for bore holes up to 12 ¼-in. A 9 ½-in. tool (not shown) is very similar to the 8 ½-in. but with a larger
circumference collar.
www.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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Fig. 3 —FTWD operating sequence. This figure shows a downlinked pressure testing sequence where ∆tset is the duration
during which the probe is set, tstart is the start time of the flow
period, tdd is the end of the flow period, tstop is the end of the
buildup period, and tfinal is the end of the test and the time
when the probe has been retracted.

similar to many probe style wireline tools where a donut
shaped rubber pad forms a seal around a metal snorkel. When this probe conﬁguration is pressed against
the wellbore, the snorkel is extended, penetrating the
mudcake and contacting the formation so that a pressure measurement can me made.1 Pressure data is then
sent by real-time data transmission to ADCO’s oﬃces.
Detailed technical information about FTWD tools can
be found in previous publications.2

Data

Resolution

GeoTap Tool
Event

Measurement

Phyd1

6 psia

Start of test
sequence

Initial hydrostatic pressure

Pset

6 psia

Begin flow
period

Probe setting
pressure

Pdd

6 psia

End of flow
period

Drawn-down
pressure

Pstop

1 psia

End of buildup Pressure at
period
end of buildup
period

Phyd2

6 psia

End of test
sequence

Final hydrostatic pressure

tdd

1 sec

Duration of
drawdown

Drawdown
duration

∆ tbu

1 sec

Duration of
buildup

Buildup
duration

αα

1 sec

Buildup time
constant

67% of
buildup

β

22 psi

Buildup
magnitude

(Pexact–Pdd)

Pexact

1 psia

Formation
pressure

Extrapolated
pressure
(∆ tbu =∞)

σσ

0.5 psi

Standard
deviation
of recorded
values

Measure of
quality of
curve fit

Table 1—Selected Data for Real-Time Transmission

The FTWD is capable of operating while the rig pumps
are on with no apparent detrimental eﬀect on the data
quality.3, 4 Having the rig pumps on is a preferred mode
of operation because continued mud circulation reduces
the risk of diﬀerential sticking and continues to condition the well bore and mud system. If a mud motor is
used, the preferred mode of operation is “pumps-oﬀ” in
order eliminate the relatively high vibrations from the
mud motor stator/rotor interaction while pumping.2

making a slow connection. The measurement sequence
can be altered by communicating with the tool so that
the tool can adapt to changing conditions. When an initialization downlink command is sent to the tool to start
the sequence, the sequence will continue unless the tool
detects a system error, power loss, or an abort command.
If any of these conditions exists, the probe is automatically retracted. There is a hydraulic accumulator in the
tool that maintains a reserve of hydraulic ﬂuid at system
pressure to automatically retract the probe in the event
of power loss. Finally, the probe can be sheared with a
100,000 pound force as a last resort if the accumulator
loses pressure. This radical procedure has never been required, however.

Operation of the FTWD Tool

Real-Time Data Transmission

The FTWD tool operation is preprogrammed with
a timed sequence of events (see Fig. 3).2 The times of
operation are kept to a minimum such that a complete
pressure test can be performed in about 10 minutes.
Minimum times of operation keep disruptions during
pressure testing comparable to the disruptions owing to

Data can be transmitted in real-time concurrently with
the pressure test sequence if the pumps are on while
testing. If the “pumps-oﬀ” mode is selected, the data
transmission occurs immediately after the sequence has
ended and the pumps are restarted. The selected data
for real-time mud pulse data transmission are shown in
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Fig. 4 – Pressure test illustrates comparison of real-time data while testing, real-time
compressed data telemetered after the test, and the recorded data.

Fig. 5 – Comparison real-time pressures vs. down-hole recorded pressures – The mean variance ± 0.09 psi.

Fig. 3 and Table 1. The complete set of pressure data is
recorded in tool memory and is downloaded at the surface when the tool is retrieved. It was recognized early
in the development of the tool that transmitted pressures were not suﬃcient to evaluate the quality of the
pressure test data. For this reason, additional parameters
were added to the transmitted data so that the drawdown and buildup data could be characterized as curves
reﬂecting the full data set being recorded downhole. The
main advantage of real-time data transmission is the capability to monitor selected values of formation pressure
in real-time to determine if the testing is progressing as
anticipated.
The quality of the real-time data parameters is evaluated by comparing the recorded data to results for a
theoretical spherical ﬂow model. In previous published
works 4,5, a solution to the spherical Darcy ﬂow boundary value problem was developed from ﬁrst principles.
It is referred to here as the “exact solution.” The refer-

enced publications demonstrate that the exact solution
satisfactorily forecasts the pressure transients for probe
type tools. It has also been demonstrated that a subset
of this exact solution very closely matches pressure transients for probed tools.6,7 The simpler solution consists
of an exponential decay function where the buildup and
drawdown curves can be expressed as follows:
(1)
Where: Pbu(t) buildup pressure time function (psi)
Pexact Formation pressure, inﬁnitely acting spherical
ﬂow (psi)
α
Exact curve ﬁt time constant (sec)
β
Exact curve ﬁt build up constant (psi)
t
buildup time (i.e., t = Pstop – tdd ,sec)
This solution is used to match real-time recorded data
with the exact solution parameters, Pexact, α, and β. The
primary quality parameter, sigma σ, is the standard error
www.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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Fig. 6 – Illustrates the comparison of Real-Time and Recorded Mexact Mobilities – The
mean difference being ± 0.24 md/cp.

of the regression in terms of pressure and is a measure of
how closely the recorded data match the model. These
parameters are transmitted in real-time to characterize
the buildup and can be used to create a synthetic plot of
the downhole data. Comparison of the synthetic curve
with the transmitted data provides additional information regarding the quality of the test.
The real-time and recorded pressure test data are compared in Fig. 4. Notice that there are two sets of real-time
data. The ﬁrst shown by the blue points is the streaming data transmitted while the test was being performed.
The red points are additional data that was retransmitted
at a higher data density after the test was completed.
This second set of data is optional and but is useful to
further conﬁrm the data quality when needed.
In Fig. 4 plot the diﬀerences between real-time and
downhole-recorded data appear to be negligible. To
better view the diﬀerences, the ﬁnal formation pressure
determined from the downhole real-time pressure transient analysis (PTA) is compared to the recorded realtime mud-pulse-transmitted formation pressure data in
Fig. 5. On the left is a plot of downhole-recorded data
against the real-time mud pulse transmitted formation
pressures. The line shown in Fig. 5 is linear regression of
all the data, which has been constrained to pass through
the origin. On the right is a residual plot where the difference between the pressures and the mean pressure
represented by the linear regression line on the left hand

plot are shown. These residuals had a 0.09 psi mean variance, which is within the real-time pressure resolution
of 0.1 psi.
Fig. 6 compares the real-time and recorded mobilities
in a similar format to the formation pressures shown in
Fig. 5. The initial mobility was determined from realtime mud pulse data based on the curve ﬁt parameters
alpha α and beta β. It can be shown that these parameters are used to determine the mobility at the surface in
real-time using the exact method.2,3,4
Mexact=

(2)

Where: Mexact Exact spherical mobility (md/cp)
Δtdd
draw down production time (sec)
qo
drawdown ﬂow rate (cc/sec)
probe radius (cm)
rp
τp
probe ﬂow coeﬃcient (1.37 to 0.95)
There can be slight diﬀerences in the mobilities determined automatically and transmitted to the surface in
real-time with those determined by analyzing the recorded data. The pulsed, real-time data does not have
the same resolution as the recorded data. Also, the data
selections are made automatically in real-time. On the
other hand, an analyst can modify the automatic selections to improve these estimates. In turn, these modiﬁcations improve the accuracy of the mobility determination.
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Fig. 7 — LWD logs are showing the decrease in annular pressures (blue) resulted in an increase in rate of penetration (ROP) (green) in feet per hour. Blue star points are the repeat pressure tests.

The mobility residuals are analyzed in a similar method
described for the pressures (Fig. 5). A range of variance
of +0.6 to -0.5 md/cp was determined with a mean difference of ±0.24 md/cp. The data shown in Fig. 6 illustrates that the real-time determined mobilities are very
close to mobilities determined from the recorded data.

Well Results.
The 4 ¾-in. FTWD tool was utilized for the ﬁrst time
in the United Arab Emirates in this injector well. It was
deployed primarily to address in real-time the uncertainties associated with formation pressures in order to
optimize the drilling of the Zone 1 horizontal section.
Upon drilling 200 ft past the casing shoe in the 6 in
hole section, three consecutive FTWD pressure tests
were taken to determine the formation pressure (see Fig.
7, part A of the ﬁgure). All the pressure tests were conducted with pumps on, utilizing the ‘smart operating
mode’ The “smart operating mode” automatically limits the drawdown pressures within a preselected operating range.. The tests were monitored in real-time at the
real-time operation center in the ADCO oﬃces on 24/7

basis. Monitoring of the ﬁrst two test results showed
that pressure stabilized much faster than the 480 seconds originally programmed into the testing sequence.
It was therefore decided to change the test sequence by
sending a downlink command to reprogram the buildup
time to 224 sec. With the third test, buildup time was
further reduced to 160 seconds. These changes achieved
a total reduction of 5.3 minutes in the test times. These
changes resulted in a total pressure test duration of 8.25
minutes from the time when the command is sent to
perform a test and to the time when the FTWD probe
was fully retracted (and either drilling was resumed or
the tool was repositioned for the next test).
These initial three FTWD tests revealed that the formation pressure was around 1000 psia lower than expected.
The annular pressure was continuously monitored while
drilling with the FTWD since the quartz gauge can also
serve as a pressure while drilling (PWD) tool. Now that
the formation pressure was known with a high degree
of accuracy and could be compared against the annular
pressure or equivalent circulation density (ECD) in realwww.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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Test Identi-TestHydrostatic
IdentificationTransient
fication
Pressure
Pressures

Comments
Hydrostatic Pressure

Test

MD

TVD

Phyds1

Phyds2

Pob

Mexact

±Pstd

Pexact

∆Pexact

No.

(ft)

(ft)

(psia)

(psia)

(psi)

(md/cp)

(psi)

(psia)

(psi)

6

X,798.70

X,430.57

5,136.11

5,148.26

968.64

24.22

0.53

4,179.52

15

X,799.02

X,430.89

5,193.20

5,201.29

1,020.94

30.85

0.11

4,180.35

0.83

Repeat Test

16

X,799.04

X,430.91

5,178.24

5,198.49

1,016.28

15.10

0.41

4,182.09

2.57

Repeat Test

17

X,798.14

X,430.01

5,177.05

5,190.23

1,008.02

7.27

0.52

4,181.85

2.33

Repeat Test

Transient Pressures

Comments
Initial Test

Table 2- Pressure test Summary for Repeatability

time, the mud weight was consequently reduced from
85 pcf to 75 pcf for drilling the rest of the section. Reduction of the mud weight is clearly shown by the annular pressure (PWD) log shown in Fig. 7. Notice the
decrease from region A to B in the log. The decrease in
ECD nearly doubled the ROP as also seen in Fig. 7. To
assure proper mud overbalance, the FTWD tool conducted nine more tests at approximately 200 ft intervals
to monitor formation pressure while drilling to the section total depth (TD).

Repeatability of Pressures
Repeat pressure points (see Table 2) were taken during wipe logging while pulling out of the hole to verify
tool measurement integrity and to see if the increased
open hole exposure and invasion time would impact
the measured formation pressure. Repeat pressures have
been compared to the original pressure data in Table 2.
Notice the ﬁrst repeat test was within 1 psi of the initial
test; and, overall, there was a ± 1.22 psi standard deviation in the measurements. These results are very reasonable, although, in general, the formation pressure did
increase with exposure time.
There are several factors to be considered when taking
repeat pressure measurements. It is not unusual to expect increased pressures as invasion times increase. If the
mudcake is considered stable – that is, it is not growing in thickness – then pressures will increase slightly
with time. The increase is due to the fact that, as invasion continues at a steady rate, the formation pressure
around the wellbore itself will increase with time.2, 3 This
phenomenon would also be true for wireline testers,
and the eﬀect would greater for lower mobility formations. Notice that the ﬁrst repeat test (No. 15) is within
1 psi of the initial test even though quite a bit of time
had passed from when test No. 6 was performed (i.e.,
several hours) Also notice that the initial test and test
No. 15 have similar mobilities (i.e., 24 and 31 md/cp),
suggesting that there was not much of an invasion effect. The next two tests Nos. 16 and 17) have consider-

ably lower mobilities (15 and 7 md/cp). This suggests
that the tool, although it should have stayed put, actually moved slightly after test No.15 was performed.
This slight change in position for repeat tests No.16 and
No. 17 could be due to pipe stretch or rotation after the
probe was retracted. Therefore the higher pressure for repeat tests Nos. 16 and 17 is consistent with the reduced
mobility of these tests.
In this case the accuracy and stability of the formation
pressure was not as critical as obtaining a measurement
while drilling. Nevertheless, the pressure repeatability
was still very good. If pressure accuracy is more important than optimization of real-time drilling, pressures
repeatability could be improved by changing the testing
methods. For example the best pressure repeatability is
normally achieved by performing the tests after drilling
through a section. Then the tests are taken while pulling back up through the drilled section. This procedure
allows time for the mudcake to stabilize and minimizes
mudcake damage. Then a repeat test is performed by
pulling up again to retest at the same depth point. However, this practice was not considered to be consistent
with the objective of the testing, as in this case, it was
desirable to obtain pressure tests whilst drilling to optimize drilling parameters as well as time.
Another method to verify the FTWD test is to measure
bottom hole pressure. Bottom hole pressure is measured as the well is ﬂowing or shut-in, after stabilization
is achieved for a period of time.8 Shut-in bottom hole
pressure was measured in the study well using downhole
pressure gauges and was found to be within 9 psia of
FTWD pressures.

Summary and Conclusions
1. The primary objective of deploying the FTWD
tool was to monitor reservoir pressure in real-time and
optimize mud overbalance while drilling through a
zone with considerable pore pressure prediction uncertainties.
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2. This objective was successfully met: measuring pressures in real-time enabled drilling decisions to be made
and the mud was modiﬁed to reduce the annular pressure and overbalance.

“Formation Pressure Testing In the Dynamic Drilling
Environment,” IADC/SPE Paper 87090, IADC/SPE
Drilling Conference, Dallas, Texas, U.S.A., March 2–4,
2004.

3. Reducing the mud weight from 85 pcf to 75 pcf also
increased ROP, decreased formation damage, and the
risk of diﬀerential sticking.

3. Proett, M. A., Walker, M., Welshans, D., and Gray,
C.: “Formation Testing While Drilling, a New Era in
Formation Testing,” SPE Paper 84087, SPE Annual
Technical Conference and Exhibition held in Denver,
Colorado, USA, October 5-8, 2003.

4. est time is optimized by using real-time parameters
(sigma, alpha, and beta) which resulted in a 38% reduction per test and total test time under 10 minutes.
5. After drilling the horizontal section, repeat tests were
performed by the FTWD while pulling out of the hole;
and they conﬁrmed formation pressures were within ±
1.22 psi.
6. Bottom Hole Close In Pressures (BHCIP) obtained
with down hole pressure gauges after well completion
conﬁrmed FTWD pressures were within 9 psi or 0.2%.
7. The validity of the real-time test data was also conﬁrmed by comparison with the recorded high resolution memory data from the FTWD tool; and the results showed that pressures were within 0.1 psi of the
recorded data.
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Abstract
The last decade has been marked by the emergence of intelligent ﬁeld technologies. Many E&P companies have
moved from the piloting and trial-testing mode towards
strategic implementation demonstrating that these technologies have shown their capabilities. While the current deployment of these technologies represents only a
small fraction of the overall installation, the trend is indicative of the shifting of attitudes and preferences with-

in companies. Among those companies, Saudi Aramco
has deployed ﬁt-for-purpose technologies such as intelligent wells equipped with multiple downhole valves, as
part of its best-in-class practices (Figure1). Continuous
assessment of these technologies is important to provide
reassurance on their values.
The resulting performance of this technology is a function of multiple factors spanning from reservoir param-
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Figure 1: Evolution of Intelligent Wells Equipped with Downhole Valves in Saudi Aramco

eters, completion schemes to surface infrastructure. Understanding and assessing the impact of these factors is
complex due to the wide variation of variables.
This article summarizes the lessons learned from more
than one hundred deployments in wells equipped with
multiple downhole valves. These lessons illustrate the
advantages of these applications and should provide insight for improved performance. As there is no “one size
ﬁts all,” then proper design should be emphasized for
maximum eﬀectiveness.

Introduction:
This paper documents the ﬁndings, results and recommendations of the evaluation of more than 100 intelligent wells equipped with multiple downhole valves
installations in Saudi Aramco. The downhole valves
are usually refered to as “Inﬂow Control Valves (ICV),”
“smart” or “intelligent” completions. The ICVs are multi-position active downhole valves that can be controlled from the surface. The concept of this technology
was developed to provide means to optimize production
provide zonal isolation and ﬂow control of commingled
production from diﬀerent laterals or segments. Using
the variable positions of these valves, production can be
managed in realtime to improve oil performance. These
downhole valves are accessories for MRC, multilateral or
multi-segmented horizontal wells to manage production
where:
• High reservoir pressure variation among laterals or segments
• Signiﬁcant variation in productivities between laterals
• Varying gas/water fractions among laterals or segments
• Presence of fractures, faults and/or high permeability

intervals
The ﬁrst deployment of this technology took place in
2004 across Saudi Aramco ﬁelds; mainly Shaybah and
Haradh-III ﬁelds with the majority installed in MRCs
and multilateral wells. These technologies are used as
ﬁt-for-purpose. They are custom-designed to take into
account reservoir characteristics, completion architecture operational and economics measures.
The eﬀectiveness of these completions depends on the
proper planning, design, placement of laterals or segements. The presence of an integrated system including
surface panels and multi-phase testing capablilities is a
key factor to eﬀectively utilize ICVs.
This paper provides an assessment on wells equipped
with surface-controlled downhole ICVs, focusing on
their impact on well and reservoir performance and development cost. Results have proven that these completions have been eﬀective in sustaining oil rates, controlling water production, minimizeing or eliminating water
and gas production and reducing development cost.

Evolution of Of Application of Downhole Valves
in Saudi Aramco:
The ﬁrst implementation of these completions in Saudi
Aramco took place in conjunction with multilateral
MRC wells in early 2004. Encouraging results from
the MRC and multilateral wells triggered the need to
optimize and manage production from diﬀerent laterals.
This need was translated into piloting downhole ICVs.
Approval of the ICVs concept was achieved when the
anticipated beneﬁts were realized by monitoring the actual performance of these wells. The leveraged knowlwww.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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tions. They have been very instrumental in meeting
both reservoir and production main objectives such as
sustaining well productivity, improving sweep, controling production of multiple laterals, managing water production and minimizing production interruptions.
These advantages were more pronounced in ﬁelds that
were developed with infrastructures that allow real-time
remote monitoring and controlling capabilities3 as will
be illustrated in the coming sections of this paper.
Figure 2: Productivity Variation among Laterals
at Similar ICVs Position

edge has provided an insight into ICVs capabilities and
implementation. Moreover, it has set the stage for the
development of Haradh Increment-III exclusively with
MRC wells equipped with ICVs1.
The concept has not been limited to new wells. ICVs
utilization has extended to enhance performance of existing weak and dead conventional wells after converting
them to MRCs and multilaterals.
The technology even extended to target single lateral
new horizontal wells where downhole valves were installed across the horizontal section. Moreover, the good
results have invoked trying new downhole technologies
such us permanent downhole multiphase ﬂowmeters
(MPFM). In Well-A2, a trilateral well, every downhole
valve was combined with MPFM and permanent downhole pressure and temperature gauges. The latest of all
was tailored to target existing dead wells where slimhole
multilaterals and single lateral were drilled and equipped
with downhole valves across their openhole.

Overall Findings:
Field performance of wells equipped with ICVs has indicated evident advantage over conventional comple-

Productivity Variation among Laterals
Several multilateral wells equipped with downhole valves
are located in an area characterized by high productivity variations among diﬀerent laterals. These variations
are inﬂuenced by reservoir properties and wellbore and
completion characteristics. In the case of homogeneous
reservoir environments, ﬁeld data has indicated that the
closer the lateral to the heel the higher the productivity
as shown in Figure 2. This is due mainly to the pressure
drop resulting from friction losses. Figure 3 illustrates a
schematic of quad-lateral well with its laterals labeled by
MB, L-1, L-2 and L-3.
Optimizing the production of these wells necessitate
regulating the settings of downhole valves in accordance
with laterals productivities and in alignment with overall production strategy of the well and the area. During
the optimization, downhole valves and surface choke4
adjustments are performed to accomplish one or several
objectives. Among these objectives, minimizing drawdown, maximizing total production, minimizing water
production or equalizing production among the laterals. It is fair to say that there is no “one-size-ﬁts-all” approach. In any optimization scenario, options are ranked
according to the possibility of accomplishing the desired
taget. Field optimization eﬀorts have been performed
for several wells honoring various objectives (i.e., less
water production, balanced contribution, etc.) as will be
illustrated in the following section of the paper.

Figure 3: Schematic of Quad-lateral Well Equipped with 4 ICVs
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Figure 4: Upper lateral domination inflow when
downhole valves fully open
Figure 6: Rate and FBHP before and after optimization settings of ICVs

Figure 5: Balanced inflow distribution at valves
positions 10 for MB, 10 for L1 & 4 for L2

Well-B, a multilateral well, is located in an area with
controlled injection and uniform sweep. The well’s target was set to be 10.0 MBD that is in full alignment with
reservoir production strategy. With these objectives in
mind, comprehensive rate tests with several downhole
choke settings combinations were conducted.
Test results indicated that, the upper lateral dominates
the ﬂow due to its higher productivity and higher reservoir pressure in the area, Figure 4.

Table 1: ICV setting before and after

Prolonging Well Life
Some multilateral wells equipped with downhole valves
are located in areas characterized by high productivity
variations among diﬀerent laterals. These variations dictate the utilization of downhole valves to minimize the
impact of these variations.
Well-A, a multilateral well, has demonstrated the power
of ICVs in prolonging well life and eliminating water
production. The multilateral well is located in hetrogenious area charectrized by irregular water movement
due to the presence of fractures and high permieablity
layers. Once the well started to produce water, managing production among the laterals became more important. The production of this well was managed and
maintained by changing downhole valve positions to
eliminate water production that killed the well when the
downhole valves were fully open1.
Managing Withdrawal and Optimize Sweep

The ﬁnal conﬁguration of the downhole valves settings
were adjusted so that all laterals are producing at about
the same rate. Using the surface choke, the total withdrawal of the well was restricted to an oil rate of 10
MBD and 0% water cut. Since then, the well has been
producing at this rate with no water production. Figure
5 shows the rate distribution of the laterals after the adjustment of the downhole valves at optimum settings.
Maximizing Production Rate
Well-C is a trilateral well that was producing at a rate
of 8.5 MBD oil at very high drawdown with all of its
downhole valves fully open. A comprehensive test was
conducted on the well at several downhole choke settings combinations. Results indicated that the test has
again indiacted that the upper lateral (L-2) is dominating the ﬂow. Having an assigned target rate to the well
and knowing the reservoir performance around its three
laterals, the downhole choke setteings were adjusted to
maximize the rate yet reduce drawdown. Table 1 indicates the valve positions before and after, where ICV
setting 10 reﬂects a fully open ICV and setting 0 represents a closed valve. Figure 6 shows production rate and
FBHP before and after. In this particular well, the optimization of the downhole valves was done in conjection
with additional control by using of surface choke5.
Management of Withdrawal in Homogenious
Reservoirs
www.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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Table 2: Well-D rate test at various ICVs and surface choke settings

The examples mentioned in the previous section indicate how downhole valves have contributed to manage
production, improve performance and rate in hetrogenious reservoirs. This example discusses Well-D, a trilateral that is located in a homogeneous reservoir. The
objective was to produce the well at the lowest possible
pressure draw down from all the laterals; hence delay
both water and gas breakthroughs. Production test indicated that every lateral was produced at a rate of ~ 9.0
MBD at fully open surface choke setting. The well was
put on production at a rate of 10.0 MBD by adjusting
the surface choke allowing laterals to produce at lower
drawdown as detailed in Table 2:
Field data indicated equivalent ﬂow contribution among
diﬀerent laterals when wells produce dry oil mainly
in wells with minimum variations in reservoir quality.
When water or gas breaks through in any lateral, ICVs
become essential in managing withdrawal among diﬀerent laterals to minimize or eliminate water or gas production.
Minimizing Cross ﬂow among laterals in
Hetrogenious Reservoirs
Due to heterogeneity of some reservoirs and the presence of diﬀerential pressure among laterals, the eﬃcient
utilization of ICVs is required to manage withdrawal.
A production log on Well-E, one of the ﬁrst trilateral
MRC wells equipped with sliding sleeve controls, was
run to determine laterals contributions, well performance and to detect any water presence. Logging results
have indicated cross ﬂow among the laterals at diﬀerent
surface choke settings and while the well was shut-in.
Even if the cross ﬂow is expected, it is not accepted for
good reservoir management practices as cross ﬂow between a wet and dry lateral could be damaging to well
productivity due to rock imbibitions of water. In this
well, the cross ﬂow was eliminated when the well surface
choke was set at 102/164, Figure 76.

Similar observation was detected in a trilateral well
equipped with downhole valves and downhole multiphase ﬂow meter (MPFM)2. These occurrences of cross
ﬂow can be reduced or eliminated by implementing active multi-position ICV system or other technologies
that can prevent or minimize cross ﬂow among laterals
or segments. With these facts in mind, the functionality of ICVs becomes an integral part in managing the
withdrawal from MRC or multilateral wells.

Downhole Valves Functionality
and Capabilites:
One of the adopted strategies when installing any of
these completions is to make sure that all the ICVs are
functional while the rig is on location. Todate the overall deployment success rate is close to 100%. Once a
completion is set and a well is put on production, it
is expected that these completions are routinely function tested in periods not exceeding six months. These
routine tests can be done easier in ﬁelds where surface
infrastructure allows testing and optimization by either
a permanent or portable surface control and testing
units. With the lack of dedicated testing facilities and
surface control systems for each of the smart wells, it
is extremely hard to optimize the performance of these
wells; hence, the expected beneﬁts of such wells cannot
be fully realized.
In another aspect, ﬁeld data has conﬁrmed that after
four years of deployment, the systems are functional in
controlling inﬂow from laterals and that the ﬂow characteristics of the downhole valves are varied due to different completion design and productivity index of producing zones. This makes the design and capabilities of
the downhole valves essential to accomplish the desired
objectives. Figure 8 illustrates downhole capabilities
across various operating conditions. Assessments and
eﬀorts were made to improve the design of the downhole valves. The new design provides higher level of
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Figure 7: Surface Choke settings Eliminates Cross-flow by Optimizing Choke setting

control at lower ﬂow rates, hence enables ﬁner adjustment of distribution of inﬂow among diﬀerent laterals
or segments that shall allow better management of wells
and shall satisfy production strategy7.

Potential Improvements
Cross Flow Prevention:
The occurrence of cross ﬂow between laterals or segments
is not always preventable by the current ICV designs.
When laterals experience diﬀerential pressures, they are
vulnerable to cross ﬂow. When a well is shut-in, cross
ﬂow can be prevented either by closing all the ICVs or
equipping the completion with a cross ﬂow preventer
that is triggered whenever cross ﬂow occurs.
ICV with Multiple Downhole Gauges:
Most of the available completions do not provide values
for upstream or downstream pressures across downhole
valves. Optimizing the performance from these completions require rigorous testing for every lateral or segement. Such intensive testing can be eliminated if each ICV
is equipped with multiple downhole gauges capable of
reading both the upstream and downstream pressures
across an ICV. The realtime pressure measurements will
facilitate:
• Optimizing the production of each lateral by setting
ICV at optimum position
• Identifying occurrence of cross ﬂow, hence, minimizing or eliminating cross ﬂow
• Calculating the total rate from each ICV (knowing the
delta pressure and ﬂow area)
• Providing reservoir pressure reading when the valves
are closed
Requirements for full utilization:
For the purpose of having all the requirements met for
full utilization of these completions, a set of roles and
responsibilities need to be established to ensure maximum utilization of these technologies. The success of
optimization of these completions depends to a large
extent on the ability to facilitate operating these wells at

their optimum performance to be able to improve the
overall asset value.
• Ability to remotely control downhole inﬂow control
devices
• Accessibility to Testing Facilities (surface or downhole)
• Optimization Procedures
• Capability of Modeling (reservoir and wellbore)
• Integrated System (Subsurface to Surface)
These requirements can be further addressed in a separate paper.
ICVs Control Room:
One of the recommendations is to have control over
all installed ICVs. The center would require real-time
collaboration environment, expert operators and remote control over all installed ICVs in all ﬁelds. The
group beneﬁts by having multiple members keep track
of changes and detect errors before they escalate.
This environment can be facilitated by putting standards
for ICVs, their surface control infrastructure and their
remote control capabilities. The technologies that are required for such center have to be:
• Aﬀordable: low-cost deployment strategies and on-demand solutions accessibility
• Available: As realtime control becomes more strategic
to the business, the cost of downtime increases. Scalable
and high-performance: business users increasingly demand sophisticated real-time testing and control functions. These requirements, coupled with performance
and reliability are essential.
• Supportable and manageable: These technologies must
be as usable and reliable
• Compatible: should be fully functional for all common ICVs system
• Specialized expertise: a business unit with required expertise is required to run the center and conduct all test
and optimization according to predeﬁned objectives.
• Secure and compliant: It’s essential that solution prowww.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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appreciation to the Petroelum Engineering Technology
Assessment Team members.
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The Fall of the Oil Curtain
Here follows a chapter from The Hydrocarbon Highway,
by Wajid Rasheed

“There have been many books concerning the oil industry. Most are technical, some
historical (e.g. the Prize) and some about the money side. There are few, if any, about
the oil industry that the non-technical person will appreciate and gain real insight
from. Wajid Rasheed in this book, The Hydrocarbon Highway, has made a lovely
pen sketch of the oil industry in its entirety. The book begins with the geology of oil
and gas formation and continues with the technical aspects of E & P, distribution,
refining and marketing which are written in clear language. In particular, the process
of oil recovery is outlined simply and with useful examples. There is a short history
of how the oil companies have got to where they are, and finally a discussion
concerning the exits—alternative energy. This is all neatly bundled into 14 chapters
with many beautiful photographs and a helpful glossary. The book is intended to give
an overture to the industry without bogging the reader down. I enjoyed the journey
along the highway.”
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“A crash course in Oil and Energy. The Hydrocarbon Highway is a much-needed
resource, outlining the real energy challenges we face and potential solutions.”

Steven A. Holditch, SPE, Department Head of Petroleum Engineering,
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“I found the book excellent because it provides a balanced and realistic view of the
oil industry and oil as an important source of energy for the world. It also provides
accurate information which is required by the industry and the wider public. Recently,
I read several books about oil which portrayed it as a quickly vanishing energy source.
It seems that many existing books predict a doomsday scenario for the world as a
result of the misperceived energy shortage, which I believe is greatly exaggerated
and somewhat sensational. Therefore the book bridges the existing gap of accurate
information about oil as a necessary source of energy for the foreseeable future. The
Hydrocarbon Highway should also help inform public opinion about the oil industry
and our energy future. It looks at the oil industry in an up-to-date and integrated view
and considers the most important factors affecting it.”

Dr AbdulAziz Al Majed, the Director of the Centre for Petroleum and Minerals
at the Research Institute at King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals
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What would a sketch of the global landscape of reserves and production look
like? No doubt, its most salient features would be the growing appetite for
oil and gas and the drive for reserves replacement from frontiers and mature
ﬁelds. In the background, would lie the cycles of ‘feast or famine’ and the
long lead times that govern investment and returns. Yet, tantalizingly
hidden away is the essence of the industry—petroleum reserves.
they are measured.
The Oil Curtain neatly symbolises resource sovereignty and separates the hydrocarbon ‘haves’ from
the ‘have-nots’. It has led to the major part of proved
global oil reserves being booked by National or State
Oil Companies (NOCs). To illustrate the change of

ownership, in 1971 NOCs held 30% of total reserves
while International Oil Companies (IOCs) held 70%.
Today, NOCs have increased their share to 93% while
IOCs hold 7%1. What could have caused such a dramatic reversal in fortune?
www.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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Since the early 1900s, the importance of oil in ﬁnancial, political and strategic matters has been bubbling
up to the surface. Eventually, this led to a pressing
need for producing states to control oil. Mexico was
ﬁrst to ‘shut’ the Curtain by nationalising its oil assets
and forming the wholly state-owned Pemex (Petróleos
Mexicanos) in 19382. By 1960, resource sovereignty
had fully matured into a global force and the Central
Bank of Oil3 – OPEC (Organisation of Petroleum
Exporting Countries) – was created.
The eﬀects of the Oil Curtain have been a blunting
of IOC access to oil and a partial blurring of the distinction between NOCs and IOCs. As the spheres of
action of both types of companies increasingly overlap, the industry has become more geographically dispersed and institutionally fragmented. Not least, the
Oil Curtain has driven certain IOCs to metamorphose
into energy companies.
The Oil Is Ours
‘The oil is ours’ reads a sign as you leave Rio de Janeiro
on the road to the oilﬁeld city of Macaé. That sign is
not a historic throwback or juvenile street graﬃti, but
a modern oﬃcial billboard paid for by the Brazilian
government. Its nationalistic message is that oil, and
oil wealth, are too important to be left to foreigners
and external market forces. This message is a recurrent
one found worldwide. It is just the language and symbolism that changes; Russia’s Shtokman ﬁeld, jobs for
the boys; Niger Delta, moralists decrying the excesses
of ex-pats; PdVSA and Bolivia; gringo go home.
Consider Shtokman and the decision of the Russian
government to develop it alone – this is a clear message that the gas reserves could and would be developed without outside help which could otherwise be
perceived as ‘dependence’ on foreign oil companies.

Continuing unrest in the Niger Delta points to a different dynamic between regional and federal revenue
sharing but nonetheless still nationalism. Bolivia’s nationalisation of its Gas industry sends the same clear
message. What is interesting is that both fully privatised and part-privatised companies were aﬀected.
StatoilHydro bid for Shtokman and was seen as the
front runner and Petrobras invested heavily in Bolivia
from Exploration and Production (E & P) to pipelines
to marketing. In Venezuela and the Niger delta, the effects were felt by IOCs Exxon Mobil and Shell4.
Humble Oil
Oil has come a long way from its humble roots. Until
the early 1900s, it was just a cheap fuel for lamps and
heaters. How then could it be transformed into a strategic resource and military necessity within a decade?
This rapid change was due to the convenience with
which oil could be stored and transported, coupled
with its high energy density. It was the most eﬃcient
fuel that mankind had discovered—the perfect fuel for
the internal combustion engine and mechanised transportation. By 1911, it had replaced coal as the preferred
fuel for the British Royal Navy. By 1918, other navies
had quickly followed suit, creating a speed and logistics advantage that ultimately led to victory to those
that used it. Accompanying the new-found status of
diesel oil and gasoline as the fuels-of-choice for the war
machine was the struggle to secure supply amidst the
geopolitical upheaval of the times. In fact, it has been
postulated that fuel shortages, not the Allies’ military
prowess, led to the ultimate demise of the Axis powers
in World War II. The race had begun5.
Makeover
Principally driven by the British, French and American
governments, numerous oil companies were set the
task of securing oil supply for their countries’ needs.
It was through ownership of concessions in developing
countries, and predominantly in the Middle East and
Far East, that the IOCs grew.
Known as the ‘Seven-Sisters*,’ – a term coined by the
Italian oil tycoon Enrico Mattei referring to Exxon
(Esso), Shell, British Petroleum (BP), Gulf, Texaco,
Mobil and Socal (Chevron – plus an eighth, the
Compagnie Francaise Des Pétroles (CFP-Total)6– these
companies raced to ﬁnd ‘the prize’7.

Figure 1 - President Lula Commemorates Brazil’s Self-Sufficiency

During this growth period, the IOCs made huge strikes
in oil and rapidly drilled the wells and built the pipelines and reﬁneries that were needed to turn the ﬂow
of oil into revenue. This was undoubtedly the golden
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period of the IOCs but, despite expert negotiations and justiﬁcations, the geopolitical manoeuvering was being noticed by the
producing countries.
Seeds of Discontent
In the period between the two world wars,
more and more countries began realising
their futures were contingent on controlling
their own resources, oil especially. At the
vanguard of this realization was President
Cardenas of Mexico8,9.
The seeds of nationalisation had been sown
by Mexico in 1934 when it forcibly took
over the shareholdings of foreign oil companies operating in Mexico resulting in the
creation of Pemex which became the ﬁrst
‘nationalised oil company’. Venezuela and
Iran soon joined Mexico by re-nationalising their hydrocarbons.

Figure 2 - Ownership Links Between Major IOCs (including Compagnie
Française des Pétroles) and the Major Producing Companies in the Middle
East after Edith Penrose, 1966

Winds of Change
By the end of the Second World War in 1945, the
knowledge that oil was of great commercial and strategic importance was commonplace. Oil was associated with vast revenue ﬂows as well as having kept the
‘war-machine’ running. Consequently, colonial powers
sought to control oil supplies.
In the post-war period, however, the winds of political
change had swept aside the old colonial order whose
political leaders acquiesced to foreign clients and replaced them with vocal nationalists who advocated
sovereignty and independence. Exemplifying this were
the strong voices of Gandhi in the Indian subcontinent, as well as Nasser and the Ba’ath party in the Arab
states.
Viewed through the lens of political independence,
control over natural resources had become an urgent
necessity and, despite geographic and ethnic separations, a uniﬁed and growing chorus emerged with
Mossadegh in Iran, Qasim in Iraq, Perez Alfonso in
Venezuela and Tariki in Saudi Arabia all seeking to review oil contracts10,11,12.
Initially, these individuals and countries acted alone,
but as events unfolded aﬀecting them all, they became
increasingly united. The nationalist’s central message
was clear; oil was too important to leave in the hands of
foreigners13. There was a need to regulate ‘oil-rents’ and
end arbitrary payments from foreign oil companies.

Nationalist thinking was shaped threefold. Firstly,
deals favoured foreign oil companies and foreign governments, not producing states. Foreign oil companies
also controlled an outward ﬂow of proﬁts which were
often the greater part of the producing countries’ Gross
Domestic Product (GDP). Generally, beneﬁciaries were
foreign governments either directly through shareholder dividends or indirectly through taxes. Secondly, foreigners took vital political decisions aﬀecting the sovereignty of producing countries. Oil production, foreign
exchange earnings through oil sales, and ultimately,
national debt were unilaterally dictated by foreign oil
companies. Lastly, the military and naval campaigns of
the Second World War, combined with the utility of
oil in general transportation, left no doubt that oil was
a primary strategic asset.
These factors created resentment among the political
elites and the disenfranchised in producing countries
leading to the conviction among producing states that
oil proﬁts should be shared equally between producing states that had territorial ownership of resources
and IOCs who conducted E & P activities for oil14.
Producing countries became united; the old deals had
to be undone. New deals would treat territorial owners
of resources and the IOCs as equals.
Sovereignty Over Resources
Financial, political and strategic factors acted as a catalyst for resource nationalisation, most notably with
Iran and Venezuela taking their ﬁrst steps toward sovereignty during the ﬁfties. In Iran, the government nawww.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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tionalised the oil assets of Anglo-Persian (the precursor
to British Petroleum). In Venezuela, the government
established the famous ‘50/50’ petroleum legislation
that split oil revenues aﬀecting US oil companies.
Shortly after, Saudi Arabia, Algeria, Iraq and Libya followed suit15.
Nationalisation in Teheran and the reformulation of
oil revenues in Caracas were pivotal events that directed the founders-to-be of OPEC – Juan Perez-Alfonzo,
the Venezuelan Oil Minister, and Abdullah Tariki, the
Saudi Arabian Oil Minister – to seek a mechanism that
would stabilise prices. They found the solution in a
global equivalent of the Texas Railroad Commission,
which had successfully controlled US over-supply of
oil to stabilise prices16.
The Compacto
During the Arab Oil Congress meeting in Cairo, Egypt
in April 1959, Tariki and Perez-Alfonzo met to discuss
what had been pressing so heavily on their minds. The
two gentlemen had both reached the conclusion that
the 50/50 principle should be replaced by a 60/40
split in favour of the producers. Within a year, the
two men created the ‘Compacto Petrolero’ – an ‘Oil
Commission’ that would permanently tip the balance
of power in favour of producers. In some ways, this was
the precursor to the Oil Curtain – the Compacto reshaped NOCs by aiming for a 60% share of proﬁts. In
due course by integrating their E & P, distribution, reﬁning, transportation and retail operations, the NOCs
would learn to compete with the IOCs17.
Birth of OPEC
Of course, the IOCs were avidly paying attention to
the ‘Compacto’. Despite feigning disinterest in events,
they turned to the spot markets and cut oil prices.
Anglo-Persian (BP) had cut prices on the eve of the
Arab congress meeting. Then, Standard Oil of NJ
(Exxon) unilaterally cut the posted price of oil. Such
a Machiavellian move would immediately aﬀect the
pockets and pride of producers, facts that were not lost
on the decision makers who elected to keep the producers in the dark.
Rude words could have been a ﬁtting response and perhaps, moves such as those that the oil companies had
taken would have caused Alfonzo to use such words to
describe oil politic18.
In any event, the cuts prompted a united response and
a diﬀerent kind of swearing. Iraq invited several major
petroleum exporting countries namely Iran, Venezuela,

Saudi Arabia and Kuwait to Baghdad for a historic
meeting which led to the birth of OPEC on September
14, 1960.
OPEC’s ﬁrst resolution pointed to the oil companies
as the culprits: ‘That members can no longer remain
indiﬀerent to the attitude heretofore adopted by the oil
companies in aﬀecting price modiﬁcations; that members shall demand that oil companies maintain their
prices steady and free from all unnecessary ﬂuctuation;
that members shall endeavour, by all means available to
them, to restore present prices to the levels prevailing
before the reductions’19.
The Princes Taught a Lesson
After the Second World War, the independence of
former colonies sent out a shockwave —resource nationalisation. This in turn, created OPEC which signaled a decline in the hegemony of IOCs globally. By
1970, the oil companies were still enjoying a princely
existence but only just. Between 1960 and 1966, their
share of oil production outside North America and the
Former Soviet Union (FSU) countries, had increased
from 72% to 76%, leaving 24% for the NOCs20.
Oil company proﬁts, despite complex justiﬁcations to
OPEC and despite falling prices, were still high compared to most other industries. Rates of return for most
IOCs were higher in 1966 than in 196021, and IOCs
were able to finance most E & P as well as reﬁning,
retail and petrochemicals out of crude oil proﬁts made
abroad. The IOCs argued with OPEC that the retailing
network was needed to create markets for OPEC oil,
which would otherwise go unsold; however, it was the
scale of repatriated proﬁts that were ultimately responsible for unraveling the IOCs’ concessions22.
Sleeping Giant
The potency of OPEC remained dormant for a decade. In November 1962, OPEC was registered with the
United Nations Secretariat23. Yet, it was not until the
mid- 1970’s that a growing group of countries nationalised (or in some cases re-nationalised) their hydrocarbon industries. In 1973, it was the combination of
Libyan radicalism and an Arab oil embargo precipitated by US support for Israel in the Arab-Israeli war,
that within a ten-month period in 1974, culminated in
the price of a barrel of oil rising by 228 per cent24.
The old order had given way to the new.
Between 1970 and 1976, nearly 20 countries asserted
national sovereignty over their operations25. In February
1971 after acrimonious disputes about prices, Algeria
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NorskHydro. The Oil Curtain
has spread.

Open Market
Privatised
Part Privatisation
- Gas Sectors

Certain Foreign
Operators

Nationalisation
‘The Oil is Ours’

Initial Low
Royalties

Higher Royalties
with Finds

Local Content
Stipulations

As modernity spreads, lifestyles
that were once conﬁned to
wealthy classes in wealthy countries are now found up and down
social classes and across the globe.
Think China and India. Together
this relentless demand for oil and
gas, which was already a strategic
resource, has meant that oil and
gas have become the world’s most
desired commodities.

In 2008, oil prices broke through
the US $125 per barrel level
Local
peaking at a ceiling of US $147
Capabilities
before tumbling back to US $35
all within a six month period.
Oil and gas nationalisation has come full circle from seeking higher royalties to partial
Nevertheless, it is easy to forget
privatisation.
that oil is cyclical and therefore it
Figure 3 - Modern National Oil and Gas Policy
is only a question of time before
it goes up. The only question is whether the present
down cycle has a prolonged hard landing from the
26
nationalised all French interests within its territory . peak29.
Shortly after, Libya announced the nationalisation of
all BP’s assets. This has continued to the present period New Seven Sisters
where, most recently, Venezuela and Bolivia have na- Nowadays, OPEC decisions get as much ink as those of
major central banks30. Yet beyond the paparazzi ﬂashes
tionalised IOC oil assets27.
and news-wire headlines, how important will OPEC
Driven by the need to develop gas reserves (to meet and NOCs be for future oil supply? Realistically, the
growing national and international demand for gas production of OPEC and certain NOCs will be vital
and to keep oil for exports), many countries had slowly for several generations to come. To understand that rerelaxed national controls and through joint ventures, ality, simply look at (see Figure 4) the top ten reserve
contracts with service companies and, exceptionally, holders worldwide: Saudi Arabia, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait,
ownership licences, larger oil companies were allowed UAE, Venezuela, Russia, Libya, Kazhkstan and Nigeria.
Seven of these countries—the ﬁrst six and Libya—are
to return to previously nationalised oil markets28.
all OPEC members. To see how important these new
Modern national oil policy has come full circle (see Seven Sisters are to future oil supplies, consider the
Figure 3). It has evolved from seeking equal treatment reserves to production column (Figure 4) to see how
to maximising royalties to stipulating local content to many of today’s top ten global reserve holders are
full re-nationalisation and now to partial privatisation likely to be producers in the US Energy Information
Administration (EIA) Energy Reference Case year of
for gas developments.
203031.
Yet in the latest period, nationalisation has resurged
and this can be seen clearly in Russia’s decision to de- At that time, I will be 60 years old and probably writvelop the Shtokman ﬁeld alone and remove certain ing about the world’s next 25 years of oil production.
IOCs from the Sakhalin development, while in Bolivia More to the point of todays’ top ten oil reserve holders,
and Venezuela oil companies have had their licences Russia will have dropped oﬀ the list while the new sevrevoked and lost production. Nationalisation has even en sisters and OPEC will still be producing away. What
surfaced in the North Sea with Norway’s government- about the other current major producers? Canada has
controlled Statoil conducting a reverse takeover of 22.9 years, the US has 11.7 years and Mexico has 9.6
www.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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years of oil reserves left at current production rates.
Upshot: OPEC and the new Seven Sisters will grow
both home and abroad. NOCs may not become global household brands, but they have set the trend that
restricts IOC access to oil, and lately, the dividing line
between the two is not so clear.
Fuzzy Logic
The fuzziness between private and state oil companies
stems from the NOCs that have ‘gone global’. On the
one hand, for certain companies the logic and returns
of going global are compelling; add new production
and export ‘home-grown’ technology. Yet, on the other
hand, there is the risk of sudden nationalisation. Once
wellheads, ﬁelds, pipelines and reﬁneries are built, they
cannot be dismantled and sent back ‘home’. In the
event of political change or a major dispute, the oil
company’s bargaining power is eﬀectively reduced. Any
share or interest it may have in production can only be
sold oﬀ to the state which then becomes a question of
expedient valuations rather than ownership.
What actually constitutes a NOC? Is it 100% state
ownership or just a state majority? What if the company ﬂoats on the world’s stock markets and has private
shareholders yet retains a state majority?
The distinction depends on whoever holds 51% or more
of voting shares and controls overall decision making
power. If the majority shareholder is a government or
state, the company must answer to them; therefore,
such a company is deﬁned a NOC. The opposite also
applies. If the company’s 51% voting majority is privately held or listed, it would be deﬁned an IOC.
Shareholder distinctions shed light on the responsibilities of each company too. NOCs have a strong responsibility to steward oil wealth to meet the needs of a

given nation and its population in a sustainable way.
IOCs focus primarily on maximising returns; social responsibility is important, but not to the same degree as
NOCs. Most people in the industry accept that profits must be balanced with social responsibility. Private
shareholders generally accept this too. Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) programmes within IOCs are
abundant and this type of social spending does raise
investors’ eyebrows as long as returns are healthy. Partprivatised NOCs fall into this category also. Just how
much social responsibility is deemed healthy depends
on the shareholders.
We Speak Your Language
Notable NOCs such as Petrobras and CNPC operate
well beyond their home territories. Both companies
not only retain majority government stakes, but also
raise capital using a canny combination of state ﬁnance
and international ﬁnancial markets to develop domestic and foreign reserves. Where they really excel is by
competing internationally for capital and upstream
acreage and applying their unique technologies and
know-how.
Accessing reserves or holding on to them is the producer’s top challenge. Consumption is a given.
Subsequently, ﬁnance, Human Resources (HR), technology and processes can be acquired.
Undoubtedly, production is one end of a transaction;
consumers are needed too. Both depend on each other for the respective stability of demand and supply.
Whatever aﬀects the economies of oil consumers ripples through to producers and vice versa. The ultimate
interests of oil producers and consumers, therefore,
always converges in promoting stability of the worldwide economic framework and minimising economic
shocks.
The upshot is that reserve holders or producers, rather than retailers, determine rules. In this way, accessing reserves or holding on to them has become the
pro-ducer’s number one challenge—HR, technology,
vertical integration and process eﬃciencies can all be
subsequently acquired.

Figure 4 - Top Ten Global Oil Reserves 2007

NOCs Go Global
Naturally then it is a ‘no-brainer’ for NOCs with
global ambitions to compete for foreign reserves
and production. Entering this competition makes
sense for those NOCs such as Petrobras or the China
National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) that have
limited reserves or high production costs at ‘home’
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or where they can export ‘home-grown’ technologies
abroad. It does not make sense for the new Seven Sisters
who have abundant domestic reserves at relatively low
production costs. In the latter, it makes more sense to
stay ‘home’ and develop national reserves.
In the old days, it was fair to say that the IOCs conferred access to reserves. They had the technology,
know-how and capital to create wealth from a natural resource. Naturally, they bargained hard and got
the lion’s share. Those ‘old ways’ show that oil reserve
holders used to recognise IOCs as equals, perhaps even
as holding the upper hand as IOC participation was
required for revenues to be realised32.
But Where Do the IOCs Fit Into All of This Today?
Much has been written on IOCs and our focus is on
the growth of the NOCs which is far less documented;
however, as the two are inextricably linked, it is worth
brieﬂy extracting pivotal events that are common denominators. It is widely accepted that the oil industry’s
fate was sealed by growing demand for transportation
(military and consumer) and the steady supply of oil
from reﬁneries, pipelines and ﬁelds worldwide.
Numerous discoveries were made by geologists and
drillers made production possible by always ﬁnding a
way. In fact, the vertical integration and camaraderie of
an inter-disciplinary approach positioned IOCs so well
that it was almost as if each had its own principality of
petroleum production33.
Original Seven Sisters
A decade ago the price of a barrel of oil languished
at US $10. This triggered ‘mergeritis’ and reformed
the original Seven Sisters. During the 1990s, the new
‘prize’ for these companies was finding synergies and
economies of scale. Management consultants were
set the task of merging these great disparate entities
and analysts evaluated the mergers in terms of restructuring and costs.
In the corporate cost-cutting that ensued, locations and
operations were rationalised. Many IOC’s consolidated
their international operations in Houston. Research
and Development (R & D), technology activities and
technical disciplines were seen as unnecessary ﬁxed
costs that could be more proﬁtably outsourced. At that
time, only a handful of voices questioned rationalisation
especially that related to technology R & D; it made
sense ﬁnancially and operationally. Ironically, technical outsourcing would strengthen the Oil Curtain and
return to haunt IOCs.

Metamorphosis Begins
As the Oil Curtain fell, the IOCs became accustomed
to a gradually shrinking pool of accessible oil reserves
that were ever more diﬃcult and costly to produce.
This initiated the metamorphosis of the IOC with progressive companies such as BP and Shell repositioning
themselves for the future, not just because they had
seen ‘beyond petroleum’ but because they had felt ‘the
Oil Curtain’ fall. This, however, does not imply the fall
of the IOCs; there are still plenty of global E & P opportunities around, albeit tempered by lower margins
due to higher cost and technical challenges.
Oil companies’ future proﬁts (and share prices) depend
on production and reserves. As older ﬁelds decline,
companies must ﬁnd new production and decommission older structures. Our earlier look at the global reserves base shows the true signiﬁcance of NOCs. Where
reserves are institutionally accessible by IOCs, they are
accessible only at considerably higher costs typiﬁed by
technically challenging projects in ultra-deepwaters or
the Arctic. In this way IOC ‘replacement’ costs tend to
rise faster than NOC replacement costs. However, this
is not always true as certain NOCs that have deepwater or heavy oil reserves may have comparable costs to
those of IOCs.
The metamorphosis of more progressive IOCs into energy companies are clear trends for the future of the
industry. Natural gas emerges as a bridge to alternates
with certain IOCs quietly stacking up an impressive
array of gas technologies and know-how. Here, BP has
distinguished itself in LNG and solar know-how, while
Shell has done the same in Gas-to-Liquids (GTL) and
hydrogen (see Chapter 13: Renewable Energy).
Houston, We Have a Capital
As the industry consolidated, Houston emerged as its
capital city and its downtown skyline became synonymous with the global oil business. Today, Houston
represents the oil consumption capital of the world.
The oil production capital lies elsewhere. Characterised
by a modest skyline and towering reserves, Dhahran
takes that title. Moscow becomes the natural gas production capital and Doha that of Liqueﬁed Natural
Gas (LNG). Almaty, Baku, Bushehr, Lagos, Macae,
Maracaibo are other emerging oil cities as the industry
realigns. The combination of oil technology as a commodity, ascendant oil prices and the realignment of cities has strengthened the Oil Curtain. Ironically, as oil
production technology becomes freely available on the
market, access to oil reserves becomes more restricted.
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Consolidation
Whenever the price of crude oil falls below a certain
cut-oﬀ point, operators cut budgets and work orders,
and oil service and supply companies enter into a period where revenues drop sharply. For many oil-related companies, this means a fall in their share yields
and ultimately a drop in stock prices. This increases
the likelihood of takeover in two ways. First, asset rich
companies with poor liquidity or cash ﬂow diﬃculties
ﬁnd themselves ﬁnancially exposed and become prime
targets for takeovers and asset stripping. Second, product or concept rich companies who have often borne
high R & D costs are swallowed up by larger organisations seeking to add value to their operations and
increase market shares35.
In this way, during the 90’s low oil price environment
(US $10/bbl)36, many upstream companies looked to
the stock markets to increase oil and gas revenues effectively, by acquiring listed companies whose share
price belied their reserve values. For this reason, cost
reduction was an imperative37 and ‘performance optimisation’ and ‘well-cost reduction’ became strategic.
Nowhere was this strategy more relevant than in highcost environments such as the North Western European Continental Shelf. Ever since the late 1980s, this
area has been characterised by the need to cut costs
and to advance technology. In the 1990s, the scale of
cost-cutting was widespread and was exempliﬁed
by the shedding of labour, outsourcing, contractual
terminations and ‘mergeritis’. The industry even institutionalised cost reduction through the creation
of initiatives such as Cost Reduction in the New Era
(CRINE) in the UK sector and NORSOK in the
Norwegian sector38.
Mergeritis
This gave rise to ‘mergeritis’ which re-formed* the world’s
largest oil companies—Exxon and Mobil, Chevron and
Texaco, BP, Amoco and Arco. Management consultants were set the task of merging these great entities by
generating synergies and economies of scale. Analysts
evaluated the mergers in terms of restructuring and
cost-cutting to justify the acquisition costs and remain
competitive against the low oil price39.
In the corporate cost-cutting that ensued, locations
and operations were rationalised. This led to Houston’s
growth and importance within the oilﬁeld. Many IOCs
consolidated their international operations in Houston
and it was the prevalent wisdom that R & D technology activities could be cast-oﬀ as unnecessary ﬁxed costs
that could be more proﬁtably outsourced. At that time,

the oil company rationalisation made sense ﬁnancially
and operationally.
Outsourcing Technology
Technological advancement and innovation is typical
of high-cost industries where saving time and money is
vital to the commercial success of companies and the
industry itself. These factors have played a crucial part
in the advancements made in well trajectories—such as
seismic, multilateral, Extended Reach Drilling (ERD),
horizontal and designer wells—and the enabling technologies to optimise production, and in so doing, increase proﬁtability.
As operators became leaner, well proﬁles followed suit
and the requirements for competitive tenders, data
simulation and risk analysis increased. The bottom line
was that service companies were being asked to contribute more value than ever before, in order to reduce
well cost and optimise performance. In this way, the
IOCs outsourced more and more, not just technology
niches, but certain technical disciplines such as drilling
or production engineering as well40.
Service Sector Grows
Service companies grew in the interim. Simultaneously,
they kept a watchful eye on US and international
projects being planned out of Houston and carefully
noted cast-oﬀ R & D projects with a view to commercialisation. In this way, Houston evolved as the E &
P capital of the oil industry and its downtown skyline
characterised worldwide operations.
Ironically, it has been the convergence of technology
outsourcing and ascendant oil prices that have strengthened the Oil Curtain. This is the self-fulﬁlling prophecy; as production technology becomes easier to get on
the open market, oil access becomes more restricted.
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
There was always a constant suspicion amongst producing countries that the IOCs were extensions of
foreign governments, acting out colonial policy as required. This suspicion may have contributed to oil
companies engaging in social programmes. It is unclear which IOC started wider social engagement such
as education, hospitals and the development of local
skills. What is quite clear is that such engagement gave
rise to a wide ranging set of IOC initiatives such as
sustainable development or CSR which were designed
to ameliorate a series of sore issues that were rooted
in inequalities between the producers and the IOCs.
These ranged from the setting of volumes of oil ex-
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co-existing with poverty stricken masses, the oil company is sitting on a time-bomb. Paradoxically, sometimes it is the case that even if oil companies keep locals happy and build local industries, the government
may still nationalise.

Figure 5 - Downtown View of Houston (EPRasheed)

ports, the repatriation of proﬁts, the heavy dependence
on imported goods and services to the princely lifestyle
of foreigners posted to poor countries.
Sustainable development has grown to encompass
the building of local capacity that may export technology and know-how, and the savings and investments of oil proﬁts into non-oil related industries.
Essentially, it means enfranchising locals in most aspects of the oil company’s business either locally owned
or managed41.
It can be argued that the geopolitical tension that lies
at the heart of certain disputes results from the uneven
distribution of oil-wealth. If that were not enough, the
fact that oil is a ﬁnite wealth generator makes things
worse. This ultimately highlights the undoing of any
CSR initiative or investment. As long as disparities in
the distribution of oil-wealth exist, CSR programmes
are constantly in peril of being perceived at best as arbitrary acts of philanthropy or at worst empty exercises
in public relations42.
The politics of revenue distribution can be a potential mineﬁeld for oil companies. They must satisfy the
powers that be – state governments – and reconcile the
valid needs of local groups, whether these are communities that have right-of-way over pipelines or those
that live in the state that produces oil or gas. If there
are competing ethnic groups or self-perpetuating elites

NOC/IOC—Corporate Transparency
Transparency or the lack of it was also a major inﬂuencer in the changing behaviour of IOCs. The IOCs
saw that they were being targeted by savvy lobbyists
and environmental activists that could impact their
image (and share price) in their home countries. This
coupled with anti-corporate demonstrations even led
some IOCs (BP) to publish sensitive ﬁgures regarding
tax payments abroad made to foreign governments in
regard of operating agreements. Further, some oil companies aligned themselves to protecting human rights
by joining the UN World Compact (Petrobras).
Legislation that prevents corruption and emphasises
due diligence has tightened up and deﬁned the limits
of ethical behaviour for companies acting abroad, and
this inﬂuence has permeated the industry as a whole
which has high levels of corporate governance43.
We have seen that the real challenge facing the IOCs
is that they face increasingly diﬃcult operating conditions in E & P activities, not just regarding the physical
landscape but rather a much more wide-ranging panorama of challenges. These include decommissioning,
booking new reserves in a narrowing opportunity base,
a socio economic and occasionally politically hostile
landscape, a lack of E & P technology as a diﬀerentiator and environmental lobbyists. Perhaps, most of
all, nationalisation has made operations more diﬃcult.
Here we trace the transformation of the NOC from
quiet man to international giant44.
NOC/IOC Distinctions
The distinction between NOCs and IOCs hinges on
whether the NOC majority shareholder is the state,
and therefore must ultimately answer to the state as opposed to a privately held IOC which answers to majority private shareholders only. This distinction explains
why NOCs have a responsibility to meet the needs of
the nation and the population that owns them, while
maximising proﬁt.
Nowadays, the industry recognises that proﬁts must be
balanced with social responsibility and private shareholders generally accept this. Most major IOCs have
CSR programmes and this type of spending is not generally questioned by investors, as long as returns are
healthy. Part-privatised NOCs fall into this category
www.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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also. In the case studies below, we look at NOC concepts of sustainability and social responsibility from
two major oil exporters—Saudi Aramco and PdVSA.
Two further case studies look at the part-privatised
StatoilHydro and Petrobras as they compete internationally in the US Gulf of Mexico (GOM) and apply
the technical respective diﬀerentiators of deepwater E
& P technology45.
Saudi Aramco
Considered by many to be the world’s largest oil company and the world’s largest NOC, Saudi Aramco controls one-quarter of all world hydrocarbon reserves and
plays a vital role in fuelling Saudi Arabia’s socio economic growth. In this context, Saudi Aramco routinely
evaluates its development decisions on a combination
of corporate and national contributions; for example, a petrochemical project with a Japanese chemical
company contributes at both these levels by seeking to
transform the Rabigh Reﬁnery in Saudi Arabia into an
integrated reﬁning and petrochemical complex.
The evaluation showed that although Rabigh would be
proﬁtable, it was not the most proﬁtable investment
opportunity that Saudi Aramco was considering. What
Rabigh provided, however, was ‘the most combined
value to the company and the nation’. The national
component means that Saudi Arabian society will beneﬁt from the foreign investment, the new jobs created
and additional revenues46. The corporate component
means that Saudi Aramco will extend its petroleum
value chain, upgrade oil processing and make its portfolio more proﬁtable47.
In the area of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), Saudi
Aramco’s approach is to use IOC yardsticks in order
to be best-in-class in areas such as ﬁnding and lifting
costs, corporate governance and ﬁnancial discipline48.
Venezuela
For Venezuela’s PdVSA, sustainability is stated as being
central to its existence49. Its deﬁnition of sustainability
considers oil and gas resources from both a production
and consumption perspective. PdVSA’s stated policy is
to regulate production of oil and gas so that E & P processes are optimised, while certain blocks are conserved
for the beneﬁt of future generations of both consumers
and producers. Its central belief is that because oil is a
ﬁnite natural resource, producing countries must exercise the sovereign right to regulate production levels so
that beneﬁts accrue to current and future generations
of indigenous people.

PdVSA also sees its role as educational and to show
consumers that oil is not a commodity that operates
according to free market rules. It contends that energy
markets do not operate in a free market fashion.
PdVSA recognizes that stability should exist in the
market, but this can only occur if there is political,
economic and particularly social stability. It also asks
consumers to consider whether they are consuming energy in an eﬃcient way.
For PdVSA, sustainability must include policies of integration that allow poorer countries to have access to
oil and gas. This has been the reasoning behind the
Petrocaribe initiative by which Venezuela supplies
200,000 barrels of oil per day (bbl/d) to more than
20 of the smallest countries of Latin America and the
Caribbean under special ﬁnancing50.
For PdVSA, ‘unrestricted access to (the) energy is not
the same thing as sustainable access’. The company
views the current model as consumers demanding unrestricted access to natural resources, but not allowing
resource holders to improve the socio-economic standing of their people. According to the company, this
model is characterised by infrastructure bottlenecks
resulting from decades of under-investment caused
mainly when IOCs held unrestricted access to reserves.
PdVSA’s view is that sustainability of access must mean
that poor countries should be able to access sustainable
energy sources51.
Petrobras
During 2006 and Lula de Silva’s successful re-election campaign, Petrobras and self-suﬃciency featured
prominently. Even before the election, Petrobras was
participating in the Brazilian governments ‘No Hunger’
program. The part-privatised NOC has been playing
a greater role in curing Brazil’s social ills. As Brazil’s
largest company, the logic is understandable. Over the
years, Petrobras has added tens of billions of US dollars to government coﬀers in the form of taxes, fees
and social contributions. It is also helping by generating thousands of jobs and boosting the local economy
by giving Brazilian companies preference for oﬀshore
projects52.
This swing towards nationalism is also accompanied by
a skepticism that the opening of the Brazilian E & P
sector resulted in little or no gain for Brazil as production or employment increases have been minimal.
Brazil, however, has certainly beneﬁtted from technology transferred by IOCs from other areas and this
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would not have occurred had Petrobras’ monopoly not
been broken.
The arrival of the IOCs brought knowledge gained
from international oﬀshore operations and diverse basins, knowledge that was limited in Brazil. Many techniques that have been proven elsewhere—for example,
ERD—are only just emerging on the Brazilian oilﬁeld.
IOCs were also accompanied by a raft of suppliers and
service companies keen to oﬀer specialised technology.
Without an initial hand from IOCs to enter Brazil,
many service companies would be put oﬀ by the monolithic appearance of Petrobras53.
Appealing on the one hand, and dangerous on the
other, the logic of nationalism can be diﬃcult to counter. Part of the explanation why oﬀshore vessels on
the international market are competitively priced is
because foreign governments grant favorable loans to
their shipyards. Given similar credit terms, Brazilian
companies can compete too. That’s clear enough but
the danger is that, although nationalism can boost the
economy, it can also stiﬂe new ideas.
With a ‘people before proﬁt’ attitude, Guilherme
Estrella (Petrobras E & P Director) has made no secret
of being more concerned with generating stable and
long-term oilﬁeld employment than opening up the
Brazilian E & P market further. This is good news for
the oﬀshore industry as a whole because Petrobras is
the major employer and trainer of petroleum engineers
in Brazil.
The tightrope that Petrobras must walk is balancing
the interests of two very diﬀerent kinds of shareholders. The Brazilian government still owns a majority
51% of ordinary shares while the remainder is held
privately. This kind of balancing is ultimately made easier because from both
a medium and long term perspective,
Petrobras is in an enviable position. It
has helped the country reach self-suﬃciency and added reserves, while growing its operations in the international
arena, especially the US.
Petrobras in the GOM
Petrobras America is currently involved
in four business areas which are upstream,
trading, procurement and reﬁning. Over
the last four to ﬁve years, Petrobras has
implemented a strategy which looked
for speciﬁc core areas where it could ap-

ply its technology and expertise. These elements have
proven critical to success; in frontier opportunities and
also ‘hard to access areas’, as well as four core areas in
the GOM (US Waters). One of the options for developments is a phased Floating Production Storage
Oﬄoading vessel (FPSO) programme similar to Brazil
where a FPSO could sail away in case of a hurricane
and reconnect after storms.
According to Petrobras its goal is ‘to concentrate in key
areas, certain trends and certain plays where Petrobras
is bound to be a signiﬁcant player’54.
By spreading risk, Petrobras plans to build a portfolio
through exploration and not acquisitions. This means
testing concepts such as Early Production Facilities
(EPF) to get a better idea of the reservoir/production
proﬁle before going into full production. The innovative approach of Petrobras has been applied to the
western part of the US GOM. This area had not seen a
single well drilled for at least a decade as the industry’s
general understanding was that there was no merit in
drilling. During the past decade, however, major technology improvements and better geological data have
changed this. These areas are gas prone with most production coming from the very shallow formations and
the Great White Shell development in deepwaters, but
with nothing in between.
Seismic has highlighted interesting features, although
these prospects have not been properly tested. For
Petrobras, two key characteristics are repeatability and
having options. Prospects which have similar characteristics, are important because they allow geologists to
make inferences from one area to the other. This helps
Petrobras to decide whether to drill more wells or not.

Figure 6 - Rabigh Refinery (Courtesy of Saudi Aramco)
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Options are important too, i.e. where the oil company
has eight or ten prospects, there is an option to drill
and that limits risk55.
Petrobras is using technologies and new ideas to build
a successful portfolio by using deepwater knowledge,
but also geologic modelling from other international
areas, i.e. Colombia and the deepwater US GOM.
Petrobras Trading can be seen as a set of services for the
group rather than a trading ﬂoor presence. It involves
ﬁnding and developing markets for surplus production. Price oscillations allow Petrobras to access production and optimise its production proﬁle. Increasing
production of Marlim crude, which has an API of 19°
to 22°, means that the demand for Marlim to be processed in Brazilian reﬁneries is set to go up as is Brazilian
reﬁning production; however, there is still a suﬃcient
surplus of Marlim beyond that which can be handled
by Brazilian reﬁneries. This allows Petrobras America
to sell and capture the best margins in the market.
Market surveys, intelligence and transactions are done
by Petrobras Brazil but Petrobras America is the broker. Petrobras America gains title for certain products,
i.e. gasoline and fuel oil, and sells these on. Petrobras
America started a new reﬁning business through the
purchase of 50% of a reﬁnery in Pasadena, Texas. The
current capacity of 100,000 bbl/d is being increased
through substantial investments that will allow for a
further 70,000 bbl/d. Petrobras continues looking to
both upstream and downstream opportunities within
the US, which is the world’s largest consumer and a
strategic market56.
StatoilHydro
StatoilHydro is the Norwegian oil company and views
its introduction to the stock exchange in Norway
and in the US as a favourable move. According to
StatoilHydro, it has the same requirements and terms
for operation as any IOC while having the Norwegian
government as its main owner gives it unique advantages, as it is not up for sale57.
When many IOCs were cutting their R & D functions to reduce costs, StatoilHydro invested more in its
R & D facilities and pioneered aspects of subsea and
deepwater production. This has helped the company
develop certain technology inventions. Part of this is
due to the close relations all operators on the Norwegian Continental Shelf have with government authorities, who challenge operators to overcome new
obstacles. The company’s goals are for the US GOM

to become a core area for StatoilHydro by 2012 with
production of 100,000 bbl/d. It cites a favourable ﬁscal
regime, stable government and yet—to ﬁnd resources
as key elements to meeting growth targets in the US
GOM.
StatoilHydro’s development strategy for the US involves
a combination of farm-ins and acquisitions. This started three years ago with the Chevron farm-in within
the Perdido Fold Belt, which resulted in the Tiger discovery. This was followed by the acquisition of Encana
assets. At the same time, StatoilHydro farmed-in about
70 leases in the Walker Ridge area with ExxonMobil.
This strategy continues with participation in the lease
sales in the deepwater GOM area.
It also has a growing business feeding LNG from the
Snøhvit ﬁeld in Norway and from its Algerian assets to
the Cove Point LNG terminal in Maryland.
The company has imported a lot of Norwegian oﬀshore technologies that may be applicable for use in
deepwater GOM; however, further tests are needed to
prove that usage in Norwegian oﬀshore water depths
of 300-500 m are suitable for much deeper US GOM
waters of 2000-2500 m. Increased recovery may be
possible by using a subsea processing, subsea boosting
and injection system and FPSOs with risers that have
the ability to disconnect. This may be a good solution
to secure equipment during extreme weather conditions like hurricanes. Ultimately, StatoilHydro has a
wide variety of technologies at its disposal and those
are likely to provide its international operations with a
competitive edge.
China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC)
CNPC, China’s ﬂagship oil company, plays an important role in China’s oil and gas production and
supply. Its oil and gas production accounts respectively for 57.7% and 78.3% of China’s total output. CNPC is also a global player with E & P
projects in Azerbaijan, Canada, Indonesia, Myanmar,
Oman, Peru, Sudan, Thailand, Turkmenistan and
Venezuela.
CNPC has bet heavily on R & D to increase E & P
production and reduce risk in complex basins. It has
developed solutions to improve recovery factors as well
as reduce development costs. It has a strong sense of innovation and has technologies in reservoir characterisation, polymer and chemical-ﬂooding. Other technologies include high-deﬁnition seismic, under-balanced
drilling, ultra-deep well drilling rigs and high-tensile
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steel pipes. According to the company, by the end of
2007, CNPC had acquired 7,010 patents out of its
9,693 patent applications.
It holds proved reserves of 3.7 billion barrels of oil
equivalent. Other relevant data include:
• Oil production: 2.75 million barrels of crude oil/day
(MMbbl/d)
• Gas production: 5.6 billion cubic feet/day
• Oil reserves: 3.06 billion metric tonnes, and
• Gas reserves: 2,320.1 Bm3.
Metamorphosis of IOCs
In the old days, IOCs conferred access and monetised
oil reserves. IOCs alone had the technology, capital
and know-how to tap the wealth of an unknown hidden natural resource. Naturally, they bargained hard
and got the lion’s share. Those ‘old ways’ show that oil
reserve holders used to recognise IOC as equals, perhaps, even as holding the upper hand as the IOC was
required for revenues to be realised58.
Even before the Oil Curtain, some IOCs noted that
the pool of accessible oil reserves would one day shrink.
Progressive IOCs repositioned themselves for the future; some seeing ‘beyond petroleum’ and others shut
out by the ‘Oil Curtain’. This, however, does not imply
the fall of IOCs. Some are perfectly adapted to evolve
and there is still a healthy global E & P environment
for them to adapt to.
The drawback is that this environment of extreme E &
P has high replacement costs as margins are squeezed
by technical challenges. Extreme E & P opportunities
exist in ultra-deepwaters, Arctic, unconventionals and
in a dazzling array of gas-related technologies. These
include: LNG which mobilises and commercialises
stranded reserves; biogas which is renewable through biologically produced methane; Compressed Natural Gas
(CNG) and LPG, that provide fuel for the transport
and power-generation sectors; and, GTL which oﬀers
high quality gasoline fuel.
Of the original seven sisters, most have already adapted to an extreme E & P environment. Going further,
BP has distinguished itself in LNG and solar power,
while Shell has distinguished itself in Gas to Liquids
(GTLs) and hydrogen.
Undoubtedly, IOCs face increasingly challenging operations – extreme E & P. Additionally, there are a
wide-ranging set of challenges such as decommission-

ing, booking new reserves in a narrowing opportunity
base, a lack of E & P technology as a diﬀerentiator and
environmental lobbyists. Perhaps, most of all, nationalisation and resource sovereignty, has made business
more diﬃcult.
Despite this, IOCs retain reﬁneries, retailing networks,
brands, and direct access to international consumers.
Certain IOCs, for example BP and Shell, have continued to be early adopters of new technology. That
is praiseworthy, because by supporting innovative new
ideas and signposting applications59, these IOCs have
signiﬁcantly contributed to many E & P innovations,
i.e. rotary steerables and expandables across the industry. Those IOCs took risks to prove tools downhole
and the beneﬁts have been reaped by all types of oil
companies.
Black Blessing
We have seen within a century how oil and gas have become the world’s preferred energy source. Consequently,
certain countries with the oil and gas wealth or the
black blessing have beneﬁtted. So which countries have
made oil wealth a true blessing60?
Dubai and Stavanger are synonymous with oil wealth,
but these cities also subtly show that the black blessing has been managed responsibly with a vision for the
future. For these and other thriving cities, there are
countless other stories of squandered oil-wealth and
cities that have ended up as ghost towns. Yet, no single
country’s approach to the management of oil and gas
has been perfect; it has been learned.
What works in one country is not necessarily the solution in another, but parallels and lessons exist. We shall
see how the forces and needs acting on the North Sea
were very diﬀerent to those of the Arabian Peninsula.
Each country’s proﬁle is unique but what emerges is
a common lesson: oil revenues ‘rollercoaster’ and are
subject to depletion.
Dutch Disease
Due to the highly specialised requirements of the petroleum industry, personnel and equipment are often
imported. If you have a pressing deadline, it is easy to
think ‘don’t reinvent the wheel, import’. This, however,
is dangerous. Firstly, capital ﬂows become wholly dependent on cyclical oil and gas revenues. Secondly, the
creation of local jobs and local infrastructure is limited as workers and equipment are ‘outsourced’. The
few jobs that are created are fringe industries and are
very much dependent on the migrant workers and can
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easily vanish. Thirdly, excessive imports and the petroleum industry itself can inﬂate costs so that locals are
excluded from housing, social and other activities. This
is a double-edged sword as the higher-paying-oil related activities push out other less lucrative activities.
Without diversiﬁcation, these negative factors expose
a country’s dependence on oil wealth. When oil prices
fall, the consequences can be disastrous, i.e. Norway
and UK in the 1986 crash.
Before Oil
When considering the North Sea – Stavanger, Norway,
Aberdeen, UK and the Arabian Peninsula – Dhahran,
Saudi Arabia and Dubai or Abu Dhabi UAE it is revealing to see how these countries existed before oil.
All of these countries had very diﬀerent socio-economic
proﬁles; healthcare, disposable income, education levels, transport links and indeed internal infrastructures
were severely limited.
Yet, in each the black blessing has improved lives within the space of a single generation and has led to the
creation of new industries (see Figures 7, 8 and 9).
Pilgrims
In the Saudi Arabian peninsula, oil was discovered in
the 1930s. At that time, exploration contracts for oil
were scorned; in scorching desert temperatures, exploration was for a more valued resource, water.
Saudi Arabia had already been guaranteed an annual
source of revenue due to the Hajj – the pilgrimage
Muslims make to the city of Mecca; however, the country’s infrastructure was underdeveloped which led to a
weaker bargaining position. When the ﬁrst contracts
were signed, the Saudis received less than the equivalent of 5% royalties. With the discovery of oil and its
growing geo-political importance, the Saudis’ bargaining power increased.
Royalties grew to 50%. Other stipulations such as the
improvement of transportation and telecommunication
links followed. By the 1970s, the Saudis had started to
buy-back the privatised oil company leading to the full
ownership of Aramco and the country’s reserves of 264
billion barrels of oil.
In reality, national oil policy has come full circle. It has
evolved from seeking maximum royalties to stipulating local capacity to full re-nationalisation and now to
partial privatisation for gas developments. To illustrate
Saudi Aramco‘s local content, as of 2007 it had a total
of 52,093 employees of which 45,464 were Saudis and

6,629 were expats. It has also signed gas exploration
contracts with foreign oil companies such as Shell.
Gold and Pearls
In the UAE, a union of seven Emirates, the situation
was diﬀerent. Dubai had long been a regional trading
hub and had far fewer reserves than Abu Dhabi which
meant it quickly realised its economic future lay beyond its scarce oil reserves. Dubai’s souks were known
worldwide for all manner of commodities, especially
gold and Arabian pearls. Dubai continued to proﬁt
from trading until the cultivation of artiﬁcial pearls
and world recession caught up in the 1930s.
The quality, size and quantity of artiﬁcial pearls could
be controlled in such a way that demand for them grew
quickly. Commerce dropped in Dubai and it was no
wonder that, when news reached the ruling family in
the UAE and Dubai that oil exploration licences were
being sold in Saudi, negotiations quickly followed.
With the fullness of time, this led to the discovery of
reserves of approximately 98 billion barrels of oil in
the UAE. Presently, Dubai has developed a policy of
cluster economies which have resulted in ﬂourishing
ﬁnancial services, tourism and IT sectors.
A Tale of Two Cities
Before oil, Aberdeen and Stavanger were economically
stable albeit sleepy ﬁshing and maritime towns. During
the early 1960s when gas was ﬁrst discovered (oil came
afterwards) in the Grönigen ﬁeld in the Dutch Sector
of the North Sea, Norway had high employment, a
current account surplus and low inﬂation. From a socio-economic perspective, there was no pressing need
to explore for and develop oil and gas.
With the 1973 oil crisis and accompanying embargo,
geologists started scrambling for North Sea seismic.
This instability in global geopolitics set the scene for the
upper hand in negotiations with the IOCs. When the
Norwegians and Scots asked for rewards beyond taxes
and royalties, the oilmen obliged.
Diﬀerences Between the North Sea and
Arabian Peninsula
The need to develop local knowledge was linked to
the nightmarish operating conditions in Norway. In
contrast, the Arabian Peninsula is an oilman’s dream
– punch a hole near a dome and chances are that oil
will be struck. From the very start, these very diﬀerent
environments formed very diﬀerent mindsets. This led
to a historic laissez-faire approach to technology devel-
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opment in the Arabian Peninsula.
In contrast, Norwegian and British ﬁelds were located in the harsh North Sea, a dangerous environment
where locating reservoirs was a costly, timely business.
Here the application of technology made a vital difference. With good seismic, directional and real-time
data, well construction costs could be halved. This was
a compelling reason for the development of North Sea
technology. In parallel, the gradual introduction of
terms such as the famous ‘50% local content’ stipulation in exploration contracts helped develop local
content.
Game-Changing or Incremental Beneﬁts?
Technology of every type was necessary in oﬀshore
Norway and UK. The need for reducing risks and cutting costs was acute and technology could change the
nature of the game, magically making uneconomic reserves proﬁtable. In the Arabian Peninsula, the beneﬁts
of oﬀshore technology did not apply. While other onshore technologies could be applied their technical and
ﬁnancial gains were insuﬃcient. An incremental gain
in production or cost-reduction was not compelling
enough for such technology to be used in the Arabian
Peninsula.
North Sea oﬀshore operations, for example, routinely
cost in excess of US $200,000 per day including rig
rental and crew costs. By contrast, onshore operations in the Arabian Peninsula do not often exceed US
$100,000. Additionally, the proﬁle of Arabian reservoirs, i.e. their production rates and overall production
size, are order of magnitude greater than North Sea
ﬁnds which leads to lower overall ﬁnding, development
and lifting costs in the Arabian peninsula.
By the 1980s, greater emphasis was placed on local
content and local capacity building within the Arabian
peninsula. This trend had its roots in the North Sea.

nology globally. At ﬁrst, technologies were invented,
tested and proven in the North Sea before being exported worldwide.
We have seen that until the mid 1960s, neither
Norway nor the UK had an oil industry, but within
years the chorus to create one was loud enough to
be heard. In the early 70s, this led to the preferential use of local goods and services at times reaching
90% as required by law. In the early 70s, the Norwegians
created Statoil, the operational oil company and as
policy maker the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate
(NPD). Accompanying this was a preferred policy
for Norwegian goods and services coupled with a
clause of transfer of know-how and research
cooperation.
The UK and Norway’s success in achieving high local
content is largely due to these policies which have encouraged partnerships between foreign and domestic
companies and made research programmes mandatory.
Research has helped create smaller companies which
have exported technology worldwide and grown. The
University of Aberdeen Oil Centre lists 175 small companies working in the oil and gas sector. These range
from small independents to technology companies.
In terms of production, Norway and the UK are very
diﬀerent. Norwegian oil and gas production has increased over the past decade to 3.1 MMbbl/d. The UK’s
oil production has fallen by 30% over the same period
to current levels of 2 MMbbl/d. Yet, through demand
for UK oilﬁeld goods and services, the oil sector continues to generate substantial economic activity.
Smaller independents have entered the UK sector but
the oil and gas industry has developed far more due to
the formation of mechanical and petroleum engineer-

Build Locally
It is worth highlighting that prior to the early 60s,
there was no oil and gas industry whatsoever in the
North Sea. Yet, today the industry is a prime mover in
the Scottish and UK economy.
How did this transformation occur within a
generation?
Building local capabilities was always a ‘must-have’ for
the North Sea. Eventually, this led to the creation of
the service sector hub which exports oil and gas tech- Figure 7 - Dubai’s Palm Island
www.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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Figure 8 - Abu Dhabi View from Emirates Palace

Figure 9 - Oil and Gas Wealth Is Not Necessarily A Trade-Off Against The Environment. There Are Wider Considerations (EPRasheed)

ing, academic and vocational training and associated
consultancy services.

Seeds of Knowledge
Licensing terms for oil contracts stipulated the transfer of skills and competence to Norwegian companies.
Personnel from Norsk Hydro, Saga and Statoil (these
companies have merged into StatoilHydro) received
training in the IOC training programmes and overseas
postings.
The situation was slightly diﬀerent for the UK as BP
had already had international oil and gas exposure. In
fact, this helped it discover and develop Forties (the
largest North Sea UK ﬁeld).
These seeds grew into the commercial success of numerous oil technology companies that export goods
and services worldwide.

Technology Greenhouses
Today, there is a strong culture of oil and gas R &
D; several well test sites and research companies exist. Illustrating this is the Bridge of Don Test site
in Aberdeen, Rogaland Research and its test well in
Stavanger and SINTEF (a company specializing in R
& D).
As major oil companies shed R & D internally to cut
costs, more R & D has been taken up by the service
companies. This is not to say that major oil companies
do not use or test new technologies; they do so in low-

risk developments such as mature onshore operations.
For the most part, however, the development and ownership of proprietary oilﬁeld technology no longer lies
with oil companies.There are some exceptions; the development of rotary-steerable systems to access complex well trajectories and expandable-casing for well
construction was initiated by oil companies. NOCs are
somewhat diﬀerent as can be seen by Petrobras’ R & D
centre which has grown to support Petrobras’ deepwater needs and has become a world leader in deepwater
technologies. Norway and the UK have helped develop
subsea technology and especially intelligent wells and
real-time operations management. It should be noted,
however, that the service side has played a crucial role
in technology development in all cases.

Cluster Economies
It is recognised that the Arabian Peninsula’s economies have been highly dependent on oil; it accounts
for more than 75% of government revenues in the region. This made it crucial that the Peninsula diversify
from oil dependence and open its markets to attract
foreign capital. A good example of this is seen in Dubai
which brieﬂy had revenues in oil production but realised quickly that it could become a trading hub due to
its location between Europe and the Far East and links
within the Peninsula between Saudi Arabia, India and
Iran.
Various initiatives were undertaken in Dubai; for convenience they can be classed as cluster economies.
Dubai began experimenting with cluster economies
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Figure 10 and 11 - Developments along Sheikh Zayed Rd Dubai (EPRasheed)

sectors. It then moved on to promote aspects of a ‘new
economy’: IT and multi-media activities and e-commerce and capital intensive, high-tech manufacturing
and services (see Figure 16).

Rainy Day Fund
After an economic rollercoaster that saw Norway with
the highest debt ratio ever attained by any developed
country, the Norwegian Parliament established the
Petroleum Fund in 1990. It receives net cash ﬂow from
the oil industry as well as proﬁts from investments.
The fund is designed to protect the economy should
oil prices or activity in the mainland economy decline,
and to help ﬁnance the needs of an increasingly elderly
population and to cope with declining oil and gas revenues. The idea is to use 4% of the fund in the annual
budget, but in reality larger transfers are made.
Figure 12 - Drilling Rig in the Middle East (EPRasheed)

through the development of Dubai Internet City in
2000. This has grown to house over 5,500 knowledge
workers today, while Dubai’s Media City houses most
of the leading global media companies. Dubai’s ﬁnancial markets have also grown.
The opening up of Dubai’s real estate sector has also
helped diversiﬁcation. Between 2004 and 2010, investments in Dubai’s real estate sector are set at US
$50 billion. This is serving to support Dubai’s tourism
industry as it aims to increase the numbers of foreign
tourists.
Dubai ﬁrst sought to consolidate the economy’s major
components of trade, transport, tourism and real estate

Too Much Local Content?
Government departments provided incentives enabling
operators and the private oil sector to identify technology needs and ﬁll them. This led to a trial and error
system where technologies were not always applicable;
however, it is not so important to focus on any single
research program that did not work because with time
a local knowledge base and competence was created.
The preferential policy may have gone too far in some
cases, leading to an introverted mindset. For example,
in Norway in 1990 at least 80% new prospect content
was domestic. The advantages were jobs and proﬁts in
Norway, but there was far too much dependence on
the petroleum industry for Norwegian manufacturing
while exports to markets in other oil producing countries were limited.
Undoubtedly, this shows that the black blessing has
www.saudiarabiaoilandgas.com
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improved lives within the space of a single generation
and has led to the creation of new industries. There
are many ways to make the blessing last. We have seen
how global power has shifted from IOCs to NOCs and
how many NOCs want to compete in international
markets.
We have also seen the metamorphosis of certain IOCs
into Energy companies. What drives this shift is a
growing awareness that, above all else, holders of the
reserves determine the rules. The next question then
becomes clear – who actually holds the petroleum reserves? Are they globally dispersed or centralised in a
few major locations?
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Contribute to Saudi Arabia Oil
& Gas during 2009
EPRasheed is looking for editorial submissions on the topics outlined in the editorial calendar. This can provide your company with the opportunity to communicate EP technology to the wider oil and gas community.
Please send abstracts or ideas for editorial to wajid.rasheed@eprasheed.com
Preference is given to articles that are Oil Company co-authored, peer reviewed or those based on Academic
research.

Editorial 2009 Calendar
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• Saudi Aramco
RTOC

• Khurais

• Manifa

• Shaybah

• Khursaniyah

• Hawiyah

• Near Surface
Modelling

• Remote Operation
Centres

• Drilling Optimization

• Passive Seismic

• Digitalization
• While Drilling
Technology

• Rotary Steerable &
Motor Systems

• Drill-Bit Technology

• Formation Evaluation

• Expandable Completions

• Smart Completions

• Drill Bits and
Underreamers

• Advances in DrillPipe

• Wellbore Intervention

• Tubulars

• Telemetry
• Production

• Complex Wells
• Extended Seismic
Feature (4D, OBC,
Wide Azimuth)

• Zonal Isolation
(incl. Packers, MultiZone Completions)

• Logging and
• Casing While Drilling Measurement WD
• Multi-Laterals

• Geophysical
• Carbonate Reservoir • Tubulars
Heterogenity

• I field
• Geosteering
• GOSP

• Environmental
Stewardship
• Refining

• Exploration Rub Al
Khali
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Middle East Oil & Gas
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Kingdom of Bahrain

OTC - Offshore
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May, 4-7, 2009
Houston, Texas

Offshore Europe Oil
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Aberdeen, UK

IADC/SPE Drilling
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March, 17-19, 2009
Amsterdam,
The Netherlands

SPE EUROPEC/EAGE
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Amsterdam,
The Netherlands

ATCE - SPE Annual
Technical Conference and
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Oct, 4-7, 2009
New Orleans, Louisiana,
USA
SPE/IADC Middle East
Drilling Technology
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Oct, 26-28 , 2009
Manama, Bahrain

SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS
Saudi Aramco Supplement

International Petroleum
Technology Conference
Dec, 7-9, 2009
Doha, Qatar
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